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Abstract

The behavior of 1-14 Mev neutrons has been measured in cylinders, 46 cm in diam-
eter and 38 cm thick, to evaluate previous theoretical calculations on neutron economy
and tritium production in proposed fusion reactor blankets. The cylinders were con-
structed from 0. 5-inch graphite slabs and 1-inch layers of solid lithium-beryllium
fluoride salt encased in aluminum pans. To approximate first-wall materials, 0-3 cm
molybdenum plates were placed at the base of the cylinder.

A point source of 14-Mev neutrons on the center line of the cylinder, 14 cm below
its base, was produced by bombarding an adsorbed tritium target with the deuteron
beam from a 150-kev Cockcroft-Walton accelerator. The design and operation of a
tritium gas target for a 1-3 Mev Van de Graaff accelerator is also described.

The neutron spectrum +(E) was measured with a series of threshold detectors:
U-238(n,f), P-31(n,p), Fe-56(n,p), I-127(n,2n), and F-19(n,2n). The spectrum is
determined from the threshold detector data by the method of W. D. Lanning and
K. W. Brown, in which (E) is expanded as the product of a weight function w(E) and a
weighted sum of polynomials which are orthogonal with respect to w(E).

The spectra in the graphite assemblies are characterized by a sharp peak near
14 Mev, with a smaller, broader peak at 3 Mev. Farther from the source, the 14-Mev
peak is attenuated more than the 3-Mev peak. Adding 3-cm Mo to the base of the
assembly shifts the 3-Mev peak to lower energies and increases its size at the expense
of the 14-Mev peak, because of the Mo-92(n, 2n) reaction. Addition of the lithium-
beryllium fluoride has no effect, because of the similarity in the scattering properties
of the salt and the graphite. The removal of neutrons through the Li-6(n, t) reaction was
not observed, because of the small size of the assembly and the low (1-3%) isotopic con-
tent of Li-6 in the salt.

The measurements are in semiquantitative agreement with the results of previous
theoretical calculations. Preliminary measurements indicate the feasibility of directly
measuring the tritium produced in the assemblies by the Li-6(n,t) and Li-7(n,tn)
reactions.
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PREFACE

This is the fourth in a series of five reports on Fusion Blanket research.

In this report computer listings of Threshold Activation Data, SAMTAPE Source Pro-

grams, and SPECTRUM Source Programs, which constituted Appendices E, F, and G

of the author's doctoral thesis, have been omitted. This material is available by appli-

cation to the Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139.

A list of the authors and titles of the other four reports in this series follows.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The controlled fusion of the heavy isotopes of hydrogen (deuterium and tritium) offers

a virtually inexhaustible source of energy, and has been the subject of extensive research

for more than ten years. The primary goal of this research has been to create and

maintain a plasma at a sufficient temperature and density to sustain a continuous or

quasi-continuous fusion reaction. In the past few years our knowledge of plasma physics

has increased, and various stumbling blocks, principally those of plasma instabilities,

are gradually being overcome - making it not unreasonable to hope for the attainment of

a thermonuclear plasma.

Since the primary goal - the attainment of the fusion plasma - has not been accom-

plished, relatively little thought has been given to the problems of converting the energy

of the fusion reaction into a useful form, presumably into electricity. Studies 1 - 4 made

on possible fusion machines indicate that there are problems outside the plasma itself

which must be solved before a useful energy-producing device can be built, even if a

controlled fusion plasma is attained. One such problem is the design of a blanket which

would remove the fusion energy from the enclosed plasma as high-temperature heat, and

regenerate the tritium that is burned in the plasma.

Computer codes that had been written for fission reactors were extended to higher

energies for early fusion-blanket neutronics calculations. These codes were inadequate

because of the differences in the behavior of the fission neutrons, and those produced by

the H3(d, n)He 4 reaction (or DT reaction). Impink 3 made a study, using codes in which

the conditions peculiar to the fusion reactor blanket were considered. He used multi-

group diffusion and integral transport codes for an infinite-slab blanket with an infinite-

slab source. From his calculations it is possible to obtain an idea of the most promising

blanket configurations from the point of view of neutron economy and tritium production.

These calculations were limited by the absence of much microscopic data (cross

sections, emission spectra of inelastically scattered neutrons, etc.), as well as the lack

of suitable macroscopic experiments to check the validity of simplifications, which he

had to make in the scattering models to hold the computer codes to a reasonable size.

The purpose of the work reported here is to develop experimental techniques that can

be used with present materials and equipment to evaluate the macroscopic neutronic

properties of proposed fusion blanket materials and designs. These experiments were

limited to a finite blanket assembly with a point source of neutrons. We planned to check

the general predictions that Impink made about various blanket configurations with

respect to high-energy neutron spectra (>3 Mev) and tritium production rates. Only the

spectral measurements were successful.

At first, it appeared that a quantitative comparison of our experimental data with

Impink's results could be made by integrating the point-source results to the plane

source that was used by Impink. Later, we found that this simple comparison would

not work, because of the high neutron leakage from the small experimental blanket

1
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assemblies. Lontai 5 has begun writing a Monte Carlo code to describe the point-source

experiments. The extension of these codes to geometries that are practical for a fusion

machine will remain a problem for future investigators.

In a study that paralleled Impink's, Homeyer4 considered matters related to gamma

heating and materials problems in the blanket. Petrie6 is conducting experiments to

obtain data for comparison with Homeyer's calculations.

The rest of this work will be organized in the following manner. Consideration will

first be given to outlining the general characteristics of a fusion reactor as conceived by

earlier studies, delineating the requirements and limitations imposed on the blanket, and

summarizing the conclusions of Impink's calculations. Then, we shall be concerned with

the experimental equipment and techniques, including the blanket mock-ups themselves,

the neutron sources that were developed, the physical properties of the threshold detec-

tors that were used to map the flux in the mock-ups, the methods of analyzing the thresh-

old detector data to determine the neutron energy spectrum, and the attempts to measure

tritium production in the mock-ups. The results of the threshold detector measurements

in a variety of experimental assemblies will be summarized and compared, appropriate

conclusions will be drawn, and recommendations concerning the future course of these

studies will be made. Finally, the details of the digital computer codes used to reduce

the data, and the threshold cross sections which were used in the spectral analyses will

be presented in appendices.

Every effort has been made to preserve a consistent scheme of notation throughout.

In those cases in which usage dictates inconsistencies in the notation employed in treating

unrelated problems, the generally accepted notation has been given preference.

1. 1 FUSION PLASMAS

From earlier work1 ' 3, 4,7 the general characteristics of a useful thermonuclear

plasma can be outlined, and the values of various parameters can be estimated (although

with some uncertainty). The plasma for a hypothetical 1, 000, 000 kw (thermal) machine

might be a cylinder, 75-100 meters long and -1 meter in diameter. The ends of the cyl-

inder may be closed by some arrangement of magnetic mirrors, or the cylinder may be

closed to form a torus, as in the stellarator concept. The plasma will contain approxi-

mately equal amounts of deuterium and tritium with a total ion density of approximately

1014 ions/cm3 at a temperature of approximately 109 °K. The plasma boundaries are

kept away from the material walls by a magnetic field of approximately 50, 000 gauss,

which is supplied by a superconducting solenoid.

The primary fusion reaction will be the DT reaction:

H2 + H3
- (He4+3. 67 Mev) + (n+14. 06 Mev). (1)

The DD reaction
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(He3+0. 82 Mev) + (n+2.45 Mev)

· ·H +H (2)
(H3+1. 01 Mev) + (p+3. 03 Mev),

in which each branch of Eq. 2 occurs with almost equal probability, would be more con-

venient from the standpoint of blanket design. Since the density and temperature of the

plasma for sustained DD fusion must be 10-50 times higher than the still unattainable

numbers stated above, it does not appear that a device based on the DD reaction can soon

be built, unless some outstanding breakthroughs occur in plasma physics.

A DT plasma operating under these conditions would generate a neutron current den-

sity of 5 X 1013 n/cm 2 sec at the vacuum wall (a cylinder 2. 0 m in diameter). The power

density at the inside diameter of the vacuum wall would be 1. 9 Mw/m 2

1.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FUSION REACTOR BLANKET

The blanket for this hypothetical fusion reactor is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The blanket consists of a vacuum wall, a first-wall coolant channel, a primary attenu-

ator where the bulk of the neutron moderation and tritium production take place, a coil-

shield region, the superconducting coil windings, and the biological shielding.

a. Tritium Production and Neutron Economy

Since tritium, which constitutes half of the plasma ions, does not occur in nature, at

least one triton must be generated in the blanket for every triton that is consumed by a

fusion reaction in the plasma itself. Also, an allowance must be made for the inevitable

losses caused by recycling, chemical recovery, and radioactive decay. These losses.

may be as high as 15 per cent.

The only potential source of tritium through nuclear reactions is the 14-Mev neutrons

emitted in the fusion reaction (Eq. 1). Of the large number of neutron-induced reactions

that yield tritium as a reaction product, the only reactions that appear to offer any real

hope of tritium regeneration are

Li 6 + n -H 3 + He4
(3)

and

Li 7 + n - H3 + He 4 + n'. (4)

The cross sections for these reactions for natural lithium are shown in Fig. 2 for neu-

tron energies above 0. 1 Mev. The Li6(n,t) cross section gradually assumes a 1/v

dependence at lower energies, and reaches a value of 71 barns at 0. 025 Mev.

The reaction Li7(n, tn) is particularly advantageous, since it produces a second neu-

tron that can be used in the Li 6(n, t) reaction to produce a second triton; however, the

contribution of the Li 7 (n, tn) reaction is limited by competitive downscattering. Since

the cross section for the Li 6 (n, t) reaction, from which the bulk of the tritium will have

3
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Fig. 2. Tritium-yielding cross sections in natural lithium.

to come, is appreciable only below 0. 5 Mev, the neutrons must be moderated to this

energy from 14 Mev. Problems of neutron economy, similar to those for a fission

reactor, thus arise.

The first consequence of neutron economy is that materials with high parasitic neu-

tron reaction cross sections must be avoided whenever possible. Since the neutron ener-

gies under consideration extend to 14 Mev, the important parasitic reactions include the

(n, p) and (n, a) reactions, as well as the (n, y) reaction which is of concern in fission

technology. For example, oxygen, which has a low (n, y) cross section, and is therefore

perfectly well behaved for thermal neutrons, has large (n, p) and (n, a) cross sections.

Thus coolants containing oxygen are unsuitable for fusion blankets.

Some parasitic neutron capture will occur, so some provision must be made for

creating additional neutrons. Advantage may be taken of the high energies of the incident

5
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neutrons by using materials with high (n, Zn) cross sections such as beryllium, or the

heavy metals such as molybdenum, near the vacuum before any appreciable neutron mod-

eration has taken place. The fast fission of U2 3 8 or Th 2 3 2 also appears to offer good

neutron multiplication; however, the high resonance absorption of these materials con-

sumes many of the additional neutrons from the (n, f) reactions, and use of these mate-

rials introduces problems of fission product waste - problems which a fusion reactor can

basically avoid.

b. Power Generation and Material Compatability

Besides satisfying the neutron economy requirements listed above, the blanket must

be able to convert the kinetic energy of the neutrons into high-temperature heat, and

must remove this heat to presumably conventional heat exchangers and turbines. The

materials used in the blanket must be stable at the high temperatures to be encountered

(500°-6000 C), and must be mutually compatible at these temperatures.

High-temperature operation imposes restrictions on the choice of coolants. Organics

are too unstable, water contains to much oxygen and would have too high a vapor pres-

sure, and gases have such poor heat-transfer characteristics that excessive volumes

of gas would be required. Liquid metals, particularly liquid lithium, which would pro-

vide tritium regeneration, have been proposed.8 Pumping a liquid metal across the mag-

netic field lines, however, entails prohibitive power costs because of ohmic heating.

Molten salts with strong ionic bonding minimize the ohmic heating problem. Lithium

nitrite and lithium nitrate have been suggested. They may or may not have the required

stability; but they are both eliminated because of the presence of oxygen. A salt that

appears to satisfy all requirements is a mixture of 66 mole-% LiF and 34 mole-% BeF 2.

The addition of the BeF 2 decreases the melting point of the salt, and also provides for

neutron multiplication through the Be9(n, 2n) reaction.

The materials for the vacuum wall deserve particular attention. The vacuum wall

must not only be able to withstand the bombardment by the large flux of 14-Mev neutrons

but also to transmit large quantities of heat arising from the deposition within the wall

of the electromagnetic radiation (y- and x-rays, plus Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radi-

ation) which is generated within the plasma. It is assumed that most of the charged

a-particles which are formed in the fusion reaction are kept away from the walls by the

magnetic fields, and are deposited in some region removed from the blanket under study.

These considerations, plus those of structural integrity and sputtering on the first sur-

face, dictate the use of a refractory material for the first wall, probably one of the

refractory metals, but the beryllides of molybdenum, niobium or zirconium may also

prove suitable.

Similar considerations must be made for the structural materials elsewhere in the

blanket, although the conditions are not as extreme as at the first wall. Compatibility

with the coolant salt is a necessary requirement, in addition to those mentioned above.

Graphite appears to be the best material at this time, although the beryllides mentioned

6



above may also prove useful. Surfaces facing the molten salt may have to be clad with

the nickel based alloy INOR-8, which was designed especially for compatibility with fused

fluorides; however, the presence of large quantities of this alloy in the blanket could ruin

the neutron economy.

c. Shielding Requirements

The use of superconducting coils to provide the magnetic fields for the plasma con-

finement imposes still more restrictions on the blanket. Superconductivity occurs only

at temperatures of a few degrees Kelvin. Thus large quantities of electrical work must

be expended to pump to room temperature the energy deposited in the coils by neutron

scattering and capture, y-attenuation, and direct leakage. A comfortable upper limit for

a heat-removal rate from the coils is -100 w/m 2 of coil area facing the blanket. Thus

the blanket must also serve as a neutron and gamma attenuator, and as a thermal barrier.

Because of the intensity limitations of the neutron source in the present experiments,

consideration of the coil shielding, as well as the biological shielding that will be

required, is beyond the scope of this work.

7
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II. THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE FUSION REACTOR BLANKET

A comprehensive study of the neutron economy in the fusion reactor blanket was made

by Impink, 3 who used a differential neutron transport code with 50 energy groups and up

to 5 spatial regions. A concurrent study of materials questions and the effects of gamma

heating was made by Homeyer.4 The basic differences between the systems that they

Table 1. Comparison of neutron phenomena in the fission
reactor and in the fusion reactor blanket.

Phenomenon Fission Reactor Fusion Reactor Blanket

Neutron energy Mainly by elastic scattering. Mainly by non-elastic scattering.
degredation.

Angular coorelation Almost isotropic in laboratory Forward-peaked, even in center-of-
in neutron coordinates. mass coordinates.
scattering.

Parasitic Mainly by (n,7) reactions. Mainly by (n,p), (n,a), (n,d)
absorption. reactions.

Nuclear heating. Mainly from ionization by Mainly from -rays from inelastic
fission fragments. scattering.

studied and the thermal fission reactor are summarized in Table 1. The conclusions

mentioned above, as well as the blanket design shown in Fig. 1, are the results of their

efforts.

2. 1 COMPONENT STUDIES

Molybdenum was chosen as the first-wall material; niobium was considered, but

important cross section data were not available. The primary attenuator consisted of

molten salt flowing in a graphite matrix. The salt and graphite were homogenized in the

calculations. Because the salt in the first-wall coolant channel has a higher temper-

ature, it is distinguished from the salt in the rest of the blanket. Neutrons that escaped

the outer boundary of the primary attenuator were considered lost, as far as tritium pro-

duction and useful heat recovery were concerned. Impink showed that a coil-shield

region consisting of 30 cm of lead cooled by borated water (80 volume-% lead and

20 volume-% water with a 0. 1 molar concentration of boric acid) was sufficient to atten-

uate the neutron flux to -0. 02% of its original value.

Impink considered many variations of the blanket design shown in Fig. 1, including

materials that could not be used in an actual blanket because of poor structural

8
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Table 2. Tritium production rates for various blanket rates (see Impink 3 )

Run No. First Wall

3-103 3 cm Be 3.75

3-104 8 cm Pb

3-105 None "

3-110* 3 cm Mo 5.00

3-111* 1 cm Mo "

3-115* 2 cm Mo "

3-114* None

3-115* 1 cm Ni "

3-122 2 cm Mo 6.25

3-128 , 

3-129 " "

3-130

3-131 " "

3-132 " "

5-133

5-134 1 cm Ni

5-1355 2 cm Mo

5-501 " 

3-503 2 cm Th

3-504 1.5 cm U

First-Wall
Coolant Channel
cm salt

FS1
It

It

It

If

it

it

If

ft

FS2

FS3

FSi c

FSld

FSle

FS1

FSlg

FS4

FS1

Primary a
Attenuator
cm salt

35 FS1
I It

3 "

48 "
,, I

it ft

II I

56 "
11 II

" FS2

"t FS3

" FS1

" FS1d

70 FS1

I Is

56 "

it It

Tritium Productionb

Total Li (n,tn)

1.207 .106

1.447 .048

o.869 .129

1.162 .083

1.141 .116

1.168 .100

1.072 .136

1.004oo .111

1.150 .100

1.137 .088

1.123 .070

0.817 .097

1.181 .094

1.216 .054

1.346 .088

1.571 .087

1.202 .065

1.071 .080

1.135 .103

1.417 .106

Fused-salt compositions:
FS1 - 66% LiF +

FS2 = 50% LiF +

(mole per
34% BeF2
50% BeF2

cent)
FS3

FS4

100% LiN02

= 60% LiF + 34 BeF2 + 10% UF4

Notes: a. Primary attenuator is 80% salt and 20% graphite (mole per cent).
b. Tritons per incident neutron.
c. 20% of Li is Li-6
d. 50% of Li is Li6
e. 5 cm of Be between first-wall coolant and primary attenuator.
f. 10 cm of Be " " " " " "
g. 9 cm of BeO " " " "" " " ·
* Nuclide densities are 25% for the fused salts in these calculations.

9
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properties, incompatibility, and the like, but which served to emphasize certain prin-

ciples of neutron economy. Table 2 lists the total tritium production, as well as the trit-

ium produced from the Li7 (n, tn) reaction, for various combinations of materials.

Impink' s run designations are given here to facilitate reference to his work. The runs

3-105 and 3-114 with no first wall were made for comparison purposes. Various aspects

of the blanket construction were considered.

a. First-Wall Material

Molybdenum and nickel were the only materials with suitable physical properties for

which sufficient neutronics data were available. Runs 3-115 and 3-111 show that molyb-

denum is superior. Runs were made with beryllium, lead, uranium, and thorium to

demonstrate the superior neutronic properties of these materials. Thorium is the only

one of the four that might have sufficiently good structural properties for a first wall.

From more recent data it appears that beryllium, in the form of the alloys MoBel2,

NbBel2 or ZrBel2 might be a possible choice.

b. First-Wall Thickness

Since molybdenum appeared to be the only suitable first-wall material, studies were

made (runs 3-111, 3-113, and 3-114) to determine the optimum thickness, which is

approximately 2 cm. Continually increasing the thickness of the molybdenum does not

lead to continuous increase in tritium production, principally because increased neutron-

energy degradation in the first wall precludes Li7(n, tn) reactions in the attenuator, and

leads to more parasitic (n, a) and (n, p) wall reactions.

c. Fused-Salt Constituents

Runs 3-128 and 3-129 show that increasing the LiF content of the salt above the 66%

that was chosen because of the superior physical properties causes a net decrease in

tritium production. From run 3-130 it can be seen that LiNO 2 has a tritium-breeding

ratio of less than unity, so it could not be used. Run 3-501 shows that adding U2 3 8 to

the fused salt, where uranium could be handled physically as UF 4 , does not lead to an

increase in tritium breeding over other systems because the increased resonance

absorption overbalances gains from the U 38(n, f) and U23 8(n, 2n) reactions.

d. Isotopic Content of Li 6

Increasing the isotopic content of Li 6 in the salt leads to a modest increase in tritium

production (runs 3-131 and 3-132), but also increases the cost of the salt. A comparison

of the Li6(n, t) and Li7(n, tn) reaction rates shows, however, that the lithium in the

make-up salt must contain approximately 95% Li6 .

10
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e. Neutron-Multiplying Back-up Regions

The use of a layer of beryllium or beryllium oxide immediately behind the first-wall

coolant channel was investigated (runs 5-133, 5-134, and 5-135). Enough of an increase

in tritium production was observed, so that even a nickel first wall might be feasible,

although such a wall did not appear to be favorable with the standard blanket (run 3-115).

f. Salt-to-Graphite Ratio

Two preliminary runs were made in which the graphite fraction in the primary atten-

uator was 0. 21 and 0. 71. While these runs are not directly comparable with those listed

in Table 2, they show that the primary effect of the additional graphite is to dilute the

lithium concentration in the blanket. Secondary losses occur because of the C12(n, a)

reaction.

Impink concluded from his studies that a sufficiently large tritium-breeding ratio

could be achieved in a physically practical blanket configuration, and that there was

enough flexibility in the choice of blanket materials, so that some degree of optimization

of other aspects such as nuclear heating and coil shielding could be permitted.

2.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Impink's studies represent the first serious attempt to treat the complexities of the

neutron behavior in a fusion blanket. There are some serious limitations to the use of

these calculations.

1. Elastic scattering of 14-Mev neutrons is predominantly straight ahead, even in

center-of-mass coordinates. As the neutron energies approach 2-3 Mev the scattering

is more nearly isotropic in center-of-mass coordinates. To keep the computations within

reasonable bounds for the computer, the simplifying assumption is made that scattering

is only straight ahead for neutrons above 5 Mev, is isotropic for neutrons <5 Mev with

nuclides of mass <20, and is an empirical mixture of isotropic and straight-ahead scat-

tering for neutrons <5 Mev with nuclides of mass >40. The results indicate that this

approximation is sufficiently good to calculate critical quantities such as the tritium-

breeding ratio, but it introduces serious errors in the calculation of higher energy

events.

2. Impink tried to compare calculated results with the results of several experiments

that had been conducted to investigate the moderation of 14-Mev neutrons in various

media. In only one case (measurements of the Fermi age in graphite) did he have much

success. In the other cases agreement was not too good because the scattering-model

errors were accentuated in these experiments, and the materials and geometries were

not those for which his codes were designed.

3. A limitation of any computational method will be the detailed data required for

each nuclide used in the blanket. The cross sections for all energetically possible reac-

tions must be known as a function of energy. Since the energy range in the blanket is

11
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from thermal energies to 14 Mev, the list of possible reactions is large, including such

reactions as (n, p), (n, a), (n, np), etc. , as well as the (n, y), (n, n) and (n, n') reactions

which are important in fission reactor calculations. If neutrons are emitted, as is the

case for the reactions (n, 2n), (n, n'), (n, pn), etc. , the energy spectra of the emitted

neutrons are needed. Impink found that much of the required experimental data were

not available, although some could be estimated from theoretical nuclear models.

4. The calculations were carried out for infinite-plane blankets with an infinite-plane

plasma source. The errors thus introduced are only minor because the blankets for the

envisioned cylindrical reactor have only small curvature.

Impink felt that more experimental data were needed before further refinement of the

calculational models could be justified.

12
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III. EXPERIMENTAL BLANKET ASSEMBLIES

3. 1 CONFIGURATIONS SELECTED FOR STUDY

Only three aspects of the component studies mentioned in Section II are amenable to

small-scale experiment: the salt-to-graphite ratio, first-wall materials, and first-wall

thickness. Materials for the other aspects are unavailable or too expensive.

The ten configurations that were originally selected for investigation are listed in

Table 3. The neutron-energy spectrum was to be mapped with threshold detectors in

each configuration. Tritium-production measurements were to be made in those config-

urations containing salt. For reasons that will be described in Section VII, only the

spectral measurements were successful.

Only configurations 1-7 in Table 3 were studied experimentally, for three reasons:

1. The results from the first 7 configurations were sufficient to demonstrate the

validity of the threshold-detector techniques.

2. The refinement necessary to gain sufficient precision to detect the effects of the

component changes indicated for configurations 8-10 is beyond the scope of an explor-

atory investigation.

3. Configurations 8-10 do not represent practical blanket configurations.

3.2 GEOMETRY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLIES

Although most of Impink's computer runs were made with an infinite-slab geometry,

his codes could also handle a cylindrical blanket with a diffuse-cylinder source, or a

spherical blanket with a spherical source. Since the only available source of 14-Mev

neutrons is a point source (see Section IV), the plane and cylindrical geometries could

not be used. The manufacture of the spherical shells that would be needed to duplicate

the spherical geometries would be prohibitively expensive, if not impossible. As a

result, the geometry of the experimental blanket assemblies was chosen for convenience

in interchanging the components. Some computational scheme is then necessary for a

quantitative comparison of the experimental results with those of Impink's codes.

The original scheme was as follows:

1. The blanket assembly would consist of a central core and a graphite reflector to

reduce neutron leakage, as shown in Fig. 3. Only the central core would be varied to

form the configurations listed in Table 3. The reflector would not drastically alter the

spectrum at the center of the core, since the graphite and the salt have similar scat-

tering properties. 3

2. The results of radial flux traverses within the core could be fitted to the Bessel

function J(ar), and an extrapolated core boundary could be found.

3. The point-source results for the extrapolated core could be integrated to duplicate

Impink's infinite-plane results.

This scheme was not usable because a J(ar)-distribution implies isotropic

13
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Deuteron bean,
Tritium target (neutron source

- 4/ .... -aow
core

Graphite reflector

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the preliminary blanket assembly.

scattering, but in the assemblies scattering is peaked in the forward direction. A Monte

Carlo calculation was indicated. Here the high leakage is an advantage, because the

neutrons make only a few collisions before being absorbed or leaking out. If accuracies

of 5-10% are sufficient, only a relatively small number of neutron histories are required.

In this case the reflector would only complicate the calculations, so it was discarded in

favor of a bare core assembly (see Fig. 13).

3.3 MATERIALS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLIES

a. Lithium-Beryllium Fluoride Salt

The Reactor Chemistry Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory supplied approxi-

mately 300 lb of lithium-beryllium fluoride salt (composition 2LiF BeF 2 ) cast in the

form of 120 ° wedges, as shown in Fig. 4. The wedges were contained in covered alu-

minum pans (Fig. 5). The covers were sealed to the pans by rubber gaskets, and held

in place by special stainless-steel bands (Fig. 6). The bulk of the salt was used for sev-

eral experiments. Salt samples which were to be used for tritium measurements in each

blanket configuration were placed in the central void formed when three wedges were

placed in a pan.
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17.5" .

Fig. 4. Sample wedge of lithium-beryllium fluoride.

18"

19" - 1
O 0.25"

0.2
-

TI I-

I
Fig. 5. Pan for lithium-beryllium fluoride.

Fig. 6. Stainless-steel band for holding the lid to the aluminum pan.
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b. Graphite

The graphite (reactor grade, manufactured by Union Carbide Corporation) is in the

form of 26 slabs that are nominally 18 inches in diameter and 0. 5 inch thick. The actual

thicknesses are listed in Table 4. A cylindrical depression, 0. 209 inch deep and

0. 875 inch in diameter, was milled in the center of each slab to hold the threshold

detectors. Depressions that held no threshold detectors during an irradiation were filled

with graphite buttons. Radial depressions were milled in two of the slabs (labeled A and

Table 4. Thicknesses of Graphite Slabs. The slabs were nominally
18 inches in diameter and 0. 5 inch thick. Actually, their
shape was somewhat irregular. The thicknesses listed be-
low for each slab are the averages of measurements at four
points near the perimeter of each slab.

Slab Number Thickness (centimeters)

100 1.491

200 1.480

300 1.476

400 1.496

500 1.427

600 1.488

700 1.478

800 1.387

900 1.455

1000 1.511

1100 1.458

1200 1.560

1300 1.450

1400 1.453

1500 1.471

1600 1.427

1700 1.471

1800 1.478

1900 1.499

2000 1.466

2100 1.458

2200 1.471

2300 1.496

2400 1.478

A 1. 631

B 1.435
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B), as shown in Fig. 7. The slabs with only central depressions are numbered by hun-

dreds from 100 to 2400; during irradiations slab 100 was nearest the neutron source

(see Fig. 13).

c. First-Wall Materials

Three plates of molybdenum, 1 ft square and 0. 375, 0. 500, and 0. 750 inch thick,

were used to simulate the molybdenum first wall. Lead was available in the form of an

irregularly shaped plate, 1 inch thick. Uranium was available in the form of bars

3 ft X 1 inch X 0. 25 inch. One deterrent to studying the uranium first wall was that this

uranium had been previously irradiated, and it had a flaking oxide coating. Special

handling would have been required.

3.4 POSITION NUMBERS FOR THRESHOLD DETECTORS

Each threshold detector position was identified by a number. For the all-graphite

configurations (1-3) this number was the slab number if only axial measurements were

desired. For radial measurements slab A (or B) was inserted in place of a numbered

slab at the desired axial position. Then these position numbers were formed by adding

the depression number for slab A (or B, see Fig. 7) to the number of the slab which had

been replaced.

The configurations (4-7) with 67% and 50% graphite were constructed by alternating

one pan of salt with one and two slabs of graphite, respectively. In these configurations

most of the threshold detectors were placed in the graphite slabs; the numbering system

is the same as above. One set of threshold detectors was placed directly behind the

molybdenum wall (position "1"). The resulting air gap between the molybdenum wall and

the first salt pan had no appreciable effect on the neutron flux because, at this area in

the blanket, the neutron paths were mainly perpendicular to the first wall.

The salt pans were numbered from 1 to 4 with pan 1 nearest the neutron source. The

actual composition of each experimental blanket assembly is shown in the appropriate

figure with the threshold-detector results (Figs. 35-40).
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IV. THE NEUTRON SOURCE

4. 1 INTRODUCTION

A source of 14-Mev neutrons with an intensity of 1010 neutrons per second (in

4rr-geometry) was found to be necessary to sufficiently activate the threshold detectors

and to produce detectable amounts of tritium in the lithium-beryllium fluoride salt. In

the actual experiments these neutrons were produced by bombarding a solid tritium tar-

get (manufactured by the Texas Nuclear Corporation, Austin, Texas) with 150-kev deu-

terons from a Cockcroft-Walton accelerator. When work was begun in the summer of

1961, the Cockcroft-Walton machine was not available, so we planned to use the 1-3 Mev

Van de Graaff accelerator at the U. S. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory

(AFCRL) in Bedford, Massachusetts.

With a solid target, in which the tritium is absorbed on a titanium (or other) film that

has been deposited on a copper disc, all of the energy of the bombarding deuterons is

deposited in the target, and must be dissipated as heat through the water-cooled copper

backing. (Only the kinetic energy of the deuterons must be considered. Since less than

one deuteron in 1000 undergoes a D-T reaction, the energy of the He 3 ion produced in

this reaction may be neglected.) A Cockcroft-Walton machine requires a 200-ia beam

(which is 1. 3-2. 0 cm in diameter) to produce the required neutron intensity; the heat

which must be dissipated to the coolant is a comfortable 20 watts/cm 2 . On the other

hand, the minimum energy at which the Van de Graaff at AFCRL can deliver a stable

beam is 1 Mev, and the maximum diameter of the beam is 0. 6 cm. At this energy only

a 100-pa beam is required, but the temperature at which the resultant 350 watts/cm 2

can be removed by the coolant is so high that the tritium would rapidly boil off the target.

Schemes for effectively spreading the beam by rotating the target or oscillating the deu-

teron beam with an AC magnet were considered to be too expensive. Attempts were

made to use "high-temperature" solid targets (manufactured by NRA, Inc., Long Island

City, New York) in which the tritium is absorbed on rare earth films, but these targets

proved to be no better than the titanium targets.

The only other alternative was a tritium gas target, which has the disadvantage of

handling tritium gas, with the associated safety problems. A satisfactory gas target was

developed, and would have been used for the experiments had the Cockcroft-Walton

accelerator not become available. A description of the gas target is included here, since

it does provide a useful neutron source with a Van de Graaff accelerator.

Much of the succeeding material has been published elsewhere. 9 - 1 1 Material from

these sources will be used without further reference.

4.2 TRITIUM GAS TARGET

a. Construction of the Gas Target

The gas target, shown in Fig. 8, contains the tritium gas in a stainless-steel tube,

0. 25 inch ID and 1.3 inches long. The target window, a disc of commercial aluminum
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surface of a flange on the open end of the

cylinder. A copper washer seals the win-

dow to the cylinder; the other side of the

washer forms a seal with the target

holder. The tritium is admitted to the
A W_~ALUMINUM WINDOW

target through a 0. 125-inch stainless-

9CEcOPP RP WASHER steel tube that is hard-soldered to the

base of the target chamber. The incident

2. 7-Mev beam of deuterons is slowed to

400 kev in the window, whence it enters

,TUBES the gas chamber where it is slowed

to 40 kev. The calculated yield is

9 X 108 neutrons per second per micro-

ampere, which is higher than the yield of

the solid target by a factor of almost ten.

HOLDER The target window must (a) form a

wall between the target chamber and the

accelerator drift tube which is able to

Fig. 8. Gas target. withstand the pressure difference (0. 5-

1. 0 atm versus 10-5 mm Hg); (b) be

relatively impervious to hydrogen at the operating temperature; (c) be available in thin

enough foils, so that the energy degradation within the window is within reasonable

limits; and (d) be able to dissipate the energy lost in the window to the rim. The last

requirement eliminates all nonmetallic windows. The distance to produce a given decre-

ment in the deuteron energy is proportional to Z- 2 , where Z is the atomic number of the

window material. Refractory metals have atomic numbers that are too high: the win-

dows would be prohibitively thin. Titanium, iron, and nickel have lower Z, but would

allow too much tritium to diffuse through the window into the accelerator because of their

high permeability to hydrogen. Aluminum is a satisfactory material, and is readily

available. Other metals that are alloyed with the aluminum in the commercial foil did

not noticeably affect the energy-degradation characteristics of the windows.

b. Collimation System

The gas target holder is connected to a collimation system (see Fig. 9) which con-

sists of an aperture assembly with a 0. 25-inch ID aperture and a 0. 5-inch ID baffle to

trap the deuterons that are deflected by large angles upon collision with the edge of the

aperture, and an electron repeller with a 0. 375-inch ID opening that is maintained at

-135 volts to prevent secondary electrons, which are emitted when deuterons strike the

aperture and the target, from confusing beam-current measurements. The aperture disc

and the target holder are water-cooled. The components are positioned by nylon spacing
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JOINT

CHAMBER

A WINOOW

LING RING

LER (-135 VOLT DC)

0.5 - INCH I.D. BAFFLE TO TRAP DEFLECTED IONS

Fig. 9. Collimation system for gas target assembly.

rings, sealed by silicone rubber O-rings, and fastened by screws that are protected with

teflon tubing and fiber washers to keep the joints electrically insulating. The assembly

was attached to the analyzed-beam tube of the Van de Graaff accelerator. Since the end

of the tube was already insulated from ground, the connection between the tube and the

aperture assembly was not insulated.

The currents flowing from the aperture assembly, the electron repeller, and the tar-

get were monitored during the runs. The current from the electron repeller was zero.

The target current measured the intensity of the deuteron beam, and the aperture current

measured the focus and alignment of the beam. For a well-focused and correctly

aligned beam of 3 pla on the target, the aperture current was less than 0. 5 a.

c. Uranium Reservoirs

The tritium for the gas target was obtained from uranium tritide in stainless-steel

reservoirs, one of which is shown in Fig. 10. The system is similar to that described

by Johnson and Banta.l2 The tritium was released by heating the reservoir to 410°C.

For this purpose, a nichrome heating wire was threaded on a boron nitride cylinder that

could slip on the reservoir; a larger boron nitride cylinder covered the assembly.

Stainless-steel snap rings held the heater in place. The temperature was measured by

an iron-constantan thermocouple that was spot-welded to the bottom of the reservoir.

The reservoir was sealed inside a water-cooled protective can to trap any tritium that

might diffuse through the walls of the reservoir during the heating cycle.

The reservoir was constructed by welding a plug to the bottom of a stainless-steel

tube, 4 inches long, 0. 25 inch ID, and 0. 375 inch OD. The oxide layer was removed

from 5-7 grams of depleted uranium foil scrap by momentarily immersing the foil in

concentrated nitric acid, then rinsing, first in distilled water and finally in acetone. The

air-dried foil was minced into the reservoir; the volume above the uranium was packed

with glass wool, and the tube was welded to the stainless-steel feed tube (0. 1875 inch
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BORON NITRIDE
HEATER

T\ H R OPL KOVAR-GLASS FEED-THROUGH

THERMOCOUPLE 9
THERMOCOUPLE LEADS

RESERV/OIR

1 /8" COPPER TUBING

< / 
/PROTECTIVE CAN

PROTECTIVE CAN

WATER-COOLIN6g COILS

Fig. 10. Uranium tritide reservoir and protective can.

OD, flared to 0. 25 inch OD at the point of the weld) which led through the lid of the pro-

tective can (where it was fastened by a soft-solder joint). The other end of the feed tube

was soft-soldered to a Hoke bellows valve (either No. 482 or A431). Johnson and Banta

recommend a 0. 125-inch OD feed tube butt-welded to a 0. 25-inch OD plug, but we found

that the butt weld leaked. Helium was made to flow in through the furnace valve before

heliarc welding to avoid igniting the uranium during the welding process. During the

weld the reservoir tube was cooled by a wet cloth. Care had to be taken during the final

stages of the welding that the heated gases inside the reservoir did not cause a pressure

build-up and a blow-through in the weld. After the reservoir had been welded to the lid

assembly, the whole assembly was helium-leak tested before the thermocouple and heater

connections were spot-welded into place.

The reservoir assembly was then connected to a manifold and pumped to -1 pL with

the reservoir temperature at 410°C. Afterwards the reservoir was cooled to approxi-

mately 2000 C and hydrogen was let into the system. After a short delay caused by hydro-

gen diffusion through the surface oxide on the uranium, up to 1 liter-atmosphere of

hydrogen was taken up within 30 minutes. After the hydriding reaction had ceased, the

furnace was heated to 410°C and the hydrogen was pumped off to approximately 1 u. This

cycle was repeated several times to ensure activation of all of the uranium in the reser-

voir. If all of the uranium had been packed below the level of the heater, a system vol-

ume of hydrogen let in at 1 atm could be driven off at 1 atm by raising the reservoir
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temperature to 410C - even in the presence of excess uranium. The excess uranium

was necessary so that small amounts of air, which would inevitably leak into the reser-

voir through the valve seat during transfer operations, could be combined with the ura-

nium (as a uranium nitride and uranium oxide) without impairing the effectiveness of the

reservoir.

For transportation purposes, the uranium reservoir in the protective can was placed

in a helium atmosphere in a container whose lid was sealed with an O-ring. This con-

tainer was, in turn, placed in a "2R" container that consisted of a cast-iron pipe with

end caps.

d. Gas-Handling System

After the reservoir had been filled with 30 curies of tritium at the New England

Nuclear Corporation, in Boston, Massachusetts, it was transported to AFCRL and con-

nected to the gas-handling system shown schematically in Fig. 11, which consisted of an

inner system made of 0. 125-inch copper tubing, a Bourdon gauge (0-30 in. Hg), the res-

ervoir, a stand-by reservoir, and the gas target; and an outer system that contained a

thermocouple vacuum gauge for routine leak checking and measuring the final take-up of

tritium into the reservoir, and connections to a helium line for leak testing and to a fore-

pump. The stand-by reservoir was included in the system in case it became necessary

to remove the tritium from the system while the tritium reservoir was still hot.

OUTER SYSTEM INNER SYSTEM

LEGEND TO HELIUM
TANK

- 0. 125 - INCH TUBING

0.25- INCH TUBING

HOKE BELLOWS VALVE
(NO.482 FOR OUTER SYSTEM,
NO.A431 FOR INNER SYSTEM)

STAND-BY RESERVOIR
IN LIQUID NITROGEN
BATH

Fig. 11. Gas-handling system at the U. S. Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories.

To reduce tritium contamination of the air in the target room, the asbestos box that

contained the reservoirs and the forepumps for the tritium handling system and the

accelerator were exhausted to a point 50 ft above the ground outside the building.

e. Safety Precautions

The work with the tritium required an amendment to the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission by-product material license held by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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In order to obtain this amendment a comprehensive studyl 3 of the hazards involved was

made with the cooperation of the Radiation Protection Committee of M. I. T. and the Wing

Radiological Hazards Committee at AFCRL, and appropriate safety precautions were

developed. Of chief concern were the possible release of all or some of the tritium into

the atmosphere, and the contamination of personnel who operated the tritium system or

who worked in the building.

A particular source of tritium release was the possible failure of the aluminum tar-

get windows. Extensive tests showed that while the window would operate indefinitely

(more than 12 hours) with a defocused beam of 6-7 [pa, it would break within a minute at

approximately 8 la. Here a defocused beam is defined as one for which the target cur-

rent and aperture current are equal. To guard against an accidental increase in current

on the target window, a gate valve in the beam tube closed automatically when the target

current exceeded 7 pia. The gate valve was also closed automatically by a rise in pres-

sure in the beam tube, or could be closed manually from the control room. A drop in

the neutron flux, as monitored by a BF 3 detector, was also an indication of a leak.

Since there appeared to be a real possibility that all of the tritium might be released

to the atmosphere in spite of the precautions, the total amount of tritium was kept to a

minimum. As a result the tritium sys-
ENERGY OF DEUTERON EAM STRIKING TARGET WINDOW (MEV) tem volume had to be kept as small as

2.4 2.s 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

ENERGY OF DEUTERONS ENTERING GAS (MEV)

Fig. 12. Comparison of experimental
and calculated values of neu-
tron flux.

possible. This led to a search for the

smallest possible valves, gauges, and

so forth, that could be used. The sys-

tem described above appeared to be sat-

isfactory.

f. Preliminary Operations

Before tritium operations began, the

system was operated with deuterium.

Measurements were made of the integral

flux of neutrons from the H2(d, n)He 3

reaction with 1 atm of deuterium in the

target, by means of a calibrated BF 3

neutron detector. In Fig. 12 the experi-

mental results, corrected for the energy

degradation in the aluminum window, and

the background neutrons (which were

measured in a similar run with 1 atm He

in the target), are compared with the

calculated results (see Sec. 4. 4). A

sharply focused deuteron beam of 3 pa

was used for these runs.
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After the tritium system shown in Fig. 11 was evacuated and checked, the valve con-

necting the inner and outer systems was closed, and the tritium reservoir was heated.
Within approximately 20 minutes all of the tritium had been driven into the system,

thereby raising the system to 0. 6 atm. When the pressure had reached this (or a lower)

limit, the target valve was closed, and the reservoir was allowed to cool, thereby

reducing the pressure to less than 0. 2 in. Hg within a few minutes. The reservoir valve

was closed and the run was begun. After the run, the target and reservoir valves were

opened to allow the gas in the target to be returned to the reservoir. Within a few min-

utes, the pressure was reduced to <0. 2 in. Hg; within an hour, the pressure could be

reduced to <10 IL Hg. (In spite of these splendid beginnings, the system did not operate

satisfactorily.)

From the early runs we concluded that between the time that the tritium reservoir

was removed from the filling manifold and it was sealed in a helium atmosphere for

transportation, air had entered the reservoir through the reservoir valve, which had

not been properly closed, thereby oxidizing some of the T 2 to T0. Overnight, between
the time of installation of the reservoir and the first run, as much as 10 curies of tritium

were pumped out of the valve and exhausted up the stack. We reached the conclusions

mentioned above on the basis of the following facts: (i) When the reservoir valve was

opened for the run, it was found to be loosely closed. (ii) A careful calculation of the

system volume revealed that less than 30 curies of tritium was being released when the

reservoir was heated - if all of the gas was assumed to be tritium. (iii) The neutron

yield was low by a factor of 2. (iv) The shape of the curve of the neutron yield versus

deuteron energy indicated the presence of a contaminant with a higher atomic number

than 1. (v) The tritium contamination in the oil of the forepump was too high (8 mc/liter)

after the first four runs to be explained as a holdup of the few microcuries of T 2 which

were evacuated from the system at the end of each run; if there were T20 in the gas,
however, the high holdup was plausible.

At this point in the operations a leak developed at the joint at which the target line

was soldered to the target valve - after the target had been filled and isolated from the

system. The air leaked into the target to raise the pressure inside from 0. 5 atm to

-1 atm. The two reservoirs were able to absorb all but a small amount of gas in the sys-

tem (<5 mc had all of the gas been T 2 ); the remainder was exhausted through the fore-

pump up the stack. It was necessary to dispose of both reservoirs. New ones were

prepared under stricter specifications.

In the preparation of the second set of reservoirs, it became apparent that there was

only a small difference between the tightness of the closure of the bellows valves that

gave a satisfactory seal and the one that would crack the bellows. Two alternatives were

possible. (i) A larger and more sturdy commercial valve could be used, thereby

increasing the volume of the system. This procedure would require a change in the AEC

by-product material license. (ii) A custom-made valve in the which the valve stem was

supported by more than the bellows could be designed which would be sufficiently sturdy,
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and would still have the requisite small volume. The delays entailed by either alterna-

tive, together with the fact that the Cockcroft-Walton accelerator was then available at

M. I. T., led to the decision to terminate the gas target operations at AFCRL.

g. Tritium Contamination

During operations with tritium a program of wipe tests was conducted to control the

spread of tritium contamination. The outside of the reservoir itself was highly contami-

nated from its presence in a tritium hood during the filling operations (and possibly by

tritium leaking through the reservoir valve). Immediately after the installation of the

reservoir in the asbestos box, the whole inside of the box showed a tritium contamination

of approximately 500 dpm for a 10-cm 2 wipe. Within a few days, however, the air

flowing through the box (vented to the outside) had reduced contamination below measure-

able levels.

The only other major source of contamination was tritium adsorbed on the inner

walls of the target chamber, which was released when the target windows were changed

after each run as required by the AEC by-product material license. During window

changes a portable hose connected to the ventilation system was held close to the target

to entrap any tritium that might otherwise be released to breathing zones.

An air monitor (manufactured by Radiation Technology, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia) was

used throughout all operations and indicated that at no time did the tritium concentration

in the air exceed permissible levels (2 X 10 - 3 pc/cm3). After 4 runs, urine samples

were collected from all personel in the building and analyzed for tritium content. In

spite of the fact that disposable plastic gloves were worn by those handling potentially

contaminated equipment, samples from the author and an assistant, who were involved

in window changes, and from the technician who operated the accelerator, were 6. 0, 4. 0,

and 0. 6 pc/liter (uncertainty is -0. 2 pic/liter), all of which were less than the permis-

sible level of 28 c/liter. Samples from other personnel in the building, including those

who supervised the window changes, showed no activity, indicating that contamination

was spread by contact with contaminated equipment, rather than by inhalation of contami-

nated air.

4.3 SOLID TRITIUM TARGET

Operations with the solid-tritium target on the Cockcroft-Walton accelerator at

M. I. T. were much less complicated than those with the gas target. The only tritium

contamination came from the surface of the targets during target changes (once every

1-2 weeks). A portable vent hose was placed near the target during changing operations,

and at the exhaust of the forepump when the accelerator was being roughed down after-

wards. The accelerator vacuum was maintained by a titanium getter pump (manufactured

by Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California), so that normally the accelerator was a

closed system. The air monitor showed that the tritium concentration in the air of the

accelerator room was negligible except in the immediate vicinity of a target surface
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B3 , YTRON

DETECTOR

33.02

I1

DRIFT TUBE OF COCKCROFT-WALTON MACHINE

ir fLJLUP'V "'~~lkJ J" T D D

51.44 STANDARDS
S (lower)
S2 (upper)

5.35

Fig. 13. Position of neutron detector, graphite cylinder, and foil standards
with respect to the tritium target on the Cockcroft-Walton accel-
erator at M. I. T.

or the open accelerator tube.

The yield from the target was initially 10 8 neutrons per second per microampere, but

decreased as the tritium was boiled off, and the active area of the target was blocked by

deuterium build-up.

For blanket experiments the mock-up was placed over the target as shown in Fig. 13.

The neutron flux was monitored by a BF 3 counter enclosed with a 2-inch OD plastic

block. The BF 3 counter was close enough to the blanket to be affected by its presence.

A calibration experiment with a second neutron counter that was placed across the room

showed that the ratio of the neutron monitor sensitivity with the blanket in place to its

sensitivity without the blanket was 1. 205.
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The effective neutron flux for each kind of threshold detector was measured by

placing a foil in one of the two standard positions.

Details of the operation of the accelerator itself have been recorded elsewhere.l4

4.4 NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM FROM THE SOLID TRITIUM TARGET

A knowledge of the energy spectrum of the neutrons from the DT reaction is neces-

sary for the calibration of the threshold detectors, and for the final evaluation of the

experimental results. The neutrons produced by the Cockcroft-Walton machine behave

as though they were produced by monoenergetic deuterons: their energy and intensity

depend only on 0, the angle between the path of the deuteron beam and the path of the

observed neutrons, and are almost isotropic. The derivation of the spectrum has been

expanded to show the difference in yields of the solid and gas targets.

When deuterons of energy E' strike a thin titanium target of thickness d, it is

assumed that their energy loss within the target is negligibly small. The total number

of neutrons produced is n(E') di.

n(E') d = INtat(E') d, (5)

where I is the deuteron current, t(E') is the cross section for the H3(d,n)He 4 reaction

(DT reaction), Nt is the tritium number density, and d is the thickness of the target.

For bombarding energies E' < 0.4 Mev, the DT reaction is isotropic in the center-of-

mass (c. m.) coordinate system 5; hence the fraction of neutrons that are emitted

at an angle * = cos- 1 x* in center-of-mass coordinates within the solid angle d* =

sin 0* d*dq* is just d*/4,r. The calculations are simplified if, instead of using

0* as the independent variable, we use the direction cosine x*; then d* = -dx*db*. The

fraction in the solid angle d = sin 0 dd4 = -dxd4 in the laboratory coordinate system

at angle 0 is found by using the appropriate transformation

d2* = -dx*dq* = -j (E', x) dxd = j(E', x) d. (6)

The fraction of neutrons that pass through the elemental area dA = r2 dQ at the point

(r, cos 1 x, ) is then j(E', x) dA/4wr 2 . Hence the number of neutrons that pass through

this point, which are produced by deuterons of energy E' in the target of thickness d,

is q(E', x, r) ddA.

j(E', x)
£(E', x, r) ddA = INtct(E') ddA. (7)

All of these neutrons have an energy E = f(E', x). A derivation of f(E', x) and j(E', x)

has been given by Evans.l6 These functions, as well as the solution of the equation

E = f(E', x) for E' - E = g(E, x), are presented in Table 5.

The energy degradation of the deuterons in the thin target, which we have thus far

neglected, is actually given by

dE'/d = -NtTt(E') - NsTs(E'), (8)
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where Nt, Ns and Tt(E'), TS(E') are the number densities and stopping cross sections

(in Mev-barns) of the tritium and absorbant, respectively. We may write the neutron

flux in terms of the deuteron energy loss dE' instead of the thickness d by inserting

Eq. 8 into Eq. 7: that is, the flux of neutrons through the point (r, cos x, ), produced

by deuterons between energies E' and E' + dE' is

Ntot(E') j(E', x)
S (E', x, r) dE' = I Ntt(E) + Nss(E) 4wr2 .

NtTt(E') + N sT s(E') 4r2

Note that for a given deuteron energy E', the relative intensity and the neutron energy E

are functions only of x. With the solid target, E' must be taken to be somewhat less than

the bombarding energy (0. 15 Mev for the Cockcroft-Walton machine) because the tritium-

activated layer is not directly on the surface of the target. Comparison of the activities

of the various threshold detectors placed at different angles 0 led to the choice of

E' = 0. 1 Mev. For the angles 0 subtended by the blanket (32°-148°), the neutron energy

varies from 14. 6 PMev to 13. 5 Mev, and the relative intensity from 1.04 to 0. 96 (normal-

ized to 1.0 at 0 = 90°).

The reason that a gas target has a better efficiency becomes apparent from an

inspection of Eq. 9. In the gas target Ns = 0, so that the total flux is increased. In most

solid targets Ns/Nt 1, and T(E') is roughly proportional to NjZ, where Z s is the

atomic number of the absorbant. The increased slowing-down rate of the deuterons in

the solid target decreases their chance of undergoing a DT reaction.

4.5 NEUTRON-ENERGY SPECTRUM FROM A TRITIUM GAS TARGET

For a very thin gas target, the equation for the flux per unit deuteron energy

4' (E', x, r) is just Eq. 9 with N s = 0. A thick gas target is split into many slabs of thick-

ness d within which the deuteron energy E' may be considered constant. The distance

of each slab from the surface at which the deuterons enter the gas at energy E' ismax

f(E') = mE'm ax dE'/T(E'). (10)

To obtain (E, x, r), the flux of neutrons per unit neutron energy, it is only necessary

to change the energy width in Eq. 9 from dE' to dE:

dE' = dE (11)

(dE/dE')x= const.
where

(dE/dE')x=const = af(El,x)/8E' (point source), (12)

if r >> (Emin) = o' the thickness of the gas target. By substituting Eqs. 11 and 12 for

dE' in Eq. 9, the desired expression for (E, x, r) is found to be

xr t(E') j(E', x)
(E, x, r) = I (Er2 (13)

Tt(El) 45rr2 (af(E',x)/aE')-l, ,fr2
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where E' = g(E, x). Only the magnitudes of j(E', x) and f(E',x)/aE' are used, since only

the magnitudes of (dQ*/df2)E,=con st and (dE/dE')x=const are of interest. A sample set

of spectra at various angles, computed from Eq. 13, is plotted in Fig. 14 as r (E. x, r)

versus E.

>

z
o
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z -

z:i:lo
uz0
z

00
U

z
z

x

e -3e 1OLu

13 13.5 14 14.5 15 15.5

NEUTRON ENERGY (Mev)

Fig. 14. Point-source calculation of the neutron-
energy spectrum from the gas target.

a. Numerical Problems

The function f(E',x) = E for a given value of x has the general shape shown in Fig. 15.

From the figure it can be seen that if E' > E' and E' . < E' where E' is themax m m min
energy at which unreacted deuterons leave the gas, and

af(E',x)/aE' = 0 (E'=E' ),m (14)

there may be two deuteron energies E' that can produce neutrons of energy E. The

fluxes from each E' are added.

Since f/BE' appears in the denominator of Eq. 13, (Em, x, r) is singular if
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m
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I
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min m max

DEUTERON ENERGY--e

Fig. 15. Schematic curve of E = f(E', x) for a constant value of x.

Em = f(E m , x). If c (E, x, r) is being used in an integration (to find the average value of

a cross section a-(E), for instance, for which the detailed shape of the neutron energy is

not desired), the singularity may be avoided by using Eq. 9, integrating over deuteron

energy, and using {(f(E', x)) in the integral.

b. Finite-Source Calculation

If the distance r of the point of observation P from the target is of the same order

as the thickness of the target fo (see Fig. 16), the distance (E') which the deuterons

travel in slowing to energy E' (from Eq. 10) must be taken into account. As can be seen

from Fig. 16, the neutrons that pass through P, which are produced by deuterons of

energy E', now travel a distance R, given by

R2 = r2 + (E')}2 - 2 X re(E'). (15)

The cosine of the angle between R and the deuteron path is now not x but y,

r - (E')

y = R (16)
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P

Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of a gas target
for the finite-source calculation.

The energy of the neutrons is E = f(E', y), and the ratio of the solid angles in center-

of-mass and laboratory coordinates is j(E', y). Furthermore, (dE/dE')x= const is no

longer simply f/8E', but

af(E',y) af(E',y) dy di
(dE/dE') t = OE + dE' (finite source). (17)(dE/dE')x=const -E' ay df dE'

We find d£/dE' from Eq. 8 (with N s = 0); dy/df can be found by differentiating Eq. 15:

dy/dk = (y -1)/R. (18)

The expression for the neutron-energy spectrum (E, x, r) for a finite source is found

from Eq. 13 by replacing x with y, r with R, and af/OE' by Eq. 16:

t j(E',y) f(E',y) 9f(E',y) (y -1) 1
4(E, x, r) = I T (EJ 2 -ay RNtT E) (finite source).

Tt(E') 4T R E' y

(19)

Here dy/dQ and df/dE' have been replaced by the right-hand side of Eqs. 18 and 8 (with

N = 0). It is no longer possible to find the deuteron energy E' analytically from the neu-
-1tron energy E and the coordinates of the point of observation (r, costron energy E and the coordinates of the point of observation (r, cos x, Q,); a numerical

approach must be used.

A sample calculation of the neutron-energy spectrum for cos 1 x = 70 ° is shown in

Fig. 17 for various radii. Notice in Eq. 19 that as r becomes large y - x, R - r, and

the second term in square brackets becomes much larger than the first; thus Eq. 19

approaches Eq. 13 for the point source. This is shown in Fig. 17, in which the results
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Fig. 17. Finite-source calculation of the neutron-
energy spectrum from the tritium gas
target.

of the finite-source calculation merge with those of the point-source calculation as r

increases. The spectrum broadens as r decreases, since the neutrons that pass through

the point of observation can come from a wider range of angles with the deuteron path.

The continued increase of the spectrum as E approaches 13. 93 Mev for r = 5 cm is

caused by the fact that in this case the term in braces in Eq. 19 approaches zero. The

problems of singularities in (E, x, r) for the finite-source calculations are similar to

those discussed for the point-source calculations.
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V. THRESHOLD DETECTORS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the neutron-energy spectrum above 1 Mev is of interest, because

the computation of the behavior of the neutrons is most difficult in this energy region.

Electronic systems for measuring the spectrum, in particular solid-state devices, were

considered; they were rejected because the detectors were too large to be placed con-

veniently at various positions within the experimental assemblies. The other choice was

a series of threshold detectors. After a search among publications, five suitable thresh-
238 31 31 56 56 127 126

old reactions were found: U (n,f), P31 (n, p)Si 3 1 , Fe56 (n, p)Mn 5 6 , I (n, 2n)I 26 and

F 19(n, 2n)F1 8

The criteria for selecting the threshold detectors, the properties of the chosen

threshold detectors, the irradiation procedures, and the calculations and preliminary

experiments that were necessary to properly normalize the experimental results are

described here. The method of deducing the differential neutron-energy spectrum (E)

from the normalized detector responses is the subject of Section VI. The results of the

threshold detector measurements are presented in Section VIII; the spectra computed

from these results are discussed in Section IX.

Some of the discussion below has been published elsewhere 9 ' 11; material from these

sources will be used without further reference.

5.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR SUITABLE THRESHOLD DETECTORS

Several factors had to be considered in choosing the threshold detectors.

Cross Section. The cross section for the reaction must be an accurately known func-

tion of energy in the region <14. 2 Mev. This requirement eliminates most of the pro-

spective reactions because (a) the work with threshold detectors has usually been done

for reactor systems, for which the highest energy of interest is -2 Mev, and (b) a great

deal of the data on threshold detectors results from measuring an effective cross section

for a neutron spectrum that is almost a fission spectrum. The spectrum in the blanket

is nothing like a fission spectrum; hence data on effective cross sections are of no value

in the present work.

Half-life. Since it requires from 15 minutes to 2 hours after completion of an accel-

erator run to begin counting the foils, the half-life of the daughter products cannot be

much less than one hour, or the activity produced will decay before it can be counted.

On the other hand, if the half-life is more than several hours, not enough activity is pro-

duced unless the cross section for the reaction is large. The foils were counted on an

automatic sample-changer that used a Geiger-Mueller counter, so different types of

radiation (-, y-radiation; y-rays of various energies) could not be discriminated.

Therefore the half-life of the daughters of the main reactions must be larger or shorter

by a factor of at least 3 than those of competing reactions, so that the decay from the

various components can be separated by the Frantic analysis program (see Appendix A),
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which was used to analyze the sample-changer data.

Foil Material. To ease the problem of counting the foils after an accelerator run,

the parent isotope must be in a form that does not require special handling. Since the

economic use of the tritium target required that at least 20 foils be irradiated per run,

high-cost isotopically enriched foils were rejected. If a compound is used, the additional

elements cannot contribute too much to the background.

Foil Size. Because of the low neutron fluxes in the experimental assemblies, the

foils must be rather large to obtain enough activity for counting. On the other hand, the

foils must be small enough to give some spatial resolution. Foils of 0. 75-inch diameter

and up to 0. 125-inch thick were chosen as a reasonable compromise. The mean-free

paths for neutrons in the energy range of interest are large (-2 cm); therefore correc-

tions for the presence of the foils in the blanket are unnecessary.

5.3 THRESHOLD DETECTOR PROPERTIES

The properties of the five threshold detectors that were finally chosen are discussed

below, and are summarized in Table 6. The cross sections appear in Fig. 18 (the actual

values used in computations are listed in Appendix D). In general the cross sections are

A ~~~~~~~0
a~~~~~~~~ -J

2I-
0

0cc
0U,

INCIDENT NEUTRON ENERGY (IeV)

Fig. 18. Cross sections for threshold reactions. The curves are
the best ones from available data (see Table 6). The

curve for p31 (n, p) has been averaged over the resonances
in the 2-5 Mev region; beyond 14 Mev it was extrapolated

on a logarithmic plot. The curve for F 1 9 (n, 2n) is a com-

promise between Russian 2 7 and French 2 6 data. Numer-
ical values for the cross sections are given in Appendix D.
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those of BNL-325 modified by later measurements.l7 Certain alternatives to the chosen

detectors are also mentioned.

a. U 2 3 8 (n, f)

Cross Section. The l-Mev threshold for the fast fission of U2 3 8 sets a lower limit

to the neutron energies which could be measured. The cross-section values of BNL-325

are used for the entire energy range.

Half-life. If the various activities from the fission products are counted, as was

true in our case, the decay of each of the fission products cannot be distinguished, and

an empirical procedure must be used. We found that the fission product decay curves

could be fitted reasonably well by the curve

A(t) - A1 exp(-klt) + A 2 exp(-X 2 t), (20)

where X1 and k2 are pseudo-decay constants corresponding to half lives of 31.6 and

425 minutes, respectively. The 31. 6-minute half-life was used in the data analysis,

since the activity of this component was not affected by the activity of small pieces of

uranium oxide which occasionally rubbed off onto the Mylar catchers.

If 5 or more points could be measured on the decay curve, the constants A1 and A 2

were determined by the Frantic analysis program. In some cases, however, only 2-4

points could be taken before the catcher activity decayed to background levels, and the

following method was used: The curve of Eq. 20, plotted on logarithmic paper, is a

straight line in the range 20 < t < 100, where t is the time in minutes after the acceler-

ator run. The slope of this line depends on the ratio A1/A2:

d(logA(t)) (A 1 /A 2 )x1 exp(-xl) + x2 exp(-x 2 )

d(log t) - (A1 /A 2 ) exp(-xl) + exp(-x 2)

where x1 = Xkt and x2 = 2t. The sample-changer observation points for each sample

were plotted on logarithmic paper, and a visual fit was made to the points. The slope

of the curve at t = 60 minutes after the accelerator run was compared with that computed

from (21) to obtain the ratio A 1 /A 2 . This ratio, plus the total activity at t = 60 was used

to compute the initial activity A 1 . Comparison of this method with the results of the

Frantic analysis (when there were at least 5 points) showed agreement within approxi-

mately 50 per cent.

Foil Material. The uranium foils were punched out of commercial grade depleted

uranium foil (about 0.25% U 35). These foils have a background activity of about 105 cpm.

Irradiation of the foils for several hours increased the activity only by a few per cent.

As a result the activity of fission products that recoil into Mylar catchers was counted

instead of the uranium itself. Although the efficiency of the catcher technique is less,

the counting statistics are much better.

Alternative Reactions. The reaction In 11 5 ( n , n')In1 1 5 m has a threshold of 0. 5 Mev,
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and produces activity from the isomeric transition (half-life = 4. 5 hr). The required

cross-section values are not available in the energy range 5-14 Mev. Good data are

available31,32 for the reaction Np 237(n, f), which also has a threshold of 0. 5 Mev, but

the cost of a sufficient number of foils was prohibitive.

b. 31 (n,p) Si 3 1

Cross Section. The cross section for this reaction is basically that given in

BNL-325, modified by later measurements made by Ricamo and his co-workers 1 8 in

the 2-5 Mev region. Older data by Ricamo reported in BNL-325 are renormalized to

these more recent values. For use as a threshold detector, the cross sections are aver-

aged over the many narrow resonances in the 2-5 Mev region.

Half-life. The Si 3 1 produced in this reaction decays with a 2. 62-hr half-life.

Material. Although most authors suggest using ammonium phosphate for the foils,

we found that calcium metaphosphate glass (Ca(PO3 ) 2 ) is a better material. 3 0 The foils

were manufactured in the following way.

Monobasic calcium phosphate powder (Ca(H2 PO 4 )z H2 0) is heated in graphite cru-

cibles to 2300°F, at which temperature it dehydrates, decomposes to Ca(PO3) 2, and then

melts. The resulting clear syrupy fluid is poured into graphite molds (which are heated

by a hot plate), and pressed into shape before the molten fluid solidifies. The resultant

clear glass pellets are annealed at 850°F for several hours to remove the thermal

strains introduced in casting, and then slowly brought to room temperature. The pellets

can be handled as ordinary glass, although they are not quite so brittle. They are of 90%

theoretical density because of air bubbles and bits of graphite trapped during the casting

process.

Five calibration runs were made to calibrate the 20 foils which were used in the blan-

ket experiments. The foils were placed on a flux wheel which rotated about the neutron

source. An average initial activity was computed for each run, and the activity of each

foil was ratioed with the average. The averages of the ratios for the five calibration

runs are shown in Table 7; the original data are shown in Appendix E. (Preliminary

runs with other threshold detectors showed that the responses of the foils of each kind

were the same within the limits of reproducibility - about 5%.)

Alternative Reactions. The S32(n, p)p32 reaction covers the same energy region as

does the P31(n, p)Si 3 1 reaction, and the cross section of the former reaction is better

known. However, the 14. 3-day half-life of p32, coupled with an average cross section

of only 100 mb made the activity too low to be used in these experiments. The cross

section for the Al 27(n, p)Mg 2 7 is also similar to that of the P 31(n, p) reaction, but the

half-life of Mg2 7 is too short (9. 5 minutes).

c. Fe56(n, p)Mn 5 6

Cross Section. The cross-section measurements made by various workers are in

good agreement. The data of Terrell and Holm, reported in BNL-325, have been
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Table 7. Calibration of phosphorus foils.

Foil Identificationa

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 or U

11 or A

12 or B

.15 or C

14 or D

15 or E

16 or F

17 or G

18 or H

19 or I

20 or J

Average Ratiob

0.97

0.99

1.00

0.983

1.10

1.007

1.048

1.024

1.026

0.998

0.968

1.016

1.00

0.999

1.037

0.94

1.045

0.975

0.954

1.006

Calibration factor FC

1.03

1.01

1.00

1.02

0.91

0.993

0.945

0.975

0.974

1.002

1.031

0.985

1.00

1.001

0.965

1.06

0.946

1.027

1.049

0.995

Notes: a. Numbers were used in identifying the foils in the calibration
runs. Since only one character was available for foil
identification in the blanket runs, letters were used for
foils 10-20.

b. Ratio is initial activity of given foil divided by average of
all initial activities for a particular calibration run.

c. Inverse of previous column.
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renormalized to agree with later measurements.

Half-life. The Mn5 6 produced in the Fe56(n, p) reaction decays with a 2. 54-hr half-

life.

Material. The decay of Mn5 6 from the Mn55(n, y)Mn 5 6 reaction provides an undesir-

able background to the desired Fe56(n, p)Mn 5 6 reaction, even if there is only the 0. 5%

manganese present in commercially available high-purity iron. The iron foils used in

these experiments were cut from a slug of iron (manganese content less than 10 ppm)

obtained from the Department of Metallurgy, M. I. T. Preliminary measurements showed

that these foils had identical responses. Cadmium ratios for these foils, measured in

the graphite blanket, are 1, 0, compared with 1. 2 for commercial iron (and MnO2

samples).

Alternative Reactions. The reaction Al 27(n, a)Na 24 was also considered for this

energy region. The cross section for this reaction is probably the best measured of any

of the reactions that were studied, since it is used as a basis for measuring other cross

sections in the region 6-20 Mev. The 31 mb effective cross section, coupled with a 15-hr

half-life for the decay of the Na24 daughter product, led us to believe that the resultant

activities would be too small. Since the count rates for the other foils were higher than

expected, this reaction might still be useful in future experiments.

d. I 127(n, 2n)I26

Cross Section. The cross section is mainly that given in BNL.325, modified at

higher energies by more recent work by Borrmann and his co-workers.24 The shape of

the curve at lower energies is computed from a theoretical formula based on the

compound-nucleus theory. 3 3

Half-life. The cross section for the I127(n, 2n)I126 reaction is high enough so that

the long half-life (13 days) of I 126 can be tolerated. The I127 (n, y)I 1 2 8 provides com-

peting activity. The decay of I128 with a 25-min half-life can be separated from the I126

decay either by allowing the iodine foils to cool for one day before counting, or by fitting

the iodine decay to the two half-lives, by using the Frantic analysis program.

Material. The foils are made by compressing 2 grams of hexaiodobenzine powder

(manufactured by Distillation Products Industries, Rochester, New York) into a mold at

a pressure of 100 ton/in 2 . The resulting pellets are of uniform size, nonhydroscopic,

and reasonably sturdy.

e. F 1 9 (n, 2n) F 1 8

Cross Section. Most of the cross-section measurements are centered around

14 Mev, and are in good agreement. At other energies there are two widely varying sets

of measurements, one by French researchers 2 6 and one by Russians. 2 7 Although the

two curves have the same general shape, the Russian curve is higher, and rises and falls

more steeply. The Russian curve is in better agreement with the data at 14 Mev, and is

more consistent with the other data used in the spectral analyses (see Section IX). The
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cross-section curve shown in Fig. 18 is based mainly on the Russian data. In the spec-

tral analyses (Section IX) both sets of data are considered.

Half-life. The F18 produced in the F19(n, 2n) reaction decays with a ll-minute

half-life.

Material. The foils were punched from 0. 063-inch teflon sheet.

5.4 IRRADIATION PROCEDURES

Several foils of each kind of threshold detector are placed in the experimental

assembly as the blanket configuration to be studied is constructed on an aluminum cart.

The foils are irradiated in 0. 020-inch cadmium foil holders, as shown in Fig. 19. Orig-

inally the holders were intended to reduce activities from competing thermal-neutron

reactions. After we discovered that the thermal fluxes were negligible in the blanket

assemblies, the holders still proved useful in handling the foils. Note in Fig. 19a and b

that a phosphorus foil or an inverted holder is used to press the Mylar catchers to the

uranium foils (which were slightly bowed when they were punched from 0. 01-inch

uranium sheet). A Mylar-uranium-Mylar sandwich might also be inserted between the

teflon and cadmium lid (Fig. 19c). The cadmium covers, uranium foils, and Mylar

catchers were cleaned with acetone before being inserted in the blanket. Phosphorus and

uranium standards are placed in position SZ; iron, iodine, and fluorine standards are

placed in position S1 (see Fig. 13). After the blanket has been assembled, the aluminum

cart is rolled into position, and the accelerator run is begun. (Because of the occupa-

tionally high neutron fluxes, all doors leading to the accelerator area were locked during

runs.)

A reference code, including the foil type, foil number, and position number (see

Sec. III) was used to identify each data point in later analysis. The composition of this

code is shown in Fig. 20. Accelerator runs are referenced by blanket configuration and

the date of the run.

Since the activities produced in the threshold detectors decay with half-lives of

approximately 2 hours, the maximum useful length of an accelerator run is also approxi-

mately 2 hours. In general, at least three accelerator runs were required to gather the

data for each configuration. The 13-day half-life of I126 makes it profitable to accumu-

late the dose given to the iodine foils over several runs for a particular configuration.
126

Except for I , the decay of the daughter products must be taken into account during

the accelerator run. It is shown in Appendix A that the effective dose, considering decay,

is

CL e-(T-t)
eff(L, X) = & (t) e dt, (22)

where L is the length of the irradiation, and k is the decay constant. During the runs

the neutron flux was monitored with a BF 3 counter (see Fig. 13). The response of this
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F 5 10)

i. iTi
-Position number. 1-4 digits, as explained in Section III.

LDash(es). Omitted from phosphorus, iron, and fluorine
foils if position number contains 4 digits.

L-Foil number. A specific number (1-9) or letter (U, A-J)
was assigned to each phosphorus, iron, and
fluorine foil for calibration purposes.
(Calibrations were needed only for the phosphorus
foils---see Table 7. )

- Foil type:

A "T" in this position for a uranium foil
indicates that the top Mylar catcher was
counted; a "B" indicates the bottom catcher.
Unless specified, the bottom catcher was
counted. (See Fig. 19. )

U = uranium (or rather, Mylar catcher)
P = phosphorus
E = iron ("Eisen")
I = iodine
F = fluorine.

Fig. 20. Reference codes for threshold-detector data points.

E

C)

'4so00U

oa.9f.-

0

0
At

40 000

20 000

0

I I I I I I

0 20 40 60 80 1oo 120

Time from start of accelerator run (minutes)

Fig. 21. Flux plot ~(t) for a typical accelerator run. (Data taken
from run on March 24, 1964.) The effective doses for
the various detectors are listed in Appendix E.
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counter was fed through an amplifier-scaler and a count-rate meter to a chart recorder.

The flux plot for a typical run is shown in Fig. 21.

5.5 COUNTING PROCEDURES

After the completion of an accelerator run the uranium catchers were counted as soon

as possible. Two hours later, the catcher activity had decayed to background levels, and

the phosphorus, iron, and fluorine foils were counted. The iodine foils were usually

counted over the week end following the accelerator runs for a given blanket configura-

tion. Figure 22 shows decay curves for four of the foils that were irradiated in the

accelerator run shown in Fig. 21.

To monitor sensitivity changes in the flow-type GM counter, a Ba 1 3 3 or Co60 stand-

ard was included in each batch of foils that was counted in the automatic sample changer.

r

II

103 - EC-100 (Iron)

i

U-200 (Uranium
102 r

Q.,C) k
U

1^
o

CJ

200 400

Time after completion

600 800 1000 1200

of accelerator run (minutes)

Fig. 22. Sample threshold detector activities. The foils were
irradiated near the surface of the all-graphite blanket
on March 24, 1964. Observed count rates are shown
by the circles. Solid curves are weighted least-squares
fits to the data, computed by Frantic analysis programs.
The flux plot (t) for this run is shown in Fig. 21. The
iodine foil I-1OG, which was exposed to this and to sim-
ilar runs (March 25 and 26, 1964) had an activity of
approximately 150 cps on March 27, 1964.
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Before April 26, 1964, P-10 gas was used as the counter gas; Q-gas was used after

April 26. The operating plateau of the counter dropped from 2400 volts to 1000 volts

with the change of gases, but the sensitivity of the counter was not noticeably changed.

For each observation, the sample number (order number within the batch), length of the

observation, and a code letter denoting the number of counts accumulated during the

observation were recorded on a paper tape.

5.6 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The data from the sample-changer tape and the chart recorder are transferred to

cards, and fed with the SAMTAPE programs (see Appendix A) to an IBM 709 or 7094

computer. The SAMTAPE main program sorts the activation data by foil. The Frantic

routines fit the activation data to the sum of one or more exponential decay curves, to

give a number A.

(cpm at end of accelerator run)
A = , (23)

where k (in min - 1) is the decay constant of the component of interest. The BEAM rou-

tines compute the effective dose for each X from Eq. 22, and another number A' is com-

puted.

A' = A/jeff(L, X). (24)

A' is proportional to the saturation activity per unit neutron flux, and is independent of

the half-life and irradiation and counting history of the foil.

The flow of information to this point is illustrated by Fig. 23. The values of the A'

which were computed by the Frantic and BEAM programs are listed in Appendix E.

5.7 NORMALIZATION PROCEDURES

Additional normalization is necessary to convert the A' to numbers that can be used

to determine the differential neutron-energy spectra by the method outlined in Section VI.

a. Normalized Activity

To be able to compare threshold-detector results from configuration to configuration,

we define the normalized activity Ao

A = FGA'. (25)

Here, F is the foil calibration factor. The values of F for the phosphorus foils are given

in Table 7. For other detectors in these experiments, F = 1. G is the neutron-counter

normalization factor.

A' (fluorine foil in standard position)

0. 11 (26)
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where 0. 11 is the average value of A' for the fluorine standards for the all-graphite blan-

ket runs. The BF 3 counter is sensitive mainly to neutrons with energies less than

2 Mev, and thus sees only neutrons that have undergone at least one inelastic scattering,

either in the blanket assembly or in the walls of the target room. The 14-Mev neutrons

from the tritium target are not counted directly. On the other hand, the fluorine foil in

the standard position is sensitive only to the 14-Mev source neutrons; any scattering

reduces the neutron energy below the threshold for the F 1 9 (n, 2n) reaction. The iodine

standard foil might also be used for this purpose, but not as conveniently, since the

iodine foils had to be irradiated for several runs to accumulate sufficient activity for

counting. The iron, phosphorus, and uranium (catcher) foils are sensitive to the inelas-

tically scattered neutrons; they can be used only as secondary standards within a given

blanket configuration. The final positions for the standard foils (positions S1 and S2 in

Fig. 13) were not fixed until March 3, 1964. Earlier threshold-detector data are nor-

malized to runs made after this date, by using a blanket position near the first surface.

These normalizations are indicated in Appendix E.

b. Normalized Reaction Rates

The responses of the five different threshold detectors must be brought to the same

basis to perform the spectral analyses described in Section VI. The basis chosen is that

used by Impink in his calculations; 1 source neutron per square centimeter per second at

the first surface of the blanket. The rate of a threshold reaction at this position, per

unit threshold-detector nuclide, is just the reaction cross section in millibarns for

14. 07-Mev neutrons. The reaction rate T in millibarns for a threshold reaction at
x

position x within the blanket is found from Aox:

T R2A R2 = R2A /R2A = a R2A (27)
x 1xR ox 1 ol s x x s s x ox

where

2
as = /R AO (28)

Here, R is the distance from the source to the position indicated, and a- is the reaction

cross section at the appropriate neutron energy. The subscript 1 refers to parameters

at the first surface of the blanket, and s refers to the standard positions. A is meas-

ured with the blanket assembly not in place. The experimental values of the reaction rate

calibration factors a are listed in Table 8.
s

This method of computing the normalized reaction rates T has the advantage of

requiring a knowledge of only the relative shapes of the cross section curves, which are

usually known to about 5. The absolute values of the cross sections at various energies

are seldom known to better than 10-30%. Another advantage is that no absolute calibra-

tions are needed for the neutron and foil counters.
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Table 8. Summary of calibration runs.

_t&e of run

Distance to neutron source(R)
2 2

G(between neutron path and
path of deuteron beam)

Rel. neutron intens. J(Q)

euvron energy E (Mev)

Reaction cross section (mb)
U-238(n,f)
P-31(n,p)Si-31
Fe-56(n,p)Mn-56
I-127(n,2n)I-126
F-19(n,2n)F-18

Russian data
French data

Activity A' (See Note c.)
U (31.6-min)
U (425-min)

Fe
I
F

Standard
Position

March 24,1964

19.1 ,18.7 cm

366a , ,350b

42°

1.036

14.57

1234.
79.9
131.4
1272.

77.
58.

.020 

.01567

.233 +

.432 +

.383 +

.111 +

Flux
Wheel

April 26,

8.02 cm

64.32

750

1.012

14.25

1275.
84.4
135.5

1275.

70.
54.

.002

.0016

.001

.002

.014

.001

.079 +

.063 +

.982 +
1.88 +

First Surface
of Blanket

1964

13.65 cm

186.1

90

1.000

14.07

1167.
86.3
138.2

1273.

64.8
51.

.007

.o06

.o06

.01

.422 + .002

Detector RMa A'a React. Rate Calib. Factor a

U (31.6 min) .72 + .10 177.
U (425 min) .70 + .10

.714 + .007 1.015
Fe .721 + .007 .831

_ - 8.75
F (Russian data) .72 + .02 1.89
F (French data) .70 + .01 1.44

Notes: a. Values for position Si in Fig. 13: used for Fe, I, F foils.

b. Values for position S2 in Fig. 13: used for U, P foils.

c. Phosphorus data corrected by F-factor (Table 7); otherwise

numbers are the A' computed by the Frantic program. Standard

deviations are those computed by the Frantic program; they

include only counting errors.
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5.8 CALIBRATION EXPERIMENTS

Two calibration runs were made to test the normalization procedures delineated

above. On March 26, 1964, foils were irradiated in the standard positions with no blan-

ket assembly in place, On April 24, foils were rotated about the neutron source on a

flux wheel. The pertinent data for these runs are shown in Table 8.

At the time of these runs we were unaware of the effect of the presence of the blanket

on the response of the BF 3 counter. With no blanket in place, the counter sees only neu-

trons scattered from the walls of the target room, so that the neutron flux seems to be

low. On March 24, the tritium target was almost depleted, so the "low" fluxes were not

surprising. On April 26, however, we had just installed a fresh tritium target. Dis-

turbed by the apparently low neutron output, we increased the deuteron current to bring

the neutron fluxes to "normal" levels. The resulting very high neutron fluxes produced

large competing activities that decayed with long half-lives (possibly Na 24). Except for

the iodine foils, the competing activities could be separated by the Frantic program. The

half-life of I126 is too long for such separation, so the iodine data for this run were lost.

To compare the results of these two runs we compute the ratio

A R 2 ¢ /R 2 A' a, (29)
w w S S S W

where the subscript w refers to the flux wheel, and s refers to the standard positions.

If all of the parameters entering into are correct, = 1. 0. The values of t in Table 8

hover about 0. 72, thereby indicating a systematic error in the measurement of at least

one of the parameters (an error of 0. 5 inch in the measurement of Rw, for example).

The important point is that the experimental values of are the same for all foils, within

the standard deviations.

From this similarity the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. All of the factors necessary to compute the normalized reaction rate have been

taken into account.

2. The slopes of the cross-section curves near 14 Mev are correct, as taken from

various publications.

3. No great distinction can be made between the shapes of the French and Russian

cross-section curves for the F 1 9 (n, 2n) reaction, although it does appear that the French

values are somewhat low.

The errors reported in Table 8 include only the counting errors computed by the

Frantic programs. Actually, an additional 5% should be included to account for uncer-

tainties in determining the shapes of the cross-section curves.
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VI. ANALYSIS OF THRESHOLD DETECTOR DATA

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The determination of the differential neutron-energy spectrum +(E) from N different

threshold reactions involves the solution of N simultaneous integral equations:

Tj = 5 (E) (E) dE (j=l, 2 . ., N). (30)

Here, T. is the reaction rate per nuclide of the jth threshold detector, and oj(E) is the

activation cross section. The range of all integrals in this discussion is from the lowest

threshold energy to the maximum neutron energy to be expected in the experiment. Since

the general solution of (30) is intractable, some assumptions must be made about the

j (E) and the neutron-energy spectrum (E). Of the available methods 3 4 the method of
j 35

Lanning and Brown has been chosen for two reasons: it is relatively simple, and

allows additional knowledge of the spectrum - in this case, calculations made by

Impink -to be taken into account by means of a weight function w(E).

We shall describe the method, as well as the tests that were performed to provide a

basis for interpreting the spectra calculated from the threshold-detector measurements

in the experimental blanket assemblies.

6.2 METHOD OF LANNING AND BROWN

In this method the differential neutron spectrum +(E) is expanded as a product of w(E)

and a weighted sum of polynomials pi(E).

N

(E) (E) E) E aiPi(E). (31)

i=l 1

The polynomials pi(E) (of degree i - 1) are chosen so that

S pi(E) pj(E) w(E) dE = ij. (32)

The oj(E) are approximated as a Fourier expansion of the pi(E).

N

aj(E) - j(E) = Tjipi(E), (33)

i=l 1

where

T.. = S Pi(E) j(E) w(E) dE. (34)

The method gives a least-squares fit to the cross-section data.
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S w(E) [o (E) -a (E) ]2 dE = minimum. (35)

Since the set of polynomials is not complete, the r.(E) can only be approximated. If we
th 3

use these equations, the activation of the j foil is given by

N

T. Tjiai (36)
i=l 1

Note that (36) may be conveniently used to calculate additional activation rates that are

not used to determine the spectrum.

The equations (36) can be written in matrix form:

Tj = [ji]T. (37)

If we define the inverse of the matrix [Tji] as [Tij], then the calculation of all of the

parameters that are necessary to determine +(E) by Eq. 31 may be completed by com-

puting the a i from the equation

N

a. TI .T., (i=l ... ,N). (38)

j=l

If many sets of activation rates are to be used to compute the spectrum at various points

in the blanket assembly, it is convenient to precalculate the Tji for all threshold reac-

tions, once the weight function and the energy range have been chosen. When the reac-

tions that are to be used to compute the ai have been selected, the proper T..ji may be

used to precalculate the Tij

6.3 ERROR PROPAGATION

Since all of the equations above are linear, the uncertainties in the various param-

eters caused by uncertainties in the input activations may be computed directly. If we

define 6x as the standard deviation in x, it follows that

N

(6ai) (TijTj)2 , (i= .. N) (39)

j=l

N

+(E))= E (6aipi(E)) (40)

i=l 1

and

N

(6Tj)= (ji6ai2 (41)

i=l 1
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Equation 41 is useful for determining

uncertainties in the calculation of reaction

rates that were not used to determine the

spectrum.

1.0

6.4 PRELIMTNARY TESTING

Computer programs were written to

perform the computations described above.

The use of these programs is discussed in

Appendix D; the source-program listings

are omitted from this report (see Preface).

The programs were tested 3 6 by using

activities computed from spectra calculatedo0.01
by Impink.3' Various aspects of the method

of analysis were studied.
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0.003
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2.001

05I
lo
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NEUTRON ENERGY (Me)

(b)

Fig. 2. Comparison of spectra calcu-
lated from Eq. 31 with input
spectrum from Impink's codes.
(a) Data from the first wall of
the blanket. (b) Data from a
point approximately 20 cm from
the first wall.

were chosen somewhat arbitrarily: the fit

trum is not too dependent upon the choice.

a. Weight Function

Since only five detectors are used, the

spectrum that is computed from Eq. 31 is

dependent on the function bhosen for w(E).

Two examples are shown in Fig. 24, in

which the input spectrum is shown with two

spectra computed from Eq. 31 with two sets

of data. If the weight function w(E) is

chosen to be the input spectrum, of course,

the agreement is excellent. If a reasonable

representation of the input spectrum is

used, the fit of the calculated spectrum to

the input spectrum is still good.

Figure 24 gives an example of such a

weight function, which was computed from

the equation

w(E) = c1 + c 2 (E+c 3 ) + c 5 exp{-(E-c 6 )2/c 7 }

(42)

The values of the constants c1 , ... , c 7

of the calculated spectrum to the input spec-

Furthermore, the same w(E) gives a good

fit to the data at the first wall (Fig. 24a), where the peak centered about 14. 2 Mev pre-

dominates, as well as farther in the blanket (Fig. 24b) where this peak has been
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attenuated, and the intervening energy regions have been filled by the moderated neutrons.

If an unreasonable weight function is used [w(E) = 1, for example], the computed

spectrum still retains the general shape of the input spectrum, but oscillates about the

origin in regions where the spectrum is small. The oscillations are a result of the lim-

itations of the fourth-order polynomial, which must attempt to make up the difference

between the input spectrum and the weight function. The retention of the general shape

of the spectrum demonstrates that information from the activation data is not obscured

by the weight function, and that the main features of the spectrum may be ascertained

with even a poor guess for the weight function, although +(E) may appear to be negative

in some regions.

b. Orthonormalization Algorithm

The parameters in the orthogonal polynomials defined by Eq. 32 may be determined

by several methods. Three algorithms were studied. While the results of the three

algorithms should be the same, differences arise because of errors in the numerical

integrations. The method which was finally chosen is as follows:

The pi(E) are written in the form

pi(E) = Bi(l+bi2E+bi3 E 2 +... +biiEi-1). (43)

Since E n - 1 can be written as a linear combination of Pi(E), ... pn(E), it can be seen

from Eq. 32 that

En- lw(E) (l+bi2E+... +biiEi 1) dE = 0, n < i. (44)

If we define

Sj = Ej-lw(E) dE, (45)

by successively setting n = 1, 2, ... , i-i in (44), we obtain the following set of linear

equations:

S1 + bi2S 2 + bi3S 3 + ... + biiSi =0

S2 + bi 2 S3 + bi 3 S 4 + ... + biiSi+ = 0

Si 1 + bi 2 Si + bi3Si+ + ... + biiSzi- = 0. (46)

The equations (46) are& solved for the bij. These coefficients, plus the normalization

coefficients B i are used in Eq. 38 to compute the pi(E). A test of the method showed that

If w(E) pi(E) pj(E) dE| < 10 - 3 for i j, and that f w(E) p 2(E) dE = 1.000.

The Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization method 3 8 and an iterative method were also
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tried, but the values of f w(E) pi(E) pj(E) dE I (i~j) were of the order of 0. 7-0. 99, so

these methods were discarded.

In the iterative method, the pi(E) are written as follows:

Pi ( E ) = Gi[(E-Hi)Pil(E)-JiPi- (E) (47)

where

Hi [ ( ){pi (E)} 2 E dE] [ w(E){pil(E)} dE (48)

Ji [5 w(E) pi-l(E) piZ(E) E dE] /[s (E){pi 2 (E)}2 d (49)

and Gi is the normalization coefficient.

It was found that the values of (E) from Eq. 31 had little dependence on the ortho-

gonality of the pi(E).

c. Effective Cross Sections

In the simplest type of threshold detector analysis34 the cross section is approxi-

mated by a step function with an effective threshold energy, and an effective value of the

cross section above this threshold. The strategem is equivalent to assigning an average

value of the cross section for an assumed spectral shape (usually that of the fission spec-

trum). Here the range of integration is from the threshold energy to some maximum

energy. The activation of the foils then is used with this effective cross section to deter-

mine the integral flux above the effective threshold energy. Comparison of the activation

of several different detectors allows the construction of a histogram of the differential

spectrum. Here the concept of an effective cross section is easy to recognize. The

main objection to this method is that if the actual spectrum is much different from the

assumed spectrum, serious errors can result.3 5

With the method of Lanning and Brown, the effective cross sections are those

obtained from Eq. 33. These cross sections are plotted in Fig. 25 for two of the reac-

tions: U38 (n, f) and I127 (n, 2n). It is found that the shape of the effective cross sections

is dependent on the function chosen for w(E) and on the orthogonality of the pi(E). For

the U 2 3 8 (n, f) reaction Fig. 25 shows that a uniformly good fit to the experimental data is

given by the effective cross section calculated with the Gaussian weight function (Eq. 42),

which varies only an order of magnitude throughout the whole energy range. The effec-

tive cross section calculated with w(E) equal to the first-wall input spectrum gives a

better fit <4 Mev and >13 Mev by sacrificing a good fit in the region 4-13 Mev; but

because w(E) is small in this central region, the poor agreement between the experi-

mental and effective cross sections is not important.

The effective cross sections for I 1 2 7 (n, 2n) shown in Fig. 25 are typical of reactions

with higher threshold energies. There is some oscillation about zero below the
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threshold energy (9. 5 Mev). The oscillations are less for the input-spectrum w(E) than

for the Gaussian w(E) because in this region the input-spectrum w(E) takes on relatively

larger values. Also, note the excellent fit >13 Mev for the input-spectrum w(E). Since

the cross section for the I (n, 2n) reaction is a smoother function of energy than that

for the U 38(n, f) reaction, the over-all fit is better for both weight functions.

The minimum of the left side of Eq. 35 occurs when the pi(E) are completely orthog-

onal. If the pi(E) are not orthogonal, the errors will be larger.

d. Uncertainties in Input Activities

In these calculations the false assumption is made that the Tj are known exactly. In

a series of tests each of the Tj calculated from the input spectra shown in Fig. 24 were

varied ±10% to determine the effect of these uncertainties on the calculated +(E). The

results of these tests are shown in Figs. 26-30. The weight function used in these runs

is Eq. 42, with the cj given in Fig. 24.

In all cases the sharp peak at 14. 2 Mev is preserved. The presence of lower energy

neutrons is still indicated, although their exact energies are uncertain. The T.

for the reactions with the highest and lowest threshold energies - F19(n, 2n) and

U2 3 8 (n, f), respectively - mainly distort the corresponding end of the spectrum. Uncer-

tainties in the uranium activation destroy the shape of the spectrum below 2 Mev, since

the U238(n, f) reaction is the only one that is sensitive to neutrons of these energies. The

spectrum at 20 cm from the first wall (Fig. 24b) is a smoother function of energy; there-

fore, uncertainties in a single-threshold detector have much less effect on the shape of

the calculated +(E).

In evaluating the spectra calculated from the experimental threshold activations in

the blanket assemblies the only curves considered are those of (E), (E) + 6(E), and

+(E) - 6(E). Roughly, the curves of (E) + 6(E) and (E) - 6(E) form an envelope of

all the curves shown in Figs. 26-30.

e. Number of Foils.

When runs were made with an early version of the spectral analysis codes, we found

that agreement between the calculated and input spectra did not improve, but became

worse, as the number of foils for computing the spectrum was increased. Another

investigator 3 9 obtained similar results. When the present version of the codes was com-

pleted, runs were made in which each of the 6T. was assumed to be 1 per cent. It was
J

found that 6al/a1 = 0. 05 if five foils were used to determine the spectrum, but that
6a 5 /a 5 ranged from 0. 5 to 1.5, the value depending on the chosen w(E).

With two threshold reactions whose cross sections have similar shapes within the

same energy range used, the errors are worse. The procedure implicitly involves dif-

ferencing the cross sections, and the similar shapes result in small differences of large

numbers, so that the effect of uncertainties in the cross sections are more acute.

Since analyses with up to 23 threshold detectors have been reported, 3 4 it should be
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Fig. 26. Effect of 10% variation in uranium input activity. The exact
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Fig. 28. Effect of 10% variation in iron input activity.
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possible to overcome these difficulties by refinement of the numerical techniques. But,

as the main restriction on the number of foils in our case is experimental rather than

analytical, we feel that the machine codes as written are sufficient.

6.5 TESTS FOR GOODNESS OF FIT

The neutron spectrum in the experimental assemblies has not been determined ana-

lytically, so some empirical criteria had to be developed to determine how well the spec-

trum computed from Eq. 31 represents the actual spectrum in the assembly, and how

successful we have been in finding the proper weight function.

Certainly an aesthetic criterion for goodness of fit is that the calculated spectrum

be positive throughout the entire energy range. Because of limitations in this method,

however, such a criterion cannot always be met.

Since the calculations are based on an integral method, information about +(E) in the

regions where it is small can be lost in uncertainties in either the calculations or the

aj(E) with (E) large. Therefore we feel that the fairest test of the method is its ability

to reproduce rates of reactions which were not used to determine the spectrum. In per-

forming the integration f (E) ,j.(E) dE to determine these rates, errors in regions with

+(E) small are of less importance. In the preliminary runs we found that the deviation

between the rates obtained from the input spectrum, and those obtained from the
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spectrum calculated with the Gaussian weight function, is approximately 1%. For calcu-

lations with the unit weight function the deviation is less than 30%. Recomputation of the

reaction rates used to determine the spectrum merely involves re-inverting the matrix

[Tij]; hence these rates are always reproduced exactly.

As the shape of w(E) approaches that of the actual spectrum, the contribution of

the orthogonal polynomials diminishes. Thus the a decrease in magnitude with

increasing j.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS

Four or five threshold detectors can be used with the, method described above to

obtain the general features of a neutron-energy spectrum, with only a rough guess as to

its shape. Because of the rapid propagation of errors, the use of more than five detec-

tors is not worth while unless the activities (and the reaction cross sections) are known

with high precision. If additional information about the neutron spectrum is available,

the method can furnish some of the fine structure of the spectrum. The comparison of

calculated rates of reactions that were not used to determine the spectrum gives an esti-

mate of how well the calculated spectrum represents the true spectrum.
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VII. TRITIUM PRODUCTION MEASUREMENTS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Since tritium production is a critical quantity in the design of a fusion reactor blan-

ket, we hoped to measure the tritium produced by irradiating special samples of lithium-

beryllium fluoride in the experimental blanket assemblies. An apparatus was designed

and successfully tested with salt samples that were irradiated in the M. I. T. reactor.

Since low tritium-production rates were expected in the blanket assemblies, only very

small samples were used in the reactor irradiations. The impurities from the blanket

in the larger samples were sufficient to quench the proportional counter that counted the

tritium - decay, so that no data were obtained from the blanket. None of various

schemes for removing the impurities seemed singularly promising, and an examination

of all of them was considered to be beyond the scope of the present investigation. The

design and operation of the apparatus, and the suggestions for removing the impurities

are given below as a possible starting point for future work.

Because of the low tritium activities, and the general difficulties in counting the soft

16-kev P- from the tritium decay, only two basic methods are available40: either the

tritium must be intimately mixed with a liquid scintillator, or the tritium must be

evolved as a gas, mixed with a counter gas, and counted in a windowless counter. The

former method was rejected for three reasons: all known scintillators are organics and

the lithium-beryllium fluoride dissolves only in a polar solvent; even if it were possible

to dissolve salt samples in a scintillator, the fluorine would quench the counter; and any

scheme for transferring the tritium to a suitable compound involves converting it into a

relatively pure gas (T 2 ), and in such a state it might just as well be counted in a gas

counter.

Since the same blocks of salt were used for several blanket configurations, special

salt samples to be used for the tritium measurements were placed in the aluminum pans

for each configuration. The tritium produced during accelerator irradiations by the

Li6 (n, a)H 3 and Li7(n, an)H3 reactions was trapped in the crystal lattice. That the trit-

ium did not diffuse appreciably from the solid salt was demonstrated by the fact that salt

samples which were counted almost a year after irradiation in the M. I. T. reactor

showed almost the same activity per gram as samples that were counted shortly after

irradiation.

7.2 APPARATUS FOR TRITIUM MEASUREMENTS

The basic components of the tritium-measuring apparatus, shown in Fig. 31, are a

proportional counter, a furnace, and a glass Toepler pump.

The furnace, in which the samples of salt are melted to drive off the tritium is a

copper tube, I inch OD and 30 inches long, heated at one end by a muffle furnace (manu-

factured by Hevi-Duty Electric Company, Watertown, Wisconsin). One end of the tube

is brazed to a brass flange to which a removable end plate is sealed through an O-ring.
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This end is placed approximately 18 inches from the muffle furnace to avoid overheating

the O-ring. The other end is heliarc-welded to a plug into which a 2-ft length of

0. 25-inch copper tubing was welded. The other end of the 0. 25-inch tubing is connected

by Swage-Lok fittings to a Hoke bellows valve (valve 6 in Fig. 31). The function of the

0. 25-inch tubing is to provide thermal insulation to protect the teflon seat in the Hoke

valve. Another valve (10) is brazed to the lateral surface of the flanged end of the

copper-tube furnace. Copper is used in the construction because it is neither corroded

nor wetted by the molten salt.

The proportional counter is shown in Fig. 32. The internal lateral surface is

covered with an evaporated gold film to decrease tritium adsorption on the counter walls.

The counter can be flushed in place with acetone to remove contamination from large

activities. The signal from the counter is taken through a preamplifier to a scaler with

a built-in amplifier. With the attached electronic equipment the counter has a plateau

of 2875 volts; the scaled pulses have an amplitude of 5 volts (representing the maximum

energy loss of an energetic electron passing through the counter). The average pulse

height from tritium decay is approximately 2 volts. When cased in 2 inches of lead, the

counter has a background of 200 cpm. The first tritium measurements were made with

a 3-inch diameter counter that had a plateau of 2500 volts and a background of 300 cpm.

This counter was discarded when a leak developed.

The glass Toepler pump is a standard model (manufactured by the Scientific Glass

Apparatus Company, Inc., Bloomfield, New Jersey); details are given in Appendix C.

Connections to the metal tubing are by glass-Kovar seals. All make-and-break connec-

tions are with 0. 25-inch stainless-steel Swage-Lok fittings (manufactured by the

Crawford Fitting Company, Cleveland, Ohio).

7.3 PROCEDURE FOR TRITIUM MEASUREMENTS

The following procedure was used to measure the tritium in the salt samples which

were irradiated in the M. I. T. reactor.

1. A weighed amount of desiccated salt is placed in a copper-foil boat. Zinc turnings

are added (to getter fluorine and oxygen), and the boat is inserted in the furnace tube.

Note that the zinc is placed so that it is outside the section of the tube heated by the

muffle furnace. The zinc must be hot, but must not melt, since the molten zinc attacks

the copper (note that copper + zinc = brass).

2. After the furnace tube has been sealed and evacuated through valves 10 and 11

(see Fig. 31), the muffle furnace is heated to 500-600°C and held there 15-60 minutes.

The actual values of time and temperature are not critical, provided the salt is com-

pletely melted.

3. During the heating cycle the proportional counter is filled with 1 atm of "P-10"

gas (90% argon and 10% methane), and the background is measured. A Co 6 0 source is

placed next to the counter, and the rate is noted (-3500 cpm). The high voltage is then

turned off, and the counter, Toepler pump, and connecting tubing are evacuated.
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4. The muffle furnace is turned off, and the furnace is allowed to cool below 100°C.

5. Valves 4, 5, and 6, and by-pass valve on the Toepler pump (not shown in Fig. 31),

are opened to connect the furnace tube with the previously evacuated system.

6. P-10 gas is admitted through valves 9 and 10 to bring the pressure of the whole

system to 0. 2 atm, as measured on the Bourdon gauge. Note that if the furnace is too

hot, the methane in the P-10 gas is decomposed.

7. The by-pass valve on the Toepler pump is closed, and the pump is started to

transfer the gas remaining in the furnace to the proportional counter.

8. When the first charge of gas has been transferred, the pressure of the high-

pressure side of the Toepler pump should be at 0. 5 atm. A second charge of gas is

admitted through valves 9 and 10 and pumped to the counter.

9. After the second charge has been transferred, valve 5 is closed, and enough gas

is admitted through valve 2 to bring the counter pressure to 1 atm.

10. Valve 4 is closed, and the gas in the counter is counted, first with the Co 6 0

source in place, and then without. The count rate because of the Co 6 0 source gives a

measure of the sensitivity of the counter.

11. During the counting hydrogen is admitted to the rest of the system through

valve 1, and swept through the furnace through valves 5, 6, and the Toepler-pump

by-pass valve, and exhausted outside the building through valve 8.

12. After the counting is completed, hydrogen is swept through the counter through

valve 7. Sweeping with hydrogen for 15-30 minutes was sufficient to remove all tritium

contamination.

7.4 ATTEMPTS WITH BLANKET SAMPLES

The system was checked out with samples irradiated in the M. I. T. reactor, and it

appeared that with care a reproducibility of at least 10% could be obtained. When the first

blanket samples were run, however, the counting procedure in step 10 yielded a total

count rate which was less than background, thereby indicating that the counter was being

quenched by impurities. Since the most likely source of impurities was water which had

been adsorbed by the salt, a dry ice and acetone cold trap was installed between valve 6

and the Toepler pump, and larger quantities of zinc were put into the furnace. So that

the zinc could be allowed to melt, the furnace tube was redesigned, as shown in Fig. 33.

Now the furnace tube, just a 30-inch length of 1-inch OD copper tubing with a welded end

plug, was used for only one run. The first run after these modifications were made

yielded a count rate which was 10 times the expected value, but these results could not

be repeated: the quenching reappeared. A careful check showed that there were no leaks

in the system. A second cold trap was added between valve 4 and the manifold to

no avail.

A comparison of the conditions of the reactor and blanket irradiations is given in

Table 9. Since such a small quantity of salt was used in the reactor samples, the effects

of impurities was not noticeable. Furthermore, the salt samples used in the blanket
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Table 9. Comparison of expected tritium activities from M. I. T. reac-
tor and irradiations in experimental blanket assemblies.

Quantity MIT Reactor Blanket

Total neutron 8 x 109 5.5 x 106
flux (n/cm2sec) (in "rabbit" at (at a point 15 cm

2 kw power) from target with
4r-intensity of

1010 n/sec)

irradiation time 1 minute 5 hours

Cross section for 950 barns 3 barns

Li (na reaction (thermal) (computed from
i6( .n ,cs) H reaction Impink spectrum)

Sample weight 0.1 g 120 g

Expected count rate 300 cpm 300 cpm
above background

a. Since in the infinite blanket most of the neutrons are removed by

the Li6 (n,c)H reaction, this number is almost independent of
the blanket configuration. Where (E) is high, t ¢(E) is
low, and visa versa.

b. Average experimental value.

irradiations appeared to be less pure than those used for the reactor irradiations. The

exact nature of the impurities, and the reason for the one successful run are uncertain.

The only explanation which is offered is that either the sample used for this run happened

to be exceptionally pure or the activity that was counted included tritium held up in the

Toepler pump and furnace from previous unsuccessful runs.

7.5 SUGGESTED REMEDIES

Further consideration of the problem, and consultation with others yielded an effer-

vescence of possible solutions.

1. Magnesium, uranium, calcium, and other metals are better getters than zinc;

however, some are more dangerous to handle.

2. So that the more efficient liquid-nitrogen cold traps could be used, pure argon

could be used as the sweeping gas - with the required methane added directly to the

counter. Liquid nitrogen cannot be used with P-10 gas, since liquid nitrogen condenses

methane. This scheme would require a redevelopment of the counting techniques.

3. Especially purified salt samples could be prepared for irradiation. Since the
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impurities are obviously volatile, purification could probably be accomplished by

melting under a vacuum the samples to be irradiated, and sealing these samples in a

polyethylene container during the irradiation. A dry-box would have to be designed for

the packaging and unpackaging, to be sure that these operations are carried out in an

inert atmosphere.

4. Since most of the background appeared to result from radiation originating outside

the counter, surrounding the tritium counter with an outer counter, and using anticoin-

cidence circuitry should reduce the background to approximately 1 cpm, effectively

increasing the sensitivity of the counter to the point where perhaps smaller samples

could be used.

5. Passing hydrogen through a palladium or nickel metal is a standard technique for

purifying hydrogen, but the quantities of tritium involved are so small that it is doubtful

whether such a technique could be used in this case. It might work if hydrogen were used

as the sweeping gas; up to 50% hydrogen can be used in a proportional counter. 4 0

6. With proper amplification of the output signal, the counter could be operated as

an ionization chamber, and the effect of impurities would be muchless. 4 0

While it would not be too difficult to try any one of these schemes, none of them

seemed particularly promising; and to reopen the whole examination of tritium-counting

methods was considered to be beyond the scope of the present investigation. This dis-

cussion is offered as a starting point for future effort, since, in principle, the tritium

produced in the blanket experiments is countable. Furthermore, irradiation times that

are higher by a factor of 10 are inconvenient, but not impossible.
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VIII. RESULTS OF THE THRESHOLD DETECTOR MEASUREMENTS

The results of the measurements made with the threshold detectors in the various
experimental blanket assemblies are presented here, and general trends are outlined.
Over-all conclusions will be drawn about these measurements following the discussion
of the spectral analyses in Section IX.

Figures 35-40 show semi-logarithmic plots of R2A versus R for traverses made
along the axis z of the various assemblies. Here, R is the distance from the neutron
source, A o is the normalized activity defined by Eq. 25, and z is the distance along the
axis of the blanket from the first surface (see Fig. 34). The composition of the blankets
is indicated by the bars at the bottom of the figures.

w

S N

z

.65 cm

Deuteron 

Beam P

Tritium target

Fig. 34. Irradiation positions in experimental blanket assemblies.
z = axial distance to point P. r = radial distance to point P.

For radial traverses in these assemblies the quantity n (R 2Ao) is constant
for points with z ' 3 cm. For larger z, In (R2 Ao) tends to decrease linearly
with R at approximately the same rate as the axial plot for the corresponding
detector and blanket. The small asymmetries of the earlier radial traverses (before
April 1964) are inconsistent, and are due, most likely, to variations in the positioning
of the blanket assembly over the neutron source. The rest of this discussion will be
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concerned with the axial traverses.

The size of the points generally indicates the standard deviations computed by the

Frantic programs. The errors in the uranium data are approximately 30% for z > 15 cm.

The dates listed for the various points are those on which the foils were counted, and

correspond to the dates in the data listings (omitted in this report). Except for the iodine

10
!

Distance from neutron source R (cm)

20 30 40 50
I

i ' I I I
0 10 20 30

Distance from first wall (centimeters)

F
19

(n,2n)

v~ _~~ AA

10 ~ ~a

I
1 27

(n,2n)

100

a

2.0--.

w -7 P'(n,p)

Blanket composition: all graphite.

Fig. 35. Axial traverse with threshold detectors in the all-graphite blanket
with no wall. Solid curves are visual fits to the data. (Blankets
irradiated on April 2, 7, and 9 had aluminum plates between sev-
eral of the graphite slabs.
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foils these are also the dates of the accelerator runs. The iodine foils were usually

irradiated in several accelerator runs; the dates of these runs are indicated by a code

number for each foil in the iodine-counting runs.

Because of high uncertainties in the graphical procedures used to analyze some of

the uranium data, these data have not been included in listings, although the axial points

are included in the graphs.

8. 1 ALL-GRAPHITE BLANKET, NO FIRST WALL (NOS. 1 AND 3 IN TABLE 3)

If the neutrons in the assemblies experience only attenuation,

e-R/f
A= const. (50)

o 2R

where is the attenuation length. In the all-graphite blanket (Fig. 35) the relation (50)

is true for the responses of the fluorine and iodine detectors, since any collision except

a straight-ahead elastic scattering4 1 reduces the energy of the neutron below the thresh-

olds for the F 1 9 (n , 2n) and I127(n, 2n) reactions. The occurrence of forward scattering is

indicated by the fact that from the fluorine and iodine curves = 16 cm, compared with

9. 21 cm, the total mean-free path of the 14-Mev neutrons in graphite.42 The data for

the Fe 56(n, p) reaction show slight curvature, indicating the contribution of inelastically

scattered neutrons to the reaction rate. This curvature becomes successively more

pronounced in the responses of the phosphorus and uranium detectors, whose thresholds

are still lower.

Aluminum plates were inserted between the graphite slabs on several runs (March 11,

April 2, 7, 9). Within the accuracies of the measurements, the presence of the alumi-

num had no effect on the detector responses. Some of these data are included in Fig. 35.

Repetition of measurements at several points within the blanket showed that the

responses of the detectors were generally reproducible within the standard deviations

computed by the Frantic programs. In a few cases all numbers for a given run were off

by a constant factor, but were internally consistent. The difference could be attributed

to the failure to properly position the neutron counter before the run. In these cases the

data for the run were normalized to a convenient point for another run.

8.2 ALL-GRAPHITE BLANKET, 3-CM MOLYBDENUM WALL

(NO. 2 IN TABLE 3)

The addition of 3 cm of molybdenum (actually 1. 125 inches) to the first wall of the

graphite blanket depresses the threshold detector responses approximately 20%, except

for those of the U 38(n,f) reaction (Fig. 36). Within the scatter of the points the

responses of the uranium detectors remain the same, or increase slightly, thereby indi-

cating the production of low-energy neutrons at the expense of the 14-Mev neutrons. The

over-all shapes of the curves are generally unchanged.
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Distance from neutron source R (cm)
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I I I I

I I ( cni r -)
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- --- , s~ r Clr+ .. II pn~i~t ~ B

Date of run

F19(n,2n) /1.2 0

\ 3o\~~~5/17 a

10 - 3

0

I127(n,2n) Date of run

/20 o

Fe56 (n,p) Date of run

- )100-- 5 3/16 0 -
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35/18 

U2
8

(n,f) Date of run

2.0 01 31O
/16 o

100 -- Date of run

0 ^, < P (n,p)
/16 

Blanket composition:
Molybdenum Graphite .

I I I I I

Fig. 36. Axial traverse with threshold detectors in the all-graphite blanket
with 3-cm molybdenum wall. Solid curves are visual fits to the
data. Dashed curves are visual fits to the data for the all-graphite
blanket with no wall (Fig. 35). The solid and dashed curves for the

U 238 (n, f) reaction coincide.

8.3 BLANKETS WITH LITHIUM-BERYLLIUM FLUORIDE SALT

(NOS. 4-7 IN TABLE 3)

The absence of any general trend as the thickness of the molybdenum wall is

increased (Figs. 37-39), or as the salt-to-graphite ratio is changed (Fig. 40), is not

surprising for three reasons:
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Fig. 37. Axial traverse with threshold detectors in the 33% graphite,
67% salt blanket with 1-cm molybdenum wall. Dashed curves
are visual fits to the all-graphite blanket data.
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Fig. 38. Axial traverse with threshold detectors in the 33% graphite,
67% salt blanket with 2-cm molybdenum wall. Dashed curves
are visual fits to the all-graphite blanket data.
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Fig. 40. Axial traverse with threshold detectors in 50% graphite,
50% salt blanket with 2-cm molybdenum wall. Dashed
curves are visual fits to the all-graphite blanket data.

1. The scattering properties of the salt and the graphite are almost the same. In

calculations 4 3 the main difference is that the salt removes neutrons through the Li 6 (n, t)

reaction. The lithium in the salt used for these experiments contains only 1-3% Li 6

compared with 7. 42% Li 6 in natural lithium (used for the calculations).

2. A rough calculation for a point source of thermal neutrons show that 99% would

leak out of a graphite cylinder of the same size as the experimental assembly.42 Since

the leakage for 14-Mev neutrons is worse, very few neutrons are absorbed in any reac-

tion in the assembly.
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3. The salt wedges are not as smooth as those shown in Fig. 4. One third of the

wedges were cracked in shipping; the lateral surfaces of the others were rough, and did

not fit together very well. (Originally we planned to insert special samples along the

radii between the wedges for tritium measurements, so a good fit was not considered

necessary when the salt was being cast.) The pea-sized salt samples in the central void

could not be tightly packed. Because of the toxicity of beryllium-fluoride dust, smaller

samples could not be handled safely. A solid salt cylinder in the central void would have

been more desirable.

Because of these conditions it was never certain just how much salt was in the pans

at points where threshold-detector measurements were made in a given run. For

example, it is felt that the responses of the fluorine detector in Fig. 37 for z > 15 cm

are too high.

The salt is hygroscopic; for the tritium measurements the salt had to be kept dry.

(Also, we were uncertain about the effects of the presence of moisture on the neutronic

properties of the salt.) It was thus necessary to have half of the salt drying in plastic

bags filled with calcium chloride, while the other half was being used in the assemblies

- leaving insufficient salt to build a full-sized cylinder. We took advantage of the simi-

larity in the properties of the salt and the graphite, and in the high neutron-leakage

rates. The source intensities were too low to allow threshold detector measurements

to be made for z > 20 cm, so the upper half of the salt assemblies are all graphite (as

shown in the bars at the bottom of the figures) to maintain a constant geometry.

Further discussion will be given in Section IX after the presentation of the spectral

analyses.
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IX. RESULTS OF SPECTRAL ANALYSES

9.1 PRELIMINARY REMARK

Visual fits were made to the threshold detector responses shown in Figs. 35-40, and

the normalized reaction rates T (in millibarns) were calculated from these curves, with

the use of Eq. 27. The standard deviations T were estimated from the scatter of the

points.

a. Weight Functions

The differential neutron spectra (E) were calculated by the method outlined in Sec-

tion VI, by using the SPECTRUM programs described in Appendix B with several types

of weight functions w(E). Two weight functions are discussed here: the "Impink" weight

function

w (E) = 0. 5(E-l)- 1 + 0. 5 e - ( E - 1 3 3)2/(0 65 ) 2 (E>1 Mev), (51)

and the "Gaussian" weight function

WG(E) = 0. 0 5+ 0. 5 e- (E-5) /4 +. 5 e E -1 3 3) 2/(. 65) 2 (52)

where E is the neutron energy in Mev. Because of the large ST, a concerted effort to

guess a theoretically correct, or aesthetically pleasing, weight function was not consid-

ered to be worth while. These weight functions are merely rough guesses about the

shape of the spectra; they are sufficient for comparisons among various data sets. A

theoretical treatment of the experiment, with a Monte Carlo calculation used, will give

a better w(E).44

b. Energy Range

The +(E) have been calculated between 2. 1 Mev and 14. 1 Mev. The upper limit rep-

resents the maximum energy of the source neutrons (to the nearest 0. 1 Mev). The lower

limit was chosen to be 2. 1 Mev instead of the U 2 3 8 (n, f) threshold because early calcu-

lations indicated that there were few neutrons below 2 Mev, and the small values of the

U 238(n,f) cross section in this region are implicitly divided into the response of the

uranium detectors, thereby accentuating the large errors already present in the

U 8 (n, f) reaction rate.

c. Fluorine Cross Sections

Because of the large T, four foils gave just as good or better results than did five.

The activity of the fifth foil was calculated with the use of Eq. 36 and compared with the

experimental value as a check on the applicability of the method of analysis. When the

fluorine reaction rate was omitted from the analysis, the calculated and experimental
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values of the fluorine reaction rate were in better agreement when the Russian 2 7 values

of the cross sections were used than they were with the French26 values. Therefore the

Russian values were used in all subsequent runs.

9.2 SPECTRA IN THE GRAPHITE BLANKETS

The calculated spectrum (E) at the point z = 5 cm in the graphite blanket with no

first wall is shown in Fig. 41a. The weight function is that of Eq. 51. The scale for

+(E) is the same as in Fig. 24: n/cm 2 sec per Mev for an incident neutron current at

the first wall of 1 n/cm 2 sec. The prominent features of the curve are a sharp peak at

approximately 13.3 Mev, and a smaller, broader peak centered near 3 Mev (the energy

of neutrons scattered inelastically from 14 Mev in the forward direction by the 9. 61-Mev

level in carbon). The height of the peak at 13. 3 Mev is within the range calculated by

Impink (see Fig. 24). Roughly speaking, the neutrons enter the assembly at 14 Mev,

experience one inelastic scattering to 3 Mev, and leave with little further moderation.

Figure 41b shows that farther into the assembly (z=20 cm) the high-energy peak is

attenuated, but the spectrum at lower energies is approximately the same. The apparent

shift in the low-energy peak is not significant, because of the large 6b(E).

The molybdenum first wall attenuates the high-energy peak (see Fig. 42a, z = 5 cm),

and the average energy of the low-energy peak is reduced. The values of +(E) at 3 Mev

are the same for Figs. 41a and 42a, thereby indicating that the molybdenum contributes

the lower energy neutrons by the (n, Z2n) reaction. Farther into the assembly (see

Fig. 42b, for z = 20 cm) the high-energy peak is again attenuated and the rest of the

spectrum is essentially unchanged.

The negative (E) for E < 2. 5 Mev in Fig. 41 are caused in part by the fact that wI(E)

is large at energies for which (E) is small. The Gaussian weight function wG(E)

(Eq. 52) was chosen to approximate the (E) in Fig. 41a. Figure 43a indicates that this

choice is at least partially successful, in that at least + 6 0 almost everywhere.

Adding the molybdenum wall (see Fig. 43b) still reduces the average energy of the low-

energy peak. Since the center of the low-energy peak in wG(E) is too high (5. 5 Mev),

negative (E) result at energies >3 Mev. The corresponding curves for z = 20 cm look

like those at z = 5 cm: the high-energy peaks are attenuated, while the low-energy por-

tions of the spectra remain the same, but with sharper negative dips at approximately

7 Mev.

The negative (E) are due partially to inconsistencies in the activation data. From

the errors indicated in Figs. 35 and 36, and the results of such errors in the prelimi-

nary analyses (see Figs. 26-30), negative (E) from this cause are not surprising.

The spectral analyses in the graphite blankets are summarized in Table 10, giving

the experimental values of T, the computed values of T when that foil was omitted from

the determination of +(E), and the calculated values of the Li 7 (n, tn) reaction rate (for

comparison purposes). The plots of +(E) are evaluated as "excellent," "good," "fair,"

and "poor." The criteria for these evaluations are stated in notes to the table. Note
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Fig. 41.

(a) Calculated spec-
trum in graphite
blanket with no
fi rc w l l + ; em
fL *o vfr. s. t. J sr-

from first sur-
f, ,~ I/L,- r1 1-lA,-

for w(E).)
(b) Calculated spec-

trum in graphite
blanket with no
first wall at 20
cm from first
surface. (Eq. 51
used for w(E).)
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Fig. 42.

(a) Calculated s p e c -
trum in graphite
blanket with 1.125-
i n c h molybdenum
wall at 5 cm from
-~ - .r - _-

Ilrsl suriace. t;q.
51 used for w(E).)

(b) Calculated s p e c-
trum in graphite
blanket with 1.125-
i n c h molybdenum
wall at 20 cm from
first surface. (Eq.
51 used for w(E).)
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Fig. 43.

(a) Calculated spec-
trum in graphite
blanket with no
first wall at 5 cm
from first sur-
face. (Eq. 52
used for w(E).)

(b) Calculated spec-
trum in graph-
ite blanket with
1. 125-in. molyb-
denum wall at
5 cm from first
surface. (Eq. 52
used for w(E).)
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Table 10. Summary of spectral analyses for graphite blankets.

Impink W(E) (Eq. 9.1) Gaussian W(E) (Eq. 9.2)
Blanket z Foil Input Foil Calc. Li-7(n,tn) Foil Calc. Li-7(n,tn)
Con.figuration (cm) Foil T 5T T 5T T T Fit

All-graphite 5 U 1000 100 1400 800 70 400 G 1100 470 120 30 G
blanket, no P 100 70 55 57 40 240 G 90 60 100 270 G
vwal. Fe 109 4 130 60 380 190 G .150 300 500 1500 G

I 1150 90 1070 230 260 90 F 1100 360 200 180 G
F 46 2 52 10 240 90 F 48 15 200 160 C

10 U 800 200 1100 750 130 380 G 9go00 450 160 330 C
P 95 5 54 62 110 250 0 75 65 140 280 G
Fe 89 4 110 80 370 270 G 140 390 700 1700 G
I 850 90 790 41C 280 170 G 800 680 280 340 G
F 35 1 37 17 260 160 o 36 27 260 270 G

20 U 410 70 640 190 130 100 E 570 120 150 80 C
p 44 2 33 20 120 70 C 34 20 115 80 G
Fe 56 2 70 30 320 100 P 140 140 1000 600 P
I 470 20 430 170 250 70 P 400 270 340 140 P
F 18 1 21 7 240 60 P 23 11 310 110 P

All-graphite S U 860 40 580 370 300 60 P 620 200 340 140 P
blarket, P 78 1 114 23 330 100 P 120 23 390 110 P
9/8" (cm) Fe 89 3 71 26 84 81 F -50 130 -930 560 F
Molybdenum I 831 26 890 90 170 40 F 950 150 70 75 F
wall. F 38 2 34 4 180 35 G 31 6 120 65 F

10 U 800 90 500 580 240 300 F 500 360 290 260 G
P 76 5 115 42 270 170 G 130 43 350 200 C
Fe 57 3 40 50 0 70 G -100 260 -1300 1200 P
I 542 44 610 210 90 90 G 690 350 -60 180 G
F 26 4 22 9 110 80 G 18 13 -3 150 F

20 U 510 50 520 160 150 80 G 500 100 150 70 0
P 52 2 51 14 150 65 E 55 15 150 60 G
Fe 50 2 50 20 150 65 G 42 93 70 410 G
I 360 20 360 110 150 43 E 370 170 130 90 G
F 12 4 12 5 150 41 G 12 7 130 70 C

T - Normalized reaction rate defined by Eq. 2L' (in millibarns); 6T - standard deviation in T.
z - Distance along axis of blanket from first surface (see figure *) .

Foil Input values of T and 5T are calculated from the data in figures 91 and the a in Table 8.
The Russian data are used for the F-19(n,2n) reaction.

Foil Calculated values of T and 6T are computed by the SPECTRUM program, using the O(E) determined from the other
four foils, and the indicated W(E). The values of T and 6T for the Li-7(n,tn) reaction in the
adjacent column are calculated from the same O(E).

The Fit is a subjective evaluation of the 4(E) described above:

E - Excellent Fit: (E)+5O(E) > 0 everywhere within the range of calculation (2.1-14.1 Mev).

Also O(E) > - 0.05 hx(1D(E)|).

G - Good Fit: *(E)+6.(E) > - 0.05 Max(1l(E)I).

F - Fair Fit: 4(E)+6(E) > - 0.2 x(I(E)l).

P - Poor Fit: {(E)+O(E) < - 0.2 Mwx(l1(E)i) for some E within the range.

Max(14(E)I ) is the naximum value of JO(E)l for 2.1 < E < 14.1.
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that the +(E) are "excellent" in Figs. 42b and 44; "good" in Fig. 43a; "fair" in Figs. 41a,

42a, and 43b; and "poor" in Fig. 41b.

The main features of the data in Table 10 are the following:

1. The choice of w(E) has little effect on either the fit, or the reproducibility of the

normalized reaction rates T.

2. The input values of the U238 (n, f) reaction rate for the graphite blanket with no

first wall are consistently lower than the calculated values. The input values would be

low if the uranium foils in the calibration experiments (see Table 8) were partially acti-

vated by neutrons scattered from the walls of the target room, since the blanket data are

divided by the value of this activity.

3. The good agreement of the calculated and input values of T for the fluorine and

iodine foils, even when other calculated activities differ widely, indicates that the fluo-

rine and iodine cross sections may be too similar for this method of analysis.

4. The occurrence of +(E) < 0 ("good" and "fair" fits) does not prevent agreement

between the calculated and experimental threshold reaction rates, or consistent values

of the Li7(n,tn) reaction rate (and vice versa); although "poor" fits usually give poor

agreement.

5. The data at 20 cm in the blanket with the molybdenum wall are in excellent agree-

ment with the calculated values. The calculated Li7(n. tn) reaction rates are slmost

1.b

1.0

0.5

C.)
U)

0.0 >

a)

.

-0.5 .

Fig. 44. Calculated spectrum in blanket with 33% graphite and
67% salt at 20 cm from first surface. (Eq. 51 used
for w(E).)
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Table 11. Summary of spectral analyses for blankets with lithium-
beryllium fluoride salt.

Impink W(E) (Eq. 9.1)
Blanket z Foil Input Foil Calc.
Configuration (cm) Foil T bT T bT

5 U 990 170
P 85 10
Fe 109 8
I 85o 90
F 43 1

0o U 450 60
P 73 10
Fe 54 3
I 560 70
F 17 2

5 U 670 90
P 91 5
Fe 104 4
I 875 44
F 39 4

20 U 465 93
P 61 5
Fe 56 3
I 416 22
F 26 3

5 U 740 190
P 79 5
Fe 133 17
I 963 45
F 40 2

20 U 560 130
P 60 5
Fe 54 8
I 472 44
F 17 1

5 U 890 19o
P 91 5
Fe 100 5
I 1020 90
F 45 2

20 U 446 93
P 68 5
Fe 58 3
I 360 20
F 20 2

2 800
210 70
40 80

1000 400
28 17

1300oo 600
-30 45
110 50
390 160

28 8

600 600
101 45
99 53

890 220
38 9

-1.80 400
140 30
15 43
550 210
16 9

420 720
120 60
110 73

1030 480
35 20

700 500
40 40
64 5

440 320
19 13

910 770
9go 64

100 80
1020 410

46 17

-10 300
130 30
50 40

460 210
13 9

Gaussian (E) (Eq. 9.2)
Li-7(n,tn) Foil Calc. Li-7(n,tn)
T 6T Fit T bT T oT Fit

-430 130 P
770 260 P
-90 260 F
200 160 &
260 150 0

-130 320 F
-200 200 P
515 150 P
270 70 P
230 65 P

420 300 P
420 180 P
360 170 P
380 90o P
38s 84 P

510 200 P
560 120 P
-3 140 P

190 90 P
220 80 P

580 370 P
600 260 P
320 240 G
420 190 P
43o 180 P

80 250 G
70 170 G
200 180 E
160 120 E
150 120 E

220 400 G
220 250 G
230 270 G
220 170 G
220 160 G

490 140 P
520 90 P
130 130 F
260 90 P
290 80 P

460 470 750 340 P
180 70 840 300 P
-160 370 -2200 1600 P
1100 650 100 320 G
28 26 210 280 G

850 380 -110 270 F
-90 45 -200 200 P
270 240 2100 1000 P
360 260 370 130 P
28 11 290 120 F

720 370 450 260 F
82 414 430 200 P

130 260 750 1200 0
850 360 510 180 P
40 14 500 150 P

180 250 540 170 P
110 30 600 140 P
-90 220 -1000 1000 P
560 350 280 180 G
17 14 260 150 F

750 410 560 300 P
80 70 560 290 P

130 340 600 1500 G
960 790 570 380 F
40 31 560 540 P

600 3oo 90 200 C
53 45 80 190 G
70 240 300 1100oo 
460 520 130 250 G
18 20 120 220 G

800 470 270 340 G
110 70 290 290 G
50 400 -200 1700 0

1070 680 170 340 G
43 27 180 290 G

310 180 510 110 P
94 27 540 110 P

-20 200 -270 830 G
430 350o 340 170 P

16 14 380 150 P
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Bllanket vitg
5/8" (1 cm)
Molybdenum
Wall

67/ 2LiF-BeF2
Blanket with
3/4" (2 cm)
Mclybdenum
Wall

67 2LIF-BeF2
Blanket with
9/8" (3 cm)
Molybdenum
Wall

'0 2LiF-BeF
Blanket with
3/4" (2 cm)
Molybdenum
Wall
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constant, regardless of the weight function or combination of threshold reaction rates

used to determine ¢(E).

9.3 SPECTRA IN THE BLANKETS WITH LITHIUM-BERYLLIUM

FLUORIDE

One of the spectra calculated from data in the blankets with lithium-beryllium fluo-

ride (67% salt, 3-cm molybdenum wall) is shown in Fig. 44. The correspondence

between this spectrum and that shown in Fig. 42b substantiates the insensitivity of the

spectra to the presence of the salt- at least at high energies. The large 6T for the

uranium data allow almost any shape for the low-energy spectrum.

The analyses of the salt-blanket data are summarized in Table 11. There is a large

number of "poor" fits, and wide disagreement between calculated and experimental

threshold reaction rates. The scatter of the points discussed in Section VIII allows but

one conclusion: poor data are poor data are poor data ....

9.4 CONCLUSIONS

The applicability of the method of spectral analysis described in Section VI has been

demonstrated - at least for the graphite-blanket data. The semiquantitative agreement

between the experimentally determined spectra and the spectra computed by Impink indi-

cates that there are no serious errors in the approximations that he used to compute his

spectra. His conclusions about the feasibility of various blanket configurations can

therefore be accepted within the resolution of these experiments.

The shape of the spectrum <3 Mev is almost totally determined by the uranium-foil

data, which contain the largest errors. The difficulty in counting the activities on the

uranium catchers could be circumvented by measuring the U 238(n, f) reaction rate with

a small fission chamber, which could be inserted at various points within the experi-

mental assemblies. With a fission chamber, the Np 237(n, f) reaction could also be

used. If the electronic problems of the fission chamber are insurmountable, the

In 15(n, n')In 1 5 m reaction might be used, with a theoretical extrapolation of the

cross section for energies >5 Mev.
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X. FINAL EXPERIMENT

A run was made on July 26, 1964, to verify the effect of the presence and composition

of the blanket assemblies on the neutron monitor. The response of the monitor was com-

pared with the response of a BF 3 long counter that was placed in the target room as far

as possible from the source. We had determined previously that in this position the long

counter was insensitive to the presence or absence of the blanket assembly. The results,

presented in Table 12, are somewhat scrofulous for three reasons:

1. The tritium target was practically depleted, so there was a large percentage of

2. 5-Mev source neutrons from the H2(d, n)He 3 reactions.

2. The neutron monitor is mainly sensitive to neutrons scattered from the walls.

3. The operation of the monitor BF 3 counter became erratic toward the end of the

experiment, because of electronic difficulties.

Table 12. Relative neutron production rates.

Blanket Composition First Wall Ratioa Position of Neutron onitor

None None .127 + .001 Standard Position

100 Graphite None .130 (See Fig. 13)

67% salt, 53% graphite 1 cm Mo .142

" " 2 cm Mo .146

" " 3 cm Mo .148

50% salt,50 graphite 2 cm Mo .147

100% Graphite None .30 + .005 Top of blanket

t 1 cm Mo .31

" 2 cm Mo .32

is 3 cm Mo .32

" 2.5 cm Pb .31

a. Ratio = (cpm of neutron monitor)/(cpm of long counter far from accelerator)

for a simultaneous two-minute count.

Nonetheless, the numbers in Table 12 provide a relative measure of the total neutron

population at energies of interest in tritium production because the energy response of

the BF 3 tube is roughly similar to the Li6(n, t) cross section. A comparison of numbers

in Table 12 with the total tritium production computed by Impink (Runs 3-110, 3-111,

3-113, and 3-114 in Table 2) shows that 2 cm is, indeed, the maximum useful thickness

for a molybdenum wall. Also, 2. 54 cm of lead has about the same neutron-production

value as 2 cm of molybdenum.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

11. 1 CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of studying proposed fusion reactor blanket configurations has been
demonstrated by using finite blanket assemblies and a point source of accelerator-
produced neutrons. The techniques that were developed in the course of this work are
listed in Table 13.

Table 13. Techniques developed in the Fusion Reactor Blanket Experiment.

TI~utron Source using H (d,n)He reaction.

Use of Cockcroft-Walton machine with solid tritium target.

Gas target for 1-3 Mev Van de Graaff accelerator.

Construction of Blanket Assemblies

Measuremernt of neutron-energy spectrum above 1 Mev

System of threshold detectors using uranium, phosphorus,

iron, iodine, and fluorine reactions.

Fabrication of phosphorus and iodine foils from calcium

phosphate glass and hexaiodobenzene, respectively.

Irradiation techniques

Computer programs for handling large quanities of activation

and irradiation data.

Computer programs for determining neutron spectrum from

reduced threshold-detector data

Interpretation of spectra

Measurement of tritium produced in experimental assemblies

Measurement of small amounts of tritium produced in small

samples of lithium-beryllium fluoride salt

The semiquantitative agreement of our spectral measurements and Impink's theor-
etical results 3 implies the validity of his calculations, and hence his conclusions con-
cerning the feasibility of various blanket configurations - within the limitations of the
present experiments. The main differences between the theoretical and experimental
results are attributable to the finite size of the experimental assemblies. A more direct
comparison of the experimental results with Impink's calculations will require a Monte
Carlo calculation.
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11.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

As we indicated initially, this work is a first look at experimental techniques for

evaluating proposed fusion reactor blanket systems from the point of view of neutron

economy. While the techniques listed in Table 13 provide data for a tentative evaluation,

much experimental and theoretical work remains to be done.

a. Tritium-Production Measurements

The preliminary work indicates that the tritium production in the experimental

assemblies can be measured directly, although the present efforts were not successful.

Since the ability to produce enough tritium to sustain the plasma may be a deciding fac-

tor in the over-all feasibility of fusion power, further investigation is needed in this

area. The suggestions at the end of Section VII offer a starting point for such investi-

gation.

b. Construction of Experimental Assemblies

The difficulties with the fissures in the layers of lithium-beryllium salt in the exper-

imental assemblies could be avoided by casting each layer as one piece in a graphite

mold.4 5 After proper cleaning to remove any salt on the outside surfaces, these molds

could be used to contain the salt for the irradiation experiments. Facilities for casting

the salt exist at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. If such salt layers are to be fabricated,

the experimenter should consider personally supervising the operations.

If procurement of the salt in a more suitable form is not possible, fruitful experi-

ments can be conducted with graphite assemblies with various first-wall materials. Of

special interest are ceramic materials that are just becoming available, such as the

molybdenum and niobium beryllides.

Spectral measurements in a "semi-infinite" graphite blanket will be needed to provide

a transition between the finite assemblies and the geometry used in previous theoretical

studies by Impink.

c. Spectral Measurements

Uranium and neptunium fission chambers should be investigated for measuring the

neutron spectra below 2 Mev, in conjunction with the present set of threshold detectors.

The In1 1 5 (n , n')In1 1 5 m reaction might also be useful in this energy region.

The computational corrections for the sensitivity of the neutron monitor to scattered

neutrons can be avoided by using a monitor that is sensitive only to 14-Mev neutrons.

Schemes that should be investigated are knock-on proton counters and measurement of

the N1 6activity in the cooling water for the tritium target. This activity arises from the
O16 (n, p)N 16 reaction.

d. Theoretical Work

The need for Monte Carlo calculations to evaluate the present experiments has

already been mentioned. The results of these experiments should be combined with
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concurrent measurements of y-production in the experimental assemblies 4 6 and previous

theoretical efforts, 47 and further studies should be made to investigate the blanket

problem from other points of view, such as shielding, radiation damage, and economics.
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APPENDIX A

SAMTAPE Data-Reduction Programs

A. 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE SAMTAPE PROGRAMS

SAMTAPE is a collection of 31 FAP and Fortran subprograms written for the

IBM 709/7090/7094 computers, operating under the Fortran-II Monitor System. In par-

ticular, it is compatible with the operating systems in use at the Computation Center,

M. I. T., and the Cooperative Computation Laboratory, M. I. T., in the summer of 1964.

SAMTAPE is divided into three parts: 1) the main program, which sorts data from an

automatic sample changer, and corrects for certain changes in the operation of the sam-

ple changer; 2) the Frantic routines,48 which fit the sorted data from the sample changer

to exponential decay curves; and 3) the Beam programs, which compute the effective

dose given to the samples, including the effects of decay of the active nuclei during the

irradiation. The subroutine ZPRINT combines the results of the Frantic and Beam pro-

grams to give ratios for each sample which are independent of its irradiation and

counting history.

SAMTAPE was written with these criteria in mind:

1. Continuity. In many cases computation errors that would normally result in

termination of the programs are trapped internally, and cause the program to proceed to

the next operation. This criterion applies mainly to the curve-fitting routines.

2. Direct Data Input. The activation data from the sample-changer tape and the

neutron-flux data from the chart-recorder tape can be punched directly onto data cards.

No preliminary computations are necessary.

Because of the limitations of the library input/output routines, most of the data cards

are read under one of two standard input formats. In a few cases ("HEDING," "FRANIC,"

and "DOSE" cards), the appearance of a control card temporarily suspends the standard

format to read one or more cards under a special format.

3. Versatility. Program flow is controlled by a mnemonic in the first 6 columns of

each data card. Changes in parameters used in the computations, variations in the oper-

ation of the sample changer, unusual conditions in the flux plot, or the initiation of out-

put or analysis may be accomplished by inserting the appropriate control card in the data

deck.

Because of this versatility, the following description of the SAMTAPE program is

mainly in terms of data cards. The cards for the operation of the automatic sample

changer are given first, followed by the data cards for the Frantic analysis. Both sets

of cards are read by the SAMTAPE main program. Since the curve-fitting routines are

somewhat complex, a description of the Frantic routines is inserted here. There follows

a description of the Beam programs and the Beam data deck, which uses a different

standard format from that used by the SAMTAPE main program. Finally, there is a

brief description of the comparison program ZPRINT. A sample input deck and the
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Monitor System locations

Locations used for SAMTAPE programs

Locations used for library routines

Not used.

2 1Erasable storage for data

I"Saved Tape" Common Storage.

Sorted sample-changer data and
other parameters stored here.

23921
21¾)±15 'Saved Frantic" Common Storage
24' o I "Saved Beam" Common Storage

"Bottom Common" Storage.
Unsorted sample-changer data stored
here; also used by Beam and Frantic
routines for terporary-storage

257 Erasable storage locations*
32787 1 Erasable storage locations*

Us as temporary storage by library routines.

Fig. A-1. Computer storage for SAMTAPE programs.
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resulting output from the ZPRINT comparisons are included to illustrate the use of the

SAMTAPE programs.

In general, the operation of the various subroutines is outlined under the appropriate

card description. The service subroutines, which are used by many of the other sub-

routines for various purposes, are described at the end of this appendix. A listing of

the FAP and Fortran source decks is given in Appendix F.

The SAMTAPE programs require that the computer have a 32, 768-word memory.

The number of locations which are used depends slightly on the library programs at each

installation. The storage distribution for a typical run at the Computation Center,

M. I. T., is shown in Fig. A-i.

At any large computer installation, all input/output is from/to magnetic tapes which

are processed off-line. Thus the phrase "read a card" as used in this discussion really

means "read a record from the input tape, onto which the cards were read off-line."

Similarly, the words "print" and "punch" really mean "written onto the output tape for

off-line printing (or punching)."

A. 2 SAMTAPE MAIN PROGRAM

The main purpose of the SAMTAPE main program is to prepare data from the auto-

matic sample changer for the Frantic analysis routines. Additional cards for the Fran-

tic routines, cards to initiate analysis or output, and the "BEAM" card to transfer

control to the Beam programs are also read by the main program. The operation of the

sample changer for which the main program was designed is described here.

Sample-Changer Operation

The samples to be counted are placed in coded planchets which are stacked in a

magazine. After the sample changer is started, the first sample is moved into position

and counted until a preset number of counts has been accumulated. The number of

counts can depend upon the count rate of the sample and the planchet coding. After the

count (or observation) of the sample is completed, the sample number, the length of the

observation, and a code letter denoting the number of counts accumulated are printed on

a paper tape, and the next sample is counted. After the last sample in the stack has been

counted, the magazine is recycled to repeat the counting cycle.

The Elapsed-Time Counter

In order to plot a decay curve for a sample, it is necessary to know the time at which

each observation began. SAMTAPE does this by means of an elapsed-time counter,

which is set to zero at the beginning of each counting run. Into this register are added

the observation lengths, the times required to change samples within a stack, the recycle

time, and any changes in the normal operation of the sample changer which are signaled

by "PAUSE," "RESTAR," or "CHECK" cards. The elapsed timer always contains the
time at which the next observation should begin.
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A. 3 STANDARD INPUT FORMAT FOR THE SAMTAPE MAIN PROGRAM

Most of the data cards for the SAMTAPE Main Program are read under a standard

format. Only the "HEDING," "DOSE," and "FRANIC" cards temporarily suspend the

standard format to read one or more cards under a special format. The standard format

consists of four fields:

Field 1: Columns 1-6 contain a control mnemonic which must be left-adjusted and

followed by blanks. An improper or misadjusted mnemonic will terminate the programs.

A card with an asterisk (*) in column 1 and blanks in columns 2-6 is ignored, and may

be used for comments. Cards which are blank in columns 1-20 are also ignored.

Field 2: Columns 7-10 contain a fixed-point integer which must be right-adjusted,

since blanks within this field are treated as zeros.

Field 3: Columns 11-20 contain a floating-point number (such as 10. 35). If the deci-

mal point is punched, it and the number may be anywhere within the field. If the decimal

point is not punched, and if the places to the right of the last significant digit are filled

with zeros, the decimal point is assumed to lie between columns 18 and 19.

Columns 21-24 are ignored.

Field 4: Columns 25-30 contain alphanumerical information for labels, dates, count

symbols, or secondary control words. The data in this field must be left-adjusted.

The Fortran Format Statement for this card is (A6, I4, F10. 2, 4XA6).

A. 4 DATA CARDS FOR THE SAMTAPE MAIN PROGRAM

The data cards for the SAMTAPE main program are described on the following

pages. In the description, these conventions will be used:

1. Control mnemonics are in capitals and enclosed in quotation marks (examples:

"HEDING," "BEAM").

2. Names of subroutines are in capitals, but not enclosed in quotation marks

(examples: TAPE, BEAM). Note that sometimes the same word is both a mnemonic and

a subroutine name.

3. When a mnemonic is given in data fields 1 or 4 there will always be 6 spaces

between the quotation marks, regardless of the number of characters in the mnemonic

to emphasize that mnemonics must be left-adjusted and followed by blanks.

4. The SAMTAPE main program is referred to as (MAIN), the name used internally

by the computer.

5. When the word "ignored" is used in a data field, it means that the field is not

interpreted by the library input routines, and may contain any identification information.

6. The words "not used" in a data field mean that although no data are extracted from

the field, it is interpreted by the library input routines. Such fields should be left blank.

7. To aid the programmer who wishes to follow the program flow, the names of the

major subroutines that are used to process a card are given under the field descriptions

for that card. The so-called service routines, which are frequently used for conversions

and other computations are described in this appendix.
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Oards for ormal Sample-Changer Operation.

I. Th S.rAPE Observation Card.

i.ct'Ld 1: lust b blank.

Field 2: Sa.pole number (Set minus if this observation is to be

omitted from the Frantic analysis).

Field 3: Length of the sample observation in minutes (Set minus if

this observation is to be corrected by a subsequent "CHECK'

card -- see page 209.)

Field 4: Either

A. The number of counts which are accumulated during the

observation. This number must be left-adjusted to column 25. The

first non-numeric character or blank terminates the field. If

the first non-numeric character is a "K" or "M" the number will be

multiplied by 0l or 106

B. A symbol representing the number of counts, which symbol has

ben identified by a preceding "COUNT" card. The symbol may be

all blanks (if only one preset count is used, for example), but

may not include a number which falls in column 25.

Subroutines Called: TAPE,COUNTR.

Use: The data from the sample-changer tape are entered on observation

cards, one observation per card. (MAIN) calls TAPE, which a) calls

COUfTRi to convert Field 4 to the number of counts; b) lists the

observation data in bottom common storage, including the sample-

nuwrnber, the observation lengthy the number of counts (set minus

if the sample number was minus), and the computed starting time

for the observation; and c) advances the elapsed-time counter for

the next count. NOTE: If the sample number on the observation card
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is < the sample number on the previous observation, card, the

s-arting time for the present observation will include a recycle

tinme.

2. The SAMAPE "START" Card.

'ield 1: "START"

Field 2: Not used (see note A.)on page 254 )

Field : Clock time at the start of the first observation in

thie counting run (see note B. on page 234 )

Field 4: The date (see note C. .on page 234 )

Subroutines called: Service routines.

i _: This card must precede the first observation card in each run.

(: Ih) sets the elapsed-time counter to zero, erases any references to

p-evious observations, and defines the time and date listed in

Fields and 4 as the starting time for the run. NOTE: The BEAM

program also uses a "START" card, but has different formats for

the following fields.

3. The "BETWYT" Card.

Field : "BETWN "

Field 2: Not used.

Field 3: The time in minutes which is required to change samples

within a stack.

Field 4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: None.
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i-~e: One "BETWqN" card must appear before the first observation card

of the first run. Thereafter "BETWN" cards need be!jinserted in the

data deck only if the time required to change samples changes.

?Ie "BEWN" time is measured from the end of one observation to the

beirmnirg of the next (within the same stack).

4. The"RECYC" Card.

1ield 1: "RECYC"

' ... 2: Not used.

Ld 5: The time in minutes which is required to recycle the stack.

'ield : Not used.

triu-.tnies Called: None.

Use: One "RECYC" card must appear before the first observation card

of the first run. Thereafter a "RECYC" card need be inserted in the

data deck only if the recycle time is changed (by the addition or

removal of samples from the stack, for example). The recycle time

i_ ..asured from the end of the observation of the last sample in the

stack to the beginning of the first observation after the stack has been

recycled.
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. e "COUINT" Card.

I':i-li 1: "COUiT "

ilc 2: Not used.

VI--Le 3: The number of counts to be identified with the count

sy-fool in Field 4.

Fieald : The count symbol, exactly as it will appear on subsequent

observation cards. The symbol may include any combination of

Ltters, numbers, or blanks; but it may not include a number which

falls in column 25.

&.lur;-uines Called: NEWSET

Ls^: GO nt "COUNT" card for each different symbol must appear in the

data deck before the first observation card on which that symbol is

us.<. Thereafter a "COUNT" card need be inserted in the data

deck oriy if the number of counts identified with a particular symbol

is changed. An entry is made in a symbol-number table for each

ne-r syrmbol. Redefining a symbol only changes the number identified

with that symbol; it does not cause a new entry in the symbol-

rlber table. The maximum number of symbols which may be used at

one time is ten. The symbol-number table may be erased with a

"CLR" card.
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6. The "CLAR" Card.

Field 1: "CLEAR "

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutine Called: RESET

Use: he appearance of a "CLEAR" card in the deck erases the

symbol-number table. It may be used to prevent a symbol-number table

overflow.

7. The "MAXSAM" Card.

Field 1: "MAXSAM"

Field -2: The maximum number of samples which will be encountered

in the following runs < 50).

Fields 3-4: Not used.

Subroutine Called: SETX

Use: Storage is available for 2000 observation points. Normally

SA,,APE assumes that 50 samples will be used, with 40 observations

per sample. If it is desired to use less samples with more than 40

observations per sample, a "MAXSAM" card may be.used.
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8. The "PAUSE" Card.

-ield 1: "PAUSE "

Field 2: Not used.

Field 3: Length of pause in minutes. The time is measured from the

end of the observation before the pause to the beginning of the

observation which follows.

Field 4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: A "PAUSE" card may be used if it is necessary to interrupt

the operation of the sample changer to add or delete samples,

to change the coding of a planchet, etc. A stopwatch would be

started at the end of the observation before the interruption, and

stopped when the first observation after the interruption began.

-fote that if the sample being counted before the interruption is, say,

number 5, it is not necessary for the sample after the interruption

to be number 6, etc. Also, no recycle time will be added, even

though the first sample to be counted after the interruption is

number 1.

9. The "RESTAR" Card.

'.L> d 1: "RESTAR"

Field 2: Not used (See note A. on p. 234 )

wield : Clock time at the start of the following observation

(See note B. on p. 234 )

`i-ild 4: The Date (See note C. on p. 234)

Subroutines Called: Service Routines.

Use: The "RESTAR" card is used for the same purpose as the "PAUSE"

card, except that the time at the beginning of the first observation

after the interruption is given instead of the length of the pause

(which is computed internally).
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Observation Length Correction.

'G. The "CHECK" Card.

:ie_ 1: "CHECK"

Cil_ 2: Not used (See note A. on p. 234 ).

Field : The clock time at the start of the following observation

(See note B. on p. 2354 ).

eiu L4: The date (See note C. on p. 234 )

£.; routines Called: Service Routines, CHECK.

s: If the length of an observation has been misprinted by the

sa:.le-changer, the elapsed-time counter, and the starting times for

tih observations which follow will be in error. If the misprinted

Zi-e is flagged with a minus sign (see p.204 ), the appearance

c a "CHECK" card leter in the deck will cause the offending

obJervation length, and the intervening starting times to be corrected.

If more than one observation length is misprinted before the situation

i ciscovered, the observations occurring between the first and last

z.-prints in the series are lost. However if Fields 2 and 3 of the

last misprinted observation are flagged with minus signs, a "CHECK"

ca-d rdmay be used to retrieve the observations which followed the

last isprint. A similar procedure could be used in case of a

psaer-failure, etc.

IOTE: The "CHECK" correction feature may be used only before

the observation data have been moved from bottom common to "saved

tape" common by the CHANGE routine.
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Cards to Delete Bad Observations.

11.. The "ERROR" Card.

Field 1: "ERROR "

Field 2: The sample number.

Field 3: The length of the observation.

Field 4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: ?he elapsed time counter is advanced as for a normal observation,

but the point is otherwise ignored. An"ERROR" card may be used, for

example, in case of a count-symbol misprint by the sample-changer.

12. Tne "IGNORE" Card.

Field 1: "IGNORE"

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: All subsequent observation cards are treated as "ERROR" cards,

until a "NOTICE" card is encountered. The"IGNORE" and "NOTICE" cards

could be used to bracket a group of observations that were in error

because of a sample-changer malfunction.

13. The "NOTICE" Card.

Field 1: "NOTICE"

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: The "NOTICE" card is used to cancel the effect of a previous

"IGNORE" card.

14. The "RESET" Card.

Fi::ldl: "RESET 

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: All previous observations in the run are erased. The elapsed-

time counter is not affected. A "RESET" card could be used to

delete observations which contained a short-lived component which

could not be separated by a Frantic analysis.
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information Cards for Printed Output.

Note: The following cards should precede the "PRINT" or "ANALYZ"

card to which they refer.

15. The "BKGD" (Background)Card.

-ield 1: "BDD 

Field 2: The number of the background sample if one is used. If no

background sample is used, Field 2 should be blank.

iceld 3: If Field 2 is blank, Field 3 contains an average background

count rate. Otherwise it is not used.

iold 4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: None.

t C: The "BMKD" card is used to transmit the average background count

rate of the counter, or to identify the number of an empty planchet

as a background sample. If a background sample is used, a later call

to STDCAL causes computation of the background rates B(Ti), and

the variance in the background rate(6B(Ti))2 . A later call to

NOISE places B(t) and (6B(t)) in storage locations BKGD and BERR,

respectively. Here t is the time of a sample observation, which

is transmitted to NOISE as an argument. B(t) and (B(t)) are

determined by linear interpolation.

The appearance of a "BKD" card with a blank Field 2 erases

any reference to a background sample. If no "BKGD" card appears in

the deck, it is assumed that BKGD BERR = 0 for all observations.
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16. The "STD" (Standard) Card.

ield : "STD "

Field 2: Number of standard sample.

:ield 3: Normal count rate R for standard sample, to be used

to compute the normalization factor. If Field 3 is left

blank, the average value of the standard-sample count rates

is used as the normal rate.

Field 4: Label to be used for output.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: A long-lived sample may be used to correct for slow variations in

the sensitivity of the counter with time. If a standard sample is used,

a later call to the subroutine STDCAL causes computation of the factors

F(Ti), where Ti is the starting time for each standard-sample observation:

F(T i ) = Ro/R(Ti)

where R(Ti) is the count rate of the standard-sample observation which

began at Ti. A vector of the variances in F(Ti) (F(Ti)) 2 is also

computed. A later call to the subroutine NORMAL causes the value of

F(t) and (F(t)) 2 to be placed in the storage locations F and FERR.

Here t is the starting time of an observation which is given to the

NORYAL routine as an argument. F(t) and (F(t)) 2 are determined

from the vectors F(Ti), Ti and (F(Ti)) 2 , Ti by linear interpolation.

Reference to a standard sample may be deleted by use of a "NORM"

card. If no "NORM" or "STD" card appears in the deck, it is assumed

that F - 1.O0 and F 0 for all observations.
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P'(. The "NORM" (Normalization) Card.

?!d 1: "NORM 

?l'ld 2: Not used.

le'id 3: Value of normalization factor F.

2a ild ~4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: None.

U-c: All count rates are multiplied by the number in Field 3.

Ary reference to a standard sample is deleted.

u6. The"H EDISG" Card.

eld l: "HEDIN"

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: The normal input format is suspended; the 80 columns of the

following card are used as a heading for printed and punched output.

19. The "LABEL" Card.

Field : "LABEL "

Field 2: Sample number

Field 5: Frantic identification number(anointeger between 1.0 - 6.0).

Field 4: A label for printed and punched output.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: The"LABEL" card is used to transmit a label for each sample for

cutput. The Frantic identification number must be the same as a

number read from field 2 of a "FRANIC" card.
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Program Control Cards:

20. The "PRINT" Control Card.

Fiel> 1: "PRINT "

Field 2: The number of the first sample to be printed. If Field 2

is left blank, all samples will be printed.

Field 5: If Field 2 is blank, Field 3 is ignored. If Field 2 contains

a number and Field 3 contains a higher number, the number in

Field 3 is that of the last sample to be printed. If Field 2

is not blank, but Field 3 is, then only the sample whose number

appears in Field 2 will be punched.

Field 4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: TAPOUT, CHANGE, STDCAL, LINE, BKPNT, STDPNT,

and Service Routines.

Use: (MAIN) transfers ontrol to TAPOUT, which a) moves any

sample observation data waiting in bottom common storage to "saved

,-pe" common storage; b) calls STDCAL to compute the rates for

b-ckground and standard samples (if any); c) prints a summary of

"eo data taken for each sample, using subroutine LINE. BKPNT and

STDP.IT are used to print the summary of the background and standard

samples.

The following data are printed for each observation:

a) The clock time at the beginning of the observation, b) the number

of minutes elapsed from the beginning f the counting run to the start

of the observation (the value of the elapsed-time counter), c) the

length of the observation, d) the number of counts accumulated during

the observation, the count rate (corrected for standard and background)
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and the standard deviation in the count rate. The observations

ar; grouped by sample number.

In order to make comparisons, it is possible to place several

"TRIT" cards after the deck of observation cards, and to change

background and normalization parameters using "NORM","STD", and

"BMD" cards before each new "PRINT" card.

if observation cards follow a "PRINT" card, their data are

added to the data which were printed, unless the previous data is

erased by a "RESET" card, or a new run is signaled by a "START"

card.

2!., The "ANALYZ" Control Card.

Pi-eld 1: "ANALYZ"

Fields 2-3'. The same as fields 2-3 of the "PRINT" control card,

except that the data of the indicated samples are analyzed by

the Frantic routines instead of printed.

ild 4: The number of a sample whose saturation activity per unit

flux will be used for comparison. This number is converted

by COUNTR, and therefore must be left-adjusted to column 25.

S xroutines Called: CHANGE, STDCAL, FRANIC and associated routines,

Service Routines, ZPRINT

Use: (KAIN) transfers control to the FRANIC routine, which fits

the observation data of the specified samples to the sum of one or

.more exponential curves. The program flow of the FRANIC routine

is described starting on p. 240 . After plotting the curves

-for each of the samples, control is transferred to ZPRINT, which

makes one of several possible comparisons.
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22. The "COCMPAR" Control Card.

Field 1: "COMPAR"

Fields 2-3: Not Used.

Fizld 4: The same as field 4.of the "ANALYZ" card.

Subroutine Called: ZPRINT

Use: The "COMPAR" card may be inserted after an "ANALYZ" card to

make comparisons among the samples, other than the comparisons which

were set up at the time the "ANALYZ" card was read. The following

cards r-ay be inserted between an "ANALYZ" card and a "COMPAR" card,

or between successive "COMPAR" cards: "HEDING", "LABEL", "NODOSE",

"OLDOSE" , and "FRANST". Note that if a "LABEL" card is used before

a "COMPAR" card, the sample number - Frantic identification number

relation should be the same as it was at the time of the preceding

"ALt-YZ" card.

23. The "QUIT" Control Card.

Field 1: "QUIT "

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutine Called: EXITM, from the system library tape.

Use: The "QUIT" card is the last card in the data deck. It is used

to terminate the program and skip any following post-mortem request

cards which were inserted in the deck in case of an error.
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24,'. The "BERM" Control Card.

Field 1: "BEAM "

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines Called: CHANGE, BEAM, and associated subroutines. Service

Routines.

U:e; (¥AIN) transfers control to the BEAM subroutine to compute the

effective doses given each sample during irradiation. Control is

returned to (MAIN) by the appearance of a "RETURN" control card in

the £cam data deck. All cards which appear between the"BEAM" and

"::isSN" cards must be Beam data or control cards. Note especially

that the control mnemonics "START", "HEDING", and "DOSE", as well

as cte observation cards (all blanks in columns 1-6) have the

sa.er initial format, but are interpreted differently by the two

prograns.

Data Cards for the Frantic Analysis Routines.

T.-: cards which follow are used to supply data for the

Frantic Analyses, which are initiated by "ANALYZ" cards. These

cards are read by the 'SAMTAPE main program, and may be inserted

anyw~here in the SAMTAPE data deck before the "ANALYZ" card to which

they refer. Data from the following cards are also used in the

Frazic analyses: "BKGD", "STD", "NORW, "HEDING" , and

"LBE--L".
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Data Cards for the Frantic Analysis Routines (continued).

25. The "FRANIC" Card.

Feld : "FRANIC"

FLeld 2: Frantic identification number (1-6).

Yield 3: Number of sample which is to be used for comparison if no

effective-dose information is available (punched as a floating-

point integer----such as "2.0").

'icd 4: Not used.

Subroutine Called: READIN.

Use: A "FIRANIC" card and associated data cards must appear in the

d aa deck before the "ANALYZ" card which uses them. The data for

uD to 6 different analyses may be stored in the computer at one

toi' (in "saved Frantic" common storage). The Frantic identification

n-,zber on the "FRANIC" and "LABEL" cards tells the FRANIC subroutine.

-:-,ich of the data sets is to be used for each sample.

The normal SAMTAPE input format is suspended for the following

data cards, which are almost identical with the header card, control

card, and estimate cards described by P. C. Rogers. If the

input format on the following cards is different from his format, it

is flagged with a "+" in the left margin.

A. The header card contains 80 columns of identification information

which is used as a subtitle for the printed output of the Frantic

analysis of each sample.
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B. The contents of the control card,,which follows the header

card, are as follows:

Col. 1-4: An identification code which is used with the sample

label for any intermediate output.

Col. 5-14: Ignored.

Columns 15-72 contain 29 fixed-point control numbers, which

must be right-adjusted in their respective fields.

Col. 15-16: JMAX ( < 10), the number of half-lives which

are to be fit to the experimental decay curve.

Col. 17-18: IC (= 1,2, or 3), the case number.

IC=l: The Frantic program attempts to guess

the decay constants of each decay scheme, one at a time,

until JAX components have been guessed. No estimate (or

"FG" ) cards are read. Experience has shown that this

case should be used with care.

IC = 2: All half-lives (or X's) are read from

columns 1-12 of the "PG" cards, as well as any initial

activities Ao which are to be held fixed. Any, all, or

none of the half lives (or 's) may be held fixed. Frantic

will iterate to find any half-lives which are not held fixed.

IC = 3: All A and half-life (or ) estimates are

inserted on "PG" cards. None, any, or all,may be held fixed.

Frantic will iterate to find a better fit (unless all are held

fixed).

NOTE: IC must be positive.
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Col. 19-20: ID,(-= , 2, or 3), the weight-function

C-.trol number.

ID 1: Each data point is weighted equally

in fitting the curve.

ID = 2: Each data point is weighted by the

inverse of its absolute variance.

ID = 3: Each data point is weighted by the

inverse of its fractional variance.

4 10TE: ID must be positive.

Col. 21-52: The "IS" control vector. IS(1) is in

col.urs 21-22, IS(2) is in columns 23-25,...IS(6) is in

co-mnns 31-32. Each element in the vector is either zero

or non-zero.

TE IS(1) 0 : Each new half-life guessed for IC - 1

is assumed to be 1/3 the smallest half-life from the

previous guesses.

IS(1) = : Each new half-life for IC = 1 is

assumed to be 1/10 the previous minimum. (Frantic iterates

with each guess to find the right value).

IS(2) 0: The signs of the half-lives are allowed to

vary during iterations, to allow for exponential growth, as

well as decay, in case of a parent-daughter decay scheme.

IS(2) = O. The signs are held fixed, either positive

(IC :l),for as read from the "G" cards (IC - 2,3).
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IS(3) O: The results of each iteration are

printed as intermediate output.

IS(3) = 0: Results are printed only after the

iterations have converged.

IS(4) 0: The least-squares matrices are

printed for each analysis.

IS(4) = 0: The least-squares matrices are not

printed.

IS(5): Not used.

IS(6) 0: Columns 1-12 of the tFPG"

the half-life of that component. The decay

computed by the subroutine DATA.

IS(6) = 0: Columns 1-12 of the "PG"

the decay constants .

cards contain

constant is

cards contain

Col. 33-72: The "IX" control vector. IX(l) is in columns

33-34, IX(2) is in columns 35-36,...IX(20) is in columns 71-72.

Each element is either zero or non-zero.

IX(2J) t 0: The half-life of the J-th component is

fixed.

IX(2J) 0: The half-life of the J-th component is

allowed to vary. If any IX(2J) = 0, Frantic will iterate

for IC = 2,3.
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IX(2-1) 0: The initial activity of the J-th

component is read from columns 13-24 of the J-th "G"

card and is held fixed (IC = 2,3).

IX(2J-1) = 0: The initial activity of the J-th

component is computed (IC = 2), or read from columns 13-

24 of the J-th "PG" card; but in both cases it may vary.

OTwE: For IC = 1, all IX(J) are set = 0 by the GUESS routine.

C. The "" cards (or estirmate cards) follow the control card

for IC = 2,3. For IC = 1, no "PG" cards are used. The half-lives

(or X's) and initial activities for each component, one component per

card, are entered in columns 1-12 and 13-24 respectively. If IC = 2,

an unfixed initial activity may be omitted. The half-lives (or X's) and

initial activities are read in Fortran"E" Format; that is, a number

1.234 x 105 would be punched 1.234 E 5, 4.321 x 10'5 is 4.321 E -5.

Plus signs may be omitted, but minus signs may not. The decimal

point should be punched. The number following the "E" must be right-

adjusted, since blanks are treated as zeroes. If the number after the

"E" would be zero, it and the "E" may be omitted.

In the original programs a data control card follows the "PG"

cards. The present version omits thisr card. The data scale factor

and the data normalization factor which were on the original data

control card are set = 1.0. The other data is transmitted by one

of the SAITAPE data cards given below, and is the same for all analyses.

The Fortran Format for the cards which follow the "FRANIC" card is

(13A6,A2/A6, 8X 29 I2/(2 E12.7)).
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~. 'he i"TIR" Card.

'ietd 1: "'TrlI3,R"

J nid 2: Not used.

Yi.Ld 3: 6D, the average error in the length of an observation

kin minutes).

Yld 1:.: Not used.

SuLz-routires Called: None.

Use: A "TITERR" card must appear in the data deck before the first

:;AIALYZ" card to which it applies. The quantity D is used in

co.uting the variance of each data point used in the Frantic

a-alysis. If no "TIMERR" card appears, it is assumed that D P 0.

27. i'`2hl''e "TATTD" Card.

:i.d i: "Ab 

ied d2: Not used.

Field 5: rT, the dead-time for the counter (in microminutes).

FNeld 4: Mot used.

Sulbroirines Called: None.

Jse: A "TAUDT " card must appear in the data deck before the first

'"AI,'LYZ" card to which it refers. The quantity is used to compute

the corrcted activity A and the variance'(A) for each data

point used in the Frantic analysis. If no card appears it is assumed = O.
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23. The "DTAUD" Card.

Fil d 1: "DTAUD

iiEd 2: Not used.

_?eld 3: rT, the error in the dead-time (in microminutes).

?ield 4: Not used.

Sbroutines Called: None.

U ,: A "DTAUD" card must appear in the data deck before the first

"AIIA-LYZ" card to which it applies. The quantity 8C is used in the

cc;-.utation of the variance in each data point used in the

Frantic analysis. If no card is read it is assumed that 8T = 0.

£1. he '",AXVAR1 card.

Fi-ld 1: "AXVAR"

-i ld 2: Not used.

L?icld 3: The maximum acceptable value of (A/A) , the fractional

variance in a data point, for the point to be used in a Frantic

analysis. If the variance (A/A) 2 is greater than this value,

the point will not e used.

S'U~br3tines Called: MXFRAC

Use: A "mAXVAR" card must appear before the first "ANALYZ" card

to which it applies. If no card is read, points whose fractional

variance exceeds 0.0625 will be rejected.
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50. The "TAU" Card.

Field 1: "TAU t

Fields 2 and 4: Not used.

Field v: Extrapolation time in minutes before (+) or after (-)

the time on the revious "START" card.

Subroutines Called: None.

Use: Frantic computes the initial activity A for each component

at the time on the previous "START" card. Frantic also computes the

quantity Ao/X, which may be extrapolated to a time bfore or after

the time on the "START" card, using the extrapolation time read on

the "T2AU" card, computed from data on an "ENDRUN" card, or computed

fro- the time of an effective dose The "TAU"

card must appear before the "ANALYZ" card to which it refers.

If a "TAU" or "ENDRUN" card appear after an effective dose was

computed by the Beam routines, reference to this dose is deleted,

until it is reinstated by using an "OLDOSE" card.
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1.. '.: "SWUN" Card.

rl Jid 2: ot used (see note A)

C.' ad [;: Clock time to which the initial activity (divided by )

o-:a each component of each sample should be extrapolated.

:'iElt_ i4: 'The date of the extrapolation (see note C )

S il-co~uines Called: Service Routines.

L=r: I'his card is used in the same manner as a "TAU" card, except

tl. i"I the extrapolation time is computed from the time on the "ENDRUN"

card 'o the time on the "START" card.

';. ''-he "DOSE" Card.

? 4.~k 1: "DOSE "

-: .2: umiber of half-lives to be read

Tr.51 1: Tirme of the effective dose (see note B ).

?'!'d 4: Date of the effective dose ( see note C).

.....:o,.inc s Called: Service Routines

-sue: Kormally the effective doses are computed by the Beam routines.

o:'ever if the doses were computed during a previous run, and the

e'Lalts were punched on cards, it is possible to read these cards

v. subsequent computer runs, rather than to recompute the doses.

Trhe following cards must come immediately after the "DOSE" card:

A. A card with the total dose in Col. 1-20 (Fortran Format is

220. 2 .

. N cards (where N is the number in field 2 of the "DOSE" card)
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Ech card contains:

1. A Frantic identification number in columns 1-2.

2. A dose label in columns 7-12.

3. The half-life in columns 13-24.

4. The decay constant in columns 25-36 (if it is omitted

it will be computed by the program).

5. The effective dose in columns 37-42.

~Ecept for item 1, these data are in the format in which they

are punched by the Beam Routines. Items 3-5 are in Fortran "E"

.jorsrat; that is, a number 1.2345 x 10 would be punched 1.2345E6;

i.2345 x 10-6 becomes 1.2345E-6. The number following the "E"

ust be right-adjusted, since blanks are treated as zeroes.

rTie Fortran Format for these cards is (I2, 4X A6, 3E12.3).

55. The "NODOSE" Card.

Fi,;'ld 1: "NODOSE"

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines called: None.

Use: The "NODOSE" Card may be used before a "COMPAR" card to

delete reference to effective dose calculations.
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~-%. Ts "OLDOSE" Card.

ield 1: "OLDOSE"

Fids 2-4: Ignoaed.

S , uzo;ines Called: None.

Utl: The "CLDOSE" Card may be used before a "COMPAR" or "ANALYZ"

cazcd to reinstate reference to the previously computed effective

doses (or doses previously read by use of a "DOSE" card), which

recfvorence was deleted by a "NODOSE", "TAU", or "EDRUN" card.
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Data Cards for the SAMTAPE Main Program (continued).

Notes:

A. In an earlier version of SAMTAPE, cards containing a date used

Field 4 only for the month; the day of the month was in

Field 2. Except for the "DOSE" card, the present version

of SAMTAPE is compatable with this format.

B. Clock times are based on a 24-hour day; that is, 1:30 p.m.

is punched as 1330. Thirty seconds later the time would be

1330.5.

C. Dates may be punched either in the form "MAR 11" or "3/11".

In the first case the abbreviation of the month must include

its first three letters: JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL,

AUS, SEP, OCT, NOV, or DEC. In the second case any non-

numeric may be used to separate the month from the day.

The dates are read in Fortran "A" format, and are converted

to binary by the subroutine CALENS.
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A. 5 FRANTIC ROUTINES

The Frantic Routines were originally written as 8 Fortran-II subprograms by P. C.

Rogers 4 8 to fit activation data to a sum of exponentials. Three of the routines - MATRIX,

GUESS, and OUTPUT (the last with minor format changes) - are used in the SAMTAPE

programs as they were originally written. The following modifications were made to the

other routines.

1. DATA and INPUT were rewritten in FAP to use the activation data supplied by

the SAMTAPE data-sorting routines.

2. The curve-fitting routine LESFIT was rewritten in FAP, and the matrix-inversion

routine MATINV was made a skeleton routine to call the library matrix-inversion routine

XSIMEQ, so that overflows occurring occasionally during iterations would be trapped

internally, thereby causing FRANIC to terminate the present analysis, -and to go on to

the next sample. In the original versions an overflow was trapped by a library routine,

which terminated the program completely.

3. Certain results of each analysis are saved for later comparisons with the ZPRINT

routine.

Although the Frantic routines are designed to find the half-lives, as well as the ini-

tial activities, the following discussion deals mainly with the initial activities, since it

is this feature of the program that was most useful in the reduction of the activation data

from the blanket assemblies. Further details of the Frantic routines may be found in

the original report. 4 8

Theory: Curve for Multicomponent Radioactive Decay

The usual equation for describing multicomponent decay of a radioactive sample is

ainst, n= Aoi exp(-iTn) (A. 1)
i

where

A is the initial activity of the i t h component,

Xi is the decay constant (= log e 2/T1/2)

T is the time of the n observation of the sample, and
n

ainst, n is the computed activity.

The data supplied to the Frantic routines give the average rate An over an interval

D :n

"nC A-- D = A +D 1 T n exp(-XiDn) -1A a = A (l/D) n n exp(-\.t) dt = exp(%i n) e -XiDnni n Si njn n

= Aoi exp(-kiTn) EXPlF(-XiDn) (A. 2)

i
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A a'a A.f (A. 3)An n oiin'
i

In (A. 2), EXP1 is the service routine described in Section A. 6. In the following dis-

cussion the coefficients of the Aoi will be abbreviated as in (A. 3).

Theory: Least-Squares Analysis

If the Xi are all given, a unique least-squares analysis can be made to find the Aoi.

They are chosen so that for the sum over all observations the variance of fit

[A -a ]2 Wn= An AoifinW n (A.4)
n n A

is a minimum, where Wn is the weight given to each observation. To satisfy the crite-

rion (A. 4) it is necessary that for each component j

Wn(a8/Ao i) [A- Aoifin o. (A.5)
n i

Expansion of (A. 5) leads to the normal equations:

Aolgl + AoZg 2 1 + *.' + AoIgIl = WnAnfln P1

n

Aolg + Ag + + Aog I2 = WnAnf2n 2

n

AolglI + Aozg + + Ag' + A WnAnfn f I' (A. 6)

n

where

gij Wfnfinfj (A. 7)
n

Equation A. 6 can be written in matrix form:

g11 g21 '' 'gIl IAol ] 1

g2i g22 gI2 A 02 = . (A. 8)

................... ... Ag1 9Z I gII _A I _ PI
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Here the matrix [gij] is called the least-squares matrix, and the vector {Pj} is called

the transformation vector. The Aoi are found by inverting the least-squares matrix:

{Aoi} = [gij] - 1 {}. (A. 9)

b. Iterative Least-Squares Method

A unique least-squares analysis cannot be used to find the Xi because the resulting

equations are nonlinear. Therefore the difference between the actual activities A and
n

the computed activities from an initial guess or previous ( t h ) iteration a is expanded
n

in a first-order Taylor series:

A -a ( aa/aA.) AA + E (a.ax ) A.i (A. 10)
n n on 1

i i

Equation A. 10 and the resulting normal equations are linear in the AAoi and AX1 so

these quantities, if not the original Xi, can be computed by a least-squares analysis.
The (an/aAoi) are just the f. of (A. 2). The (acn/axi) are computed by the MATRIX

n 1 in " n
routine. The AXi and AAoi, which are found from the unique least-squares analysis

based on (A. 10), are added to the previous estimates of Xi and Aoi. The new estimates

are used to compute the an The iterations continue until 25 iterations have been

made, or until the variance of fit (the left side of Eq. A. 4) and the Aoi and Xi remain
6

constant to one part in 10

We found that sometimes the iterative method would diverge, ending with an overflow

in the computations. The reasons for this divergence are not clear. Since the iterative

feature of the Frantic routines was not essential to finding the initial activities, no

attempt was made to find the cause of the overflow.

c. Program Flow

When an "ANALYZ" card is read, (MAIN) transfers control to FRANIC, the governing

program for the Frantic analyses. The operations performed by FRANIC are the fol-

lowing.

1. Before analyzing the first sample, the subroutine CHANGE is called to move any

data that are waiting in bottom common to the "saved tape" common storage area.

STDCAL is called to compute the rates from the background sample observations, and/or

the normalization factors from the standard sample observations, if these samples were

identified on "BKGD" and/or "STD" cards.

2. The Frantic control data (read following a previous "FRANIC" card) which corre-

spond to the Frantic identification number in Field 3 of the "LABEL" card for the sample

are transferred to bottom common, which will now be used by the Frantic routines, by

the subprogram INPUT. If either the identification number or the control data corre-

sponding to that number is missing, an error comment is printed, and this step is
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repeated for the next sample.

3. The DATA subroutine is then called to compute the activation rates from the raw

data for each observation (the counts C, and the observation length D), as well as the

dead time T. The normalization factor F and the background rate B are determined by

the NORMAL and NOISE routines, which use the starting time of the observation T. The

raw count rate R is computed from the equation

R = FC/D. (A. 11)

The corrected activity A is computed by using the equations

X R/(1-RT), (A. 12)

A= X-B. (A. 13)

The fractional variance of each point (6A/A) 2 is computed from the equations:

(6R/R)2 = (6F/F) + (6C/C) 2 + (6D/D)2;

= (6F/F) + 1/C + (6D/D)2; (A. 14)

(SX/X)2 = (6R/R) 2 + (X6T)2 + X2T2(6R/R) ; (A. 15)

and finally

(SA/A) = [(6X)2 +(6B) 2 ]/A 2 . (A. 16)

4. If there are minus flags on the observation length or the counts (transferred from

the sample number by TAPE), or if (6A/A) 2 computed from (A. 16) exceeds 0. 0625 (or

the value read from a previous "MAXVAR" card), the observation is deleted from the

analysis. If A from (A. 13) is negative, DATA assumes that the activity of this sample

has decayed to the background level, so no more points are examined.

5. If no more than 2 · JMAX points have been accepted by DATA (where JMAX is

the number of components for which the analysis is to be made), an error comment is

printed, and DATA goes back to step 2 for the next sample.

6. The weight W of each point is computed according to the value of ID for this anal-

ysis:

If ID = 1, W = 1.

If ID = 2, W = 1/(6A)2 .

If ID = 3, W = 1/(6A/A) 2

7. If IS(6) 0, the decay constants X are computed from the half-lives which were

read from columns 1-12 of the "PG" cards. If IS(6) = 0, the x were read in directly.

8. DATA returns control to FRANIC, which calls GUESS to guess a X if IC = 1. The

first X returned by GUESS is computed by the equation

X = loge (Al/AN)/(TN-T1),
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where A1 , T 1 and AN, TN are the activities and starting times of the first and last obser-

vations for the sample. On subsequent callings for the same analysis GUESS returns

for the new a number which is 3 or 10 times the value of the largest X from the

previous iterations, the number depending on the value of IS(1) (nonzero or zero).

9. FRANIC then calls LESFIT to compute the least-squares curve. If one or more

of the half-lives are not fixed (or if IC = 1), LESFIT uses the iterative least-squares

method. Any partial derivatives with respect to the X are evaluated by MATRIX. The

least-squares matrices are inverted by MATINV, which uses the library matrix-

inversion routine XSIMEQ. Any overflows occurring in the LESFIT, MATRIX, or

MATINV (XSIMEQ) routines cause an error comment to be printed, and control to be

transferred to the skeleton program AUSWEG. AUSWEG prints a breakpoint post mor-

tem of the bottom common storage, and then calls A2SWEG, the secondary entry to

FRANIC, which goes to step 2 with a new sample.

10. After the curve-fitting routine has been completed, FRANIC calls OUTPUT to

print the results for that sample.

11. If IC = 1, and more half-lives (X's) are to be guessed, the program goes to

step 8. Otherwise FRANIC retrieves the values of A(T')/X and 6A(T')/X for the com-

ponent whose half-life (or X) was on the first "PG" card for that Frantic control data.

T' is the extrapolation time (see 30. The "TAU" card). These quantities will be used

for comparisons. The next sample is then analyzed, starting with step 2.

12. When all samples have been analyzed, FRANIC calls ZPRINT to make any

desired comparisons (see section A. 7). FRANIC then returns program control to

(MAIN).
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A. 6 BEAM PROGRAMS

The Beam routines were written to compute the effective dose given to each sample

from the neutron flux during the irradiation +(t). If the irradiation time is much less

than the half-lives of the daughter products of interest, the dose is just

Jeff =+ 4(t) dt,eff =

where t is the length of the irradiation. If the irradiation time is not much shorter than

the half-lives of interest, but )(t) = o = const., then the effective dose for each com-

ponent (X) is

-Xt
4 eff = (/) ( -e°),

where is the decay constant. If neither of these conditions is true, then a more com-

plicated scheme must be used to compute the effective dose.

The differential equation describing the change in N, the number of daughter-product

atoms per unit volume of sample, is

dN(t)/dt = F4)(t) - XN(t), (A. 17)

where Z is the macroscopic cross section. If N(0) = 0, the number of daughter-product

atoms at time to is given by

-Ntto et= eXt dt. (A. 18)

In the Beam programs it is assumed that the flux varies linearly between times t

and t 2 at which the flux is observed from a strip chart recorder:

(t) = (t ) + [(t)-(tl)][(t-tl)/(t2 -t lt)], (tl-<t<tt2). (A. 19)

Substitution of (A. 19) in (A. 18) and considerable algebraic manipulation yield the algo-

rithm used by the Beam programs:

x4 eff(tn) = 4)eff(tn-1) e + 4(tn-) (tntn-1) ] + [(tn) (tn-1)](tn-tn-1)
(A. 20)

where

x= -X(t n- tn -
) ' (A. 21)

and tn_1 and tn are two successive observation times from the strip-chart recorder.

The functions of x in brackets in (A. 20) are evaluated by two FAP-coded functions:
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EXPlF(x) = (eX-l)/x

and

EXPlXF(x) = (eX-l-x)/x 2 . (A. 23)

If xI x 1, these functions are evaluated directly, by using the library routine for

eX. If xI < 1, these functions are evaluated more accurately by the power-series

2 3
EXPlF(x) = 1 + f + X + X + (A. 24)

2! 3' 4!

and

2 3
EXP1XF(x) = + + + + -- (A. 25)2! 3! 4! 5!

In (A. 24) and (A. 25) up to 10 terms are used for an accuracy of at least one part in 107

b. Program Flow

When a "BEAM" card is read by the SAMTAPE main program, (MAIN) transfers

control to BEAM, the governing program for the effective dose calculations. The oper-

ations performed by BEAM are as follows:

1. Before processing the Beam data cards, the subroutine CHANGE is called to move

any data from the sample-changer tape from bottom common to "saved tape" common,

since the bottom common is also used for the Beam calculations.

2. The data from up to 200 Beam data cards are read and stored in the appropriate

vectors in bottom common. When the 200t h card, a card with an illegal mnemonic in

Field 1, a "CALC" card, or a "RETURN" card is encountered, the card-reading routine

is terminated, and the cards are processed. This procedure reduces the computer time

required by the programs, because of the organization of the input/output routines at the

installations where these programs were run. The only exception to this procedure is

the "FORMAT" card, which is processed as soon as it is read, since the following Beam

data cards are read under the new format (see Data Card 44).

3. In processing the various Beam data cards, other routines are called. These

routines are listed and described under the appropriate data card.

4. After the last card has been processed, BEAM returns control to (MAIN) if the

last card read was a "RETURN" card. If it was the 200 t h card read, or a "CALC" card,

more Beam data cards are read as in step 2. If it contained an illegal mnemonic in

Field 1, the programs are terminated with an error comment.

c. Interim Timer

Provision is made in the Beam programs to compute the total dose between two

observation times. The use of this feature is described under the "Beam Observa-

tion Card."
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d. Standard Input Format for the Beam Programs

Data cards for the Beam programs, like those for the SAMTAPE main program, are

read, for the most part under a standard format. Only the "HEDING" and "FORMAT"

cards temporarily suspend the standard format to read the next card under another for-

mat. The standard format for the Beam data cards consists of four fields:

Field 1: Columns 1-6 contain a control word of up to 6 characters, which must be

left-adjusted to column 1. An improperly adjusted control word is treated as an illegal

mnemonic.

Field 2: Columns 7-20 contain a floating-point number.

Field 3: Columns 21-30 contain a second floating-point number.

Field 4: Columns 31-36 contain a 6-character word, which is usually a comment,

but may serve other purposes.

Columns 37-80 of the card are ignored. The cards are read under the Fortran For-

mat (A6, E14. 2, E10. 5,A6); this format may be changed by using a "FORMAT" control

card.

Floating-point numbers are punched in exponential form: 1. 234 X 105 becomes

1.234 E5; 1. 235 X 10-4 becomes 1. 235 E-4. Minus signs must be punched. If the

exponent part of the number is zero, the exponent and the "E" may be omitted. The

decimal point should be punched. The number following the E must be right-adjusted,

since blanks are treated as zeros.

Blank cards, and cards with an asterisk in column 1 and blanks in columns 2-6, will

be ignored.

e. Data Cards for the Beam Programs

The data cards which are read while the program is under control of the BEAM rou-

tine are described on the following pages. The same conventions are used that were

used to describe data cards for the SAMTAPE main program. The card-numbering sys-

tem is continued from the last SAMTAPE data card.
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35. The Beam Observation Card.

liceild 1: AMust be left blank.

Field 2: The time of the observation. This is in the units on

the time-scale of the strip-chart if the program is in the

"CHART" mode (the normal mode of operation); the number of

minutes which have elapsed since the last observation or

"START" card if the program is in the "DT" mode; or the

clock time (see note B ) if the program has been

changed to the "CLOCK' or "DATE" mode.

Field 3: The value of the flux +(t) at the time of the observation.

¢(t) is usually given as a fraction of full scale of the flux

scale on the chart paper. The value of tne full-scale flux is

set by a "FLUX" card. The observation points should be

chosen so that (t) between these points may be approximated as

a straight line.

Field 4: Usually a 6-column comment, but nmay also contain the control

words "ON ", "OFF" or "OFF*" for the interim timer (see below).

If the program is in the "DATE" mode, Field 4 contains the date

(see note C ).

S;i3outdines Called: CHART, TIMDIV, Service Routines.

Use: The Beam observation cards are used to transmit the values of

the flux and time of the observation points. Normally the program
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is in the "CHART" mode, in whichcase the time is in the units

c the ire scale on the strip-chart. As written, the program

assumes that the chart paper moves at the rate 5 minutes/inch,

and tat the numbers on the time scale (inches) repeat every 12

inches. The distance between the observation points must be less

than he recycle length on the chart paper (12 inches). The

values of the inverse speed of the chart paper and the recycle

len-th -ay be changed from the set values of 5.0 and 12.0

by use of a "TSCALE" card. The mode of the program may be

chanred by a "MODE" card.

To process each Beam observation card, BEAM transfers control

to CHART, which performs the following operations:

1. If the program is in the "CHART" mode, the clock time and

the tima which has elapsed since the last observation are computed

using the TIDIV routine. In the "DT" mode the clock time is

o=mputed using the service routines. In the "CLOCK' and "DATE"

nodes he elapsed time is computed. In the "DATE" mode the date

is taken from Field 4 of the Beam observation card. In the "CLOCK'

mode the date is assumed to be that on the preceding"START"

card.

2. The total dose (computed from %f(t)dt) and the effective

dose (computed from Eq. A.20) for Bny:hifKivescwhich were

read previously are brought up to date.

3. The clock times, the chart time (if the program is in the

"CHART" mode), the current value of the flux +(t), the current total

dose Jf(t)dt, the contents of Field 4, and the effective dose for
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each half life.

5. CHART then examines the first three characters of Field 4

for the word "ON ". If the word "ON " (there must be at least

one blank following the "N"), the next three characters of the field

are saved for a label, and the interim timer is started. On

all future observation cards CHART looks for the word "OFF"

the first three columns of Field 4. When the word "OFF"

.s found, the interim timer is stopped, and an extra line

£ncluding the times, the label, the elapsed time and total dose

curing the interim is printed. If an asterisk immediately follows

the word "OFF" (= "OFF*"), the line of information is also punched.

The interim timer may be turned on and off as often as desired

.aring the run. The interim timer should not be on when a "START"

card is read. Note that the interim timer may not be used if the

-:roram is in the "DATE" mode.

6. After processing the interim timer requests in Field 4

(if any), CHART returns control to BEAM ) to read a new Beam data

card.
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36. The Beam "START" Card.

Field :"START "

Field 2: The chart time when the run begins if the program is in the

"CHART" mode; otherwise the clock time (see note B

Field 3: The value of the flux at the beginning of the run (may be

zero) as a fraction of full scale on the chart paper.

Field 4: The data (see note C ) if the program is in the

"CLOCK", "DT", or "DATE" modes. If the program is in the "CHART"

mode, Field 4 is ignored.

Suroutines Called: START, BPRINT, TIMDIV ("CHART" mode only).

rUs: The Beam "START" card must precede the first Beam observation

card for the irradiation run. If the program is in the "CHART"

._,de, the chart time must have been set by a preceding "SETIME"

card.

When a "START" card is read, BEAM transfers control to START,

which resets the elapsed time, total dose, and effective dose

registers, and calls BPRINT, a Fortran-coded subroutine, to print

the page heading for a new run. Reference to a previous effective

dose is deleted by a Beam "START" card. Tne Beam "START" card

is not to be confused with the "START" card used by the SAMIAPE

main program (card no. 2).
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1: "SETI1" Card.

Fi-i 2: The chart time (as described for the Beam Observation Card,

---card no. 35).

IKi-,d [: The clock time

ieldC L.-: The date

Sb;cut-res Called: SETDIV, Service Routines.

-i: ihe "SETIME" card is used to define the time at a point on

-hc c t paper. It is only needed when:the program is in the

"Cirf'" ..;ode. It usually appears before the first "START" card for

cac:. irradiation run, but may also be used during the run (when

-hl : ocorder runs out of paper during a run, for example, and

new cater must be installed, and the recorder:rrestarted). BEAM

convrts the time and date to the internal formats using the service

rou-ines, and then calls SETDV to set the chart time.

8. w;e "'FLUX" Card.

I "FLUXl.'i e L: "-VIfX "

Field 2: The base-line setting on the chart paper when the flux

-s zero. Field 2 is usually zero, but may be used to correct

Lor zero-drift in the recorder.

Iicd. 5:. The value of the flux when the pointer on the recorder is at

.ull scale.

ieid I': Not used.

Subroutines Called: FSCALE, FBASE
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s: The flux (t) reported on the line of print which is

-elorated for each Beam observation card is computed from

(t) = [(Contents of Field 3 of the Beam obs. card) - FBASE]'FSCALE

h:ere FEASE is from Field 2, and FSCALE is from Field 3 of the

;_JX" card. If no "FLUX" card is read, it is assumed that

?;-.SE = 0.0, and FSCALE = 10 . FBASE and FSCALE may be changed

oiLy by a "FLUX" card.

_ I h'r- "TSCALE" Card.

_ 1: "TSCALE"

2: The inverse rate of travel of the chart paper in

Yminutes per chart unit. (TSCALE)

Pik- [5: The number of chart units per cycle. (DELTAT)

I ald 4: Not used.

Subr':-outines Called: TSCALE, DELTAT

AUL_: rhe "TSCALE" card may be used to reset the inverse rate of travel

of' the chart paper from its original value of 5 minutes/inch, and

the cycle length from its original value of 12 inches.

01~'. The' "eJ UT" Card.

? ~';-1: "JU 

Fihel 2: Not used.

Field 5: The value of the flux (fraction of full scale) after a

step change.

Field 4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: None.
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USe: The "JbUP" card is used to indicate a step change in the flux.

-i.L. The "HAFLIF" Card.

-':i.ld i: "AFLIF"

/Tiald 2: The half-life in minutes.

Field 3: A Frantic identification number. The half life in Field 2

imust be the same as the half-life (or corresponding ) on the

first "PG" card in the corresponding "FRANIC" control deck.

I'ield 4: A 6-column label which is used for output.

-ulbroulines Called: None.

U.:; A " HAFLIF" card for each component for which an effective dose

is to be computed must appear before the first Beam "START"

card. Only 8 components may be entered at one time. After

8 "FLIF" cards have been read, succeeding "HAFLIF" cards will

be ignored. In order to erase the half-lives presently being

used, a "NOLIF" card, described below, should be inserted in the

Beam data deck.

42. The "OLIF" Card.

Field l: "OLIF "

Fields 2-4: Not used.

Subroutines Called: None.

U~_-: A "NOLIF" card is used to erase old values of the half-lives and

labels, so that new ones may be read.
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43. The Beam "HEDING" Card.

?ied 1: "HEDIN"

FieLds 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines Called: None.

Usi: ihe no al Beam input format is suspended; the 80 columns of

the following card are used as a page heading for the Beam program

ouitout. Note: This card should not be confused with the SAMTAPE

"'li-1:," card (card no. 18).

-I. The i-eam "FORMAT" Card.

Axek 1: 'FORMAT"

izwLs 2-4: Ignored.

Sdrottins Called: None.

Use: The normal Beam input format is suspended; columns 1-72 of

tfe following card replace the format vector (A6,E14.2, E10.5,A6)

under which the Beam data cards are usually read. The new

fIoreat should be constructed so that the four fields on the Beam

data cards are properly converted. It would be possible with a

new Formnat to read in more than one observation point per card.
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45. e Beam "DOSE" Card.

:-i si. 1: "DOSE ", "DOSE* ". or "DOSEX"

Yiod 2: The clock time for which the effective dose rates are

desired, if Field 4 contains the date; the number of minutes

from the time of the last observation point, if Field 4

contains "DT "; or unused if Field 4 contains "NOW ".

Tiid 3: The total accumulated counts to be used for normalization;

blank if no normalization is desired.

Field 4: The date of the effective dose, "DT " or "NOW ".

Subroutines Called: EFCONT, Service Routines.

Use: Whnen a "DOSE" Card is read, BEAM transfers control to EFCONT.

'f ?eld 4 contains "NOW ", the effective doses, updated to the

la- observation point are removed from the erasable bottom common,

to Hze "saved beam" common, for later use by the SAMTAPE program.

if Field 4 contains "DT ", each effective dose is multiplied by

exp(- 2,t), where is the decay constant for that half-life, and

Lt i-s the contents of Field 2. If Field 4 contains the date, At is

co;-.-uted from that date (and clock time in Field 2) and the time

of the last observation point.

If Field is neither zero nor blank, each effective dose is

normalized by multiplication by the factor

(Contents of Field 3)/f4(t)dt.

If Field 1 contains "DOSE " the effective doses are printed.

If Field 1 contains "DOSE* ", the results are also punched. If Field

i contains "DOSEX " no printing or punching takes place.

NCTE: The values of the effective doses which are stored in bottom

common are not changed by a "DOSE" card. The numbers which are

stored in "saved beam" common by the last "DOSE" card. are the
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ones which will be used for comparisons with the results of the

Frantic analyses (by the subroutine ZPRINT). If no SA~WAPE

'TAU", "EINDRUN" or "tNODOSE" card intervenes between the "DOSE"

card and the "ANALYZ" card, the time of the effective dose

will be used to determine the extrapolation time used by FRANIC.

he JE "dB: "DOSE" card described here should not be confused with the

SAlMrAPE "DOSE" card (card no. 32).

;.d. 'ile ~'>,DE Card.

ield 1: "MODE

Fields 2-3: Not used.

field ,4: "CLOCK ", "DT ", "DATE , or "CHART "

Salrzoutines Called: None.

Use: A "DE" card is used to change the interpretation of

Field 2 and Field 4 of the Beam observation card and the Beam

"START Card.

47. The "CALC" Card.

ield 1: "CALC

Fields 2-4: Ignored.

Subroutines Called: None.

Jse: TAnen a"CALC"card is read, the card-reading routine is terminated,

and BEAM begins to process the cards already read. After the last

card i£ processed, BEAM continues to read more cards.

:. The "RETURN" Card.

Field I: "RET'RN"

Pia-ids 2-4: Ignored.

Su'iroutines Called: None.

Use: When a "RETURN" card is read, the card-reading routine is terminated,

and BM begins to process he cards already read. After the last

card has been processed, BEAM returns control to the SAMTAPE main

program. The "RETURN" card should be the last card in the

BESv: data ck.
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A. 7 ZPRINT COMPARISON ROUTINE

ZPRINT is called after a Frantic analysis, and may be recalled by using one or more

"COMPAR" cards following the "ANALYZ" card. Its purpose is to provide a series of

ratios which will be useful in evaluating the results of the foil activations. The main

data inputs are the activities at the extrapolated time divided by the decay constants

X ... A(T')/X, as well as the standard deviation in this quantity. Note that these ratios

are labeled A(N) in the output (a sample output is shown in Table A. 2). If effective dose

information is available, a summary is printed, and each A(N), where N is the sample

number, is divided by the appropriate dose. If in addition, Field 4 of the "ANALYZ" or

"COMPAR" card contains the number of a successfully analyzed sample, each A' (N) is

ratioed with the A' for that sample. Standard deviations are also given for all ratios.

If no effective dose information is available, the only meaningful ratios that can be

made are among samples with the same decay schemes. So, all samples with a given

Frantic identification number are ratioed with the sample whose number appeared in

Field 3 of the "FRANIC" card for that Frantic identification number.

a. Arrangement of Cards in the Data Deck

The versatility of the SAMTAPE programs allows almost any card but an observation

card or a control card such as an "ANALYZ" or "PRINT" card to be the first card in the

data deck. To ensure that all numbers that will be needed to process an observation or

control card are in the memory when that card is read, the following grouping of the

cards is suggested.

Group 1: Cards that are used in every data set, including the data cards from the

Frantic analysis, "HAFLIF" cards (preceded by a "BEAM" card and followed by a

"RETURN" card).

Group 2: Data cards for the Beam programs (preceded by a "BEAM" card). The

first card for each beam run should be a "HEDING" card to allow easy identification of

the data cards for that run. The "DOSE" cards for each run should be the last cards in

the Beam data deck before the "RETURN" card.

Group 3: Data cards for a sample-changer run. The first cards should include a

"HEDING" card, a "START" card, a "BETWN" card, a "RECYC" card, "LABEL" cards,

and "COUNT" cards. "STD", "NORM", and "BKGD" cards may be included. Then

come the SAMTAPE observation cards, interspersed with any required "RESTAR",

"PAUSE" or "COUNT" cards that may be required.

Group 4: Output cards, such as "PRINT", "ANALYZ", and "COMPAR". Note that

any number of analyses, printouts, and comparisons may be made with the same obser-

vation data. Various parameters such as the number of the standard sample may be

changed before each new analysis or print request. The changes that may be made

before a "COMPAR" card are more restricted (see Card 22.).

Additional data decks containing the cards described in groups 2-4 may follow. Note
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that groups 2 and 3 could be interchanged. The last card in the data deck should be a

"QUIT" card to cause a normal termination of the programs. If the system library con-

tains the required diagnostic routines, post mortem request cards (which are not a part

of the data deck) may follow the "QUIT" card. These cards are not processed if the pro-

gram terminates with the "QUIT" card; however, in case of an error stop the diagnostic

routines scan the data deck for the post mortem cards, and dump the desired areas of

the computer memory.

A sample input deck is shown in Table A. 1. The resultant output from the ZPRINT

comparison routine is shown in Table A. 2.
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TABLE A.1 SAMPLE INPUT DECK

-* DATA
TIMERR *02
MAXSAM 25
FRANIC 1 5.
URANIUM ANALYSIS WI
U30. U30.
425.
31,6
FRANIC 2
ANALYSIS FOR
S131-BRSI3'
157.2 FOO
FRANIC 3
ANALYSIS FOR

MN-56B
154.6 E00
FRANIC 5
ANALYSIS FOR
F18B
110. E00
FRANIC 4
ANALYSIS FOR

1126
1.9520000E04
STD 1
BEAM
HAFLIF 31.6
HAFLIF 425.
HAFLIF 157.2
HAFLIF 154.6
HAFLIF 1
HAFLIF 110.
HEDING
STANDARDS WITH
SETIME 4.00
FLUX .02
START 4.55

4.70
4.74
4.80
4.82
4.90
5.83
5.92
6,.00
7,25
7.65
7.80

2 2

3.
SI-31

2
0,

2.
MN-56

123
0.

4.
-18
123

3.
-126
123
O0
784.

.952E4

TH TWO HALF-LIVES
3 99 99 99 99 99 99

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTED
3 99 99

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTED

99 99

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTED
99 99

IODINE
BACKGROUND SUBTRACTED

99 99 99

BA* 133

1. U-1
1. U-2

2. P-SI31
3. FEMN56

I-126
F-18

NO BLANKET ON ALUMINUM CART
1050. 03/26

3.E04
.05
.054
.385
.35
,40
,70
,698
.65
.68
.615
.57
.66
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SAMPLE INPUT DECK

8 .60
8.80
9.50

11.25
.70

2.75
7.50

11.00
2.38
3.75
4.10
7.00

11.

.64

.648
,572
,576
.501
.51
,45
*402
.394
.386
.40
.40
,354

.40 .36

.60 ,05
1451. 2C72. E3 3/27

2.072 F06NOW

M
STANDARDS WITH NO BLANKET IN
2
3
4
5
6
1337.

PUNCH RESULTS
USE IN PROGRAMl

ARCH 26,1964
PLACE

5 FC-S
1 UT-S
1 UB-S
3 EA-S
2 PA-S

MAR 26
0.27

RECYC 1.38166667
SHIFT ELAPSED

RESTAR 1357.17
COUNT 3000.
COUNT 900.
STD 1 980.
BKGD 13.0

1 101
2 324

COUNT 300.
3 128
4 146
5 103
6 195

PAUSE 2.25
1 314
2 367
3 202
4 197
5 107
6 203

TIME COUNTER.
MAR 26
N
B
BA-133

B
N
B
B
B
N
N

N
N
B
B
N
N

145
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1

DOSE*
DOSE
RETURN
HEDING
TEST OF
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
START
BETW N
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TABLE A1 SAMPLE INPUT DECK

4
5
6
1

2
3

241 B
122 N

N
N
T
N
B

22]
312

300.
389
235

(SOME ACTUAL DATA CARDS WERE DELETED TO
SHORTEN THE TABLE.)

N
T
B
B
N
T
N
T
B
B
T
T
N
T
B
B
T
T
N
276 MANUAL COUNT STOP

2

2

STANDARDS WITH NO BLANKET IN PLACE
4.

2.
2 6.

1.
2 6.

TAUD=4.E-6 MIN. ERROR=2

2

2

PM (/77461,/41250) DUMP COMMON STORAGE IF ERROR
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COUNT

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2

324
2017
1009
1146
5672
837
319

2064
10 35
1310
918

1143
316

2279
1238
1250
1072
1125
312

2025

2 6.
1
2 6.

PRINT
ANALYZ
STD
ANALYZ
HEDING
TEST OF
TAUD
DTAUD
ANALYZ
NORM
ANALYZ
QUIT
FORTRAN

-- ---- I� ��

(CONT.)
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A. 8 SERVICE ROUTINES

The following routines are used throughout the SAMTAPE programs for input/output

conversions, and to perform various computations. Details of the calling sequences may

be found on the first pages of the source-deck listing of each routine in Appendix B.

The Date Input/Output Routines: CALENS and BCDATE

CALENS converts a 6-character word containing the date in the format described in

Notes: Data Cards for SAMTAPE to the internal format used by the computer (the day in

bits 21-35, the number of the month in bits 3-17 of the binary word-bits 0-35). CALENS

first converts the month, then the day of the month. If the month cannot be converted,

a word of zeros is returned. If the day cannot be converted, bits 3-17 will contain the

month number, but the rest of the word returned will be zeros.

BCDATE converts a date in the internal format to the format given above for output

purposes. The form "MAR 11" will always be used. The day of the month will always

be converted if the month can be converted. If the month cannot be converted, "NEVER"

is returned.

The Time Input/Output Routines: MINUT and TINUM

MINUT converts the clock time in the format given above to the internal format,

which is minutes past the preceding midnight. TINUM performs the reverse calculation.

Both formats are floating-point numbers.

The Chart-Time Routines: TIMDIV, SETDIV, TSCALE, and DELTAT

TIMDIV is used by the Beam programs to compute the clock time and date from the

chart time. TIMDIV computes the time from an initial chart time, clock time, and date

which were transmitted to the SETDIV routine. The entries TSCALE and DELTAT may

be used by FAP routines to reset parameters (see Cards 35 and 39).

Space-Allocation Routines: XINDEX and SETX

XINDEX computes the linear position of the data for the first observation of a given

sample in the data-storage arrays. The number of samples which share storage is

transmitted to the SETX routine (see the discussion of the "MAXSAM" card - Card 7).

The Exponential Routines: EXPP, EXP1, and EXP1X

EXP1 and EXP1X perform the computations shown in Eqs. A. 22 and A. 24, and

Eqs. A. 23 and A. 25, respectively. To avoid frequent recomputation of ex in the Beam

programs, the entry EXPP is used. If the argument x is different from the argument

at the previous calling, EXPP calls the library routine EXP to compute ex. If the argu-

ments are the same, EXPP returns the previous result.

The Chart-Flux Routines: FLUX, FSCALE, FBASE

FLUX computes (t) from the reading of the flux on the strip chart, using the param-

eters FSCALE and FBASE.
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APPENDIX B

Spectral Analysis Programs

B. 1 INTRODUCTION

The operation and input formats for the computer programs to deduce the neutron

spectrum from a set of threshold-detector data are described in this appendix. These

programs use the methods outlined in Section VI. These programs are written in either

the Fortran or FAP languages for the IBM 709/7090/7094 computers, and are compat-

ible with the operating systems in use in the summer of 1964 at the Computation Center,

M. I. T., and the Cooperative Computation Laboratory, M. I. T. As in Appendix A, input

and output is via magnetic tape, although the words "read a card" and "print" are used.

The Fortran and FAP nomenclature is used in this discussion. A description of the most

important variables is given in Table B. 1, along with the corresponding nomenclature

from Section VI.

B. 2 SPECTRUM OPERATIONS

The basic input parameters to the SPECTRUM programs are the cross sections, the

weight function, the energy range, and the threshold reaction rates. SPECTRUM is

designed so that various combinations of these parameters may be used to compute +(E)

from Eq. 31. Additional cross sections may be read in, and SPECTRUM will compute

the reaction rates for these data when (E) has been determined.

The flow diagram of the SPECTRUM programs is shown in Fig. B-1. The main pro-

gram, as far as the computer monitor system is concerned, is MAIN1, which is a skel-

eton program that prints a storage map of the routines in the memory, and calls MAIN,

the governing program for the SPECTRUM calculations. After the parameter card and

the cross sections have been read, program control is directed by 5 control cards:

WEIGHT, SETUP, ACT, CALC, and QUIT. Three other cards, the DATE, FACTOR,

and page-title ("*'") cards are used to supply additional information for calculations or

for identifying output.

WEIGHT Control Card

Columns 7-72 of the WEIGHT control card contain a number and a code word. The

number is NPOLY (<10), which is the maximum number of orthogonal polynomials to be

formed. The control word is used by the SETW routine to determine which of the weight

functions in the program deck is to be used to form the orthogonal polynomials. Three

weight functions are now available:

WGAUSS(E) = c 1 + c2 (E+c 3 ) 4 + c 5 exp -(E-c 6 ) /c7}, (B. 1)

WMAX(E) = c1 + c 2 (E+c 3 ) exp{-(E+c 3 )/c 4 }+ c 5 exp{-(E-c 6 ) 2 /c}, (B. 2)1 2 3 3)/c4) + 5 ~- c6 )/ 7
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Table B. 1. Nomenclature for spectral analysis.

VA able 'Nams_,

in Appendices
B And G.

,, / - -r

'~G'j)a
AC:Ja

AC:(J)kC(S

ALABL(J)

AX(j)

C(IJ)

DAO( J)

DaCT (j)

AXi(I)12r-.- I( 

In Chapter
6

a 

T

T j
,.

ba.

5Tj J5T 
JT i

6i(ENERGY(I))

I24IN

Ei ERGY (J)

FAC

FSIG(J,I)

E

.rJI

IAX

I.X S (j)

1.T',S (J)

JSIG(J)

Description

Erasable matrix

Coefficients in Eq. 31.

Input activities

Labels for input activities (6-column
BCD-word.

Input activities that are used to
compute spectrum.

Polynomial coefficients in Eq. 33.

Normalization coefficients for
orthogonal polynomials.

Erasable matrix.

Standard deviation in AO(J)

Tt " in ACT(J)

I" " in AX(J)

f" " in (ENERGY(I))

Maximum energy of spectrum in Mev,
should be an even 0.1 Mev.

Minimum energy of spectrum in Mev,
should be an even 0.1 Mev.

Vector with values of the energy each
0.1 Mev between EMIN and EMAX.
ENERGY(J) = 0.1 J.

Normalization factors for activities,
which are read following a "FACTOR" card.

Fourier coefficients for all (E)
which are read in.

Index, = 10 EMAX

10 x maximum energy for which Jth
cross section is tabulated.

Index = 10 EMIN

10 x threshold energy for Jth cross
section.

Vector containing cross section numbers,
in the order in which they were read.
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Table B. 1. (continued)

\ar le ame

I !\A.r :sendices In Chapter
I' and G. 6.

J-T U( J)

14C 6 W~T~O`'y

H 3'.1 

ffrwlA G N

Hi- (J)

piJJ-I f l( J)

p P ( J )

mo1! -. 7(z
>14 ! b, -) pj(EIERGY(I))

SC. LE

Description

Vector with I.D. numbers of reactions
to be used to compute spectrum, in the
order in which they appear on'SETUP"card.

Number of activities that are read in.

Maximum number of polynomials to be
computed.

Number of cross sections read in.

Number of reactions to be used to
determine spectrum (determined from
the number of I.D. numbers which appear
on "SETUP" card).

Vector with computed spectrum.

PHI(J) - DPHI(J)

PHI(J) + DPHI(J)

Tabulation of values of orthogonal
polynomials.

Scale factor for graph . > 1
if IPHIP(J)I or PHIM(J)I > IPFI(J)I;
< 1 to bring out details of small values
of variables plotted. MUST NOT BE ZERO.

SJ

ao(EmGY(I) )

i-r

w(ENERGY(2J))

w(ENEY(J) )

Integrals in Eq. 45.

Read-in cross sections.

6-Column BCD label for J cross section.

Fourier coefficients that are to be used
to determine spectrum.

Inverse of TAU(I,J) matrix.

Erasable vector.

Vector with weight function for graph-
routine.

Vector with weight function for
calculations.

Labels of reactions that are used to
compute spectrum.
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Notes: a:"O'" n this column is "zero."

b: "FAC" is the name of the vector in the "MAIN" subroutine,
"EXTRA" is used in other routines.
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WDGUS(E) = c + c exp{(E-c 3 ) 2 /c} + c 5 eP{(E-c 6 ) 2 /c7} (B. 3)

The code words for these functions are GAUSS, MAXWEL, and DGAUSS, respectively.

The card(s) following the WEIGHT control card contain the input parameters for the

chosen weight function. For the three functions above, only one card is required, con-

taining the constants c 1 , . . , c 7 . If a weight function using the results of Impink's cal-

culations were added, for example, the values of the flux for the various energy groups

would be read at this point.

After the chosen weight function has been set up, control is transferred to ORTHOG,

which reads a card containing EMIN and EMAX, and then computes the parameters for

the orthogonal polynomials from Eqs. 43-46. To perform the numerical integrations in

Eq. 45 and in the equation

w(E) Pi (E) dE = 1/B i = 1/BO(I), (B. 4)

the energy range EMIN-EMAX is divided into NPOINT subintervals, and Weddle's rule3 8

is applied to each subinterval. Since the integrations are done on a compute-as-you-go

basis, any number of subintervals may be used. A large number of subintervals unduly

increases the running time for the program, and round-off errors prevent any addi-

tional accuracy. It is recommended that NPOINT = 25 in the cases of interest, where

EMIN ' 1 Mev, and EMAX = 14 Mev.

The Fourier coefficients for Eq. 34 are computed by the subroutine SIG4, which

performs the integrations numerically with Simpson's rule,38 and tabulated values of

WEIGHT(I), PNOM(J, I), and SIG(I, K) at each 0. 1 Mev. Since Simpson's rule requires

an odd number of points, the lowest energy point is dropped if the number of points is

even.

SETUP Control Card

Columns 7-72 of the SETUP card contain 3-10 reaction I. D. numbers, each separated

from the others by at least one blank space. These numbers specify which reactions are

to be used to form the TAU and TAUINV matrices. The proper set of Fourier coeffi-

cients are selected from the FSIG matrix and stored in the TAU matrix, which is then

inverted by the subroutine CALTAU, using the Computation Center, M. I. T. Library

routine XSIMEQ. 4 9 A WEIGHT card (and associated data cards) must precede the first

SETUP card.

ACT Control Card

Columns 5-6 of the ACT Control Card contain NACT, the number of reaction rates

which is to be read. Columns 7-72 are used as a subtitle on each page of output. NACT

cards follow, each with a reaction I. D. number, the reaction rate, the standard deviation

in the reaction rate, and a 6-column label for that I. D. number. After the activity cards

have been read, the activities that were selected by the previous SETUP card are used
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with the TAUINV matrix to compute AO(J) for Eq. 32. Note that up to 20 different acti-

vities may be read; the additional activities are printed out for comparison with the

activities for these reactions that are computed from Eq. 36.

After these computations are complete, four pages of output are generated, including

tables with the AO(I), computed and input activities, and (E), each with the computed

(and input) standard deviations (from Eqs. 39-41). A rough graph is plotted, including

PHI(I), PHIP(I), PHIM(I), and WEIGHS(I). The scale of the graph is adjusted so that the

quantity [SCALE*( I PHI(I) )max] is at the top of the graph. The factor SCALE is read

from the parameter card. Note that a WEIGHT card (and associated data cards) and a

SETUP card must precede the first ACT card.

CALC Control Card

Columns 7-72 of the CALC card are used as a subtitle on each page of output. The

CALC card initiates the same computations as does the ACT card, except that the pre-

viously read activities are used. For example, after an ACT card, a SETUP card and

a CALC card could be used to determine the spectrum from a different combination of

the previously read reaction rates.

FACTOR Control Card

Columns 7-72 of the FACTOR card contain NFAC (20), the number of conversion

factors to be read. The following NFAC cards each contain a code number, and a con-

version factor by which future reaction rates and standard deviations with that code num-

ber will be multiplied as they are read in. Conversion factors that are not read are

assumed to be 1. 0.

For proper calculations, the activities must have the same dimensions as the cross

sections. The use of the conversion factor allows activities to be read in other dimen-

sions.

DATE Card

Columns 7-12 of the DATE card follow the page title on each page of output.

Page Title Card

Columns 2-72 of the page title card, which has an asterisk (*) in column 1, are used

as the title of each page of output.

QUIT Card

The QUIT Card terminates the program. Its use is the same as that of the SAMTAPE

QUIT card.

B. 3 INPUT TO THE SPECTRUM PROGRAMS

The input formats for the Spectrum programs are described below. Data on control

cards are in a free format, as described above. Other data are read by using Fortran

Format Statements. 5 0
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Parameter Card

The parameter card is the first card in the data deck. This card contains NSIG,

NPOINT, and SCALE; it is read with the Format (213, El0. 3).

Cross Sections

The cross section deck is shown in Appendix D. It is divided into NSIG subdecks.

The first card of each subdeck is the cross-section header card, which contains the

reaction ID number, SLABEL(ID), AMIN, and AMAX. Here AMIN and AMAX are the

minimum and maximum energies (integral multiples of 0. 1 Mev) for which the cross

sections for that reaction are tabulated. The Format for the cross-section header card

is (I2, 2XA6, 2F5. 1). The values of a-(E) are on the following cards (Format (10F7. 1)).

The cross-section values are arranged so that a-(U-1.0+0. 1) is in the first field

(columns 1-7), a-(U-1. 0+0. 2) is in the second field, ... , and -(U) is in the tenth field

(columns 64-70). Here U is an integral multiple of 1 Mev. The first card after the

header card contains -(AMIN), and the last card in each subdeck contains (r(AMAX), each

in its proper field.

Control Card Deck

The control card deck which follows the cross-section deck, contains control cards

and associated data cards, as described in the operations section above. The formats

for these cards are listed in Table B. 2.

A sample input deck is shown in Table B. 3. To save space, the presence of the

cross-section deck is indicated by a row of asterisks.

B. 4 OUTPUT FROM THE SPECTRUM PROGRAMS

Each ACT or CALC card generates four pages of printed output. In general this out-

put is self-explanatory. In the graph of (E) negative numbers are reflected above the

X-axis, and are plotted with a special set of symbols. A symbol key appears below each

graph.
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APPENDIX C

Toepler Pump Operation

C. 1 INSTALLATION

The Toepler pump should be well supported in an upright position in a large pan to

catch the mercury if the pump should break. Wiring connections are made as shown in

Fig. C-1. Care should be taken in sealing the ball-and-socket joints so that no undue

stress is placed on the glass tubing. These joints should be opened before working on

any part of the system, so that the stress of an accidental jerk will not be transmitted

to the glass.

The lower chamber of the Toepler pump is filled with mercury through the side-arm

connection to the safety reservoir. A funnel and care should be used to avoid mercury

spills. Small mercury drops may be sponged up with a copper-wire brush wetted in

dilute nitric acid. Gold is an even better sponge, so be careful of gold rings, watches,

and so forth. Inaccessible drops should be covered with flowers of sulfur; the toxic

mercury and (less toxic) sulfur combine to form the inert compound HgS.

Note: The control circuit shown in Fig. C-1 was designed for the author by a tech-

nician. The circuit works, but the author makes no claims for its reasonableness.

C. 2 OPERATION PROCEDURES

Before start-up the mercury level should be below the point Q; the by-pass stopcock,

the valve to the pressure line, and the stopcock between the upper and lower chambers

should be closed. The common contact should be shorted first to the upper contact and

then to the lower one to be sure that the automatic system is operating. The vacuum

pump for the vacuum line should be running. This pump should be an old one; the large

volumes of gas which are pumped during the operation of the Toepler pump will soon

ruin a good vacuum pump. The stopcock between the upper and lower chambers should

be opened carefully to allow the residual gas in the safety reservoir to force the mercury

into the upper chamber. If the mercury rises too fast it will hammer against the upper

chamber and break it. When the mercury rise ceases, the pressure valve is opened

just enough so that the mercury will continue to rise to open float valve A, and close the

circuit between the upper and common contacts, activating the solenoid valve to connect

the vacuum to the lower chamber. Be ready to close the stopcock between the two

chambers if the solenoid valve does not operate. If it does, the vacuum will pull the

mercury into the lower chamber. The pump will now cycle automatically. The furnace

in Fig. 31 is evacuated when the mercury descends at the same levels in arms I and II.

To halt the operation, close the stopcock between the two chambers when the mercury

is in the lower chamber but the circuit between the lower and common contacts is open.

The batteries should be disconnected, and the pressure valve should be closed.
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Wire to upper contact
--- - -_. - - - - __ - - - _. - - -1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-- -~- - -i

I 1I ioi t I

P t::I5'?_'- I

Control box

olt dry cell

Ir

R = 2.2 x 100 ohms
Toepler pump

Resistance of control-box relay coils =
2500 ohms

Fig. C-1. Schematic diagram of the Toepler pump and control circuitry.
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APPENDIX D

Listing of Threshold Detector Cross Sections

as They Appear in the 'SPECTRUM' Cross-Section Deck
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Omitted Appendices (See Preface)

APPENDIX E

Threshold Detector Data

(Explanation of Tables)

APPENDIX F

Listing of SAMTAPE Source Programs

APPENDIX G

Listing of SPECTRUM Source Programs
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